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Introduction

LHCb [17, 18] is one of the four particle physics experiments at the Large Hadron Collider

symmetry violation and rare decays in the sectors of the beauty and charm hadrons. LHCb 
aims at completing the understanding of the quark flavour physics and at revealing signs of 
new physics beyond the standard model in a complementary way to the larger multipurpose 
experiments ATLAS and CMS [92]. The current results on heavy flavour have been essentially

no significant departure from the standard model prédictions. LHCb aims at increasing the 
précision on the CP-symmetry measurements and the rare decays, many new physics models 
leading to new contributions to the CP-phases and to rare decay branching fractions.

The standard model is a relativistic quantum field theory [6 , 8 8 ] which describes the 
strength and the m atter content of the universe. Its prédiction power is tremendous, but 
it still does not explain ail our observations and suffers some paradox. It is now common to 
suppose that the standard model is an effective model of a more fundamental theory which still

Symmetries are a building block of any modem particle physics theory. The discrète symme-

into their anti-particles, flip the space orientation or the direction of time. The combination of 
the three symmetries CPT is required by any relativistic quantum theory with local interac
tions. This has the conséquence of making the mass and width of any particle to be equal to 
the mass and width of the corresponding anti-particle. But, no constraint is imposed on the C, 
P, T, CP, CT and PT operators [79].

In the standard model, the electromagnetic and strong forces are invariant under C, P and T 
opérations where the weak force violâtes C and P. The violation of CP by the weak interaction 
was discovered in 1964 from the analysis of the neutral kaon decays [13, , 69].

It is now commonly accepted that at the origin of the universe, the big-bang took place 
and m atter and anti-matter were present in balanced quantity. This subtle equilibrium has 
been broken since by a mechanism which is not understood yet and that led to a tiny positive 
amount of matter with respect to anti-matter when both annihilate to produce photons.

This mechanism implies that [89]

• the baryon number is not conserved,

CP symmetry is violated,

The thermal equilibrium was broken so that the effect that led to the m atter anti-matter 
asymmetry was not compensated by the opposite phenomenon.

7
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The CP violation which has been measured already on the K and B meson systems is not 
able to explain the amplitude of the mechanism that took place at the origin of the universe, 
but we could imagine that the energy scale at which we studied this phenomenon does not 
correspond to the conditions that occurred at that time. This is the motivation for increasing 
the energy and the statistics of the experiments so that we can be sensitive to any physics 
beyond the standard model possibly responsible for a stronger CP violation effect.

The search for new physics has taken two aspects. The first one, driven by experiments like 
ATLAS or CMS, consists in discovering new physics from the new particles involved. LHCb 
aims at measuring CP violation in the B sector with a yet unreached précision and is more 
sensitive to the couplings of those new particles and there interventions in virtual effects. In 
this sense, LHCb is sensitive altogether to the mass of those particles and to their couplings. 
A large mass making those particles difîicult to be discovered directly could potentially be

The LHCb detector aims at measuring the CP violation with an unprecedented précision 
and rare decays in the B meson sector. According to the CKM matrix at the origin of CP 
violation in the standard model, the B sector shows the largest amplitude for the effect, and if 
any new physics has to be seen this is most probably an interesting sector to study.

This document focuses mainly on the calorimeter system of the LHCb experiment, from 
the design of its electronics, the identification of the photons, which relies essentially on this 
system, to its calibration. The first section is an introduction to the LHCb detector. The 
rest of the document is divided in two parts. The first one is devoted to the electronics: the 
front-end will be described, then the configuration and test software developped specifically for 
the LHCb calorimeter groups. This part ends by addressing the potential problems linked to 
the radiation levels in the LHCb cavern. The second part is devoted to the préparation of the 
detector for analysis and partially uses the first data recorded in 2010. It is divided in two 
chapters regarding the identification of the photons and the absolute calibration of both the 
preshower and the electromagnetic calorimeter.

8
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LHCb detector
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1.1 D etector overview
LHCb [ ] is a single arm spectrometer with a forward angular coverage (10 to (250) 300mrad 
in the (non-)bending plane of the detector) motivated by the fact that at high energies both 
quarks from the bb pairs are predominantly produced at small angles with respect to the beam. 
Hence, the acceptance is driven by the kinematics of the B mesons produced at the interaction 
point and by a compromise on the acceptance, the cost of the equipment that scales with its 
size and the existing cavern. The bb pair boost is given by the largest momentum parton of 
the two protons interacting and the optimisation led to an acceptance in the pseudo-rapidity 
range 2.0 < q < 5.5 (see figure 1.2).

At the nominal luminosity C, =  2 x 1032cm- 2 s- 1  and the nominal beam energy of 7 TeV,
3 x 1011 bb pairs should be produced at the experiment interaction point in a year of data

9
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

Figure 1.2: Angular distribution of the B mesons produced at the LHCb interaction The

(considering 200 days and a Hübner factor of 0.25 [ ]). LHCb benefits from a large bb

1 0
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1.1. Detector overview

cross-section of about 500/ib and from a ratio abi/o  Mastic reaching û.6 %1. Although running 
at low luminosity leads to a lower statistics, it has the advantage of reducing the event pile-up 
and of producing events simpler to analyse. The overall detector radiation damage is also lower 
at LHCb than in other higher luminosity experiments which has an effect on the electronics 
design. Hence, the luminosity may be tuned independently from the other experiments by 
changing the beam focus.

LHCb consists of a magnet, a vertex locator (VELO), a tracking system, two ring imaging 
Cherenkov detectors, a calorimeter and a muon system. The figure 1.1 and picture 1.3 show a 
view of the detector.

Figure 1.3: Picture of the LHCb detector after installation and seen from the counting room

large equipments is visible. The LHCb detector is partially hidden by the frames and plateforms 
supporting the equipments. The ^-axis, as seen on figure 1.1 goes here from right to left. 
Following it, the vertex locator where the interaction takes place is on the far right and cannot 
be seen. The magnet is the blue structure located behind the green platform. Then, the 
tracking stations and the RICH2 are visible. The yellow gantry is above the four calorimeters. 
The muon system is located farther away, close to the left cavern wall.

The main purpose of the LHCb calorimeters, that concern a large fraction of this document, 
is the selection and identification of hadrons, electrons and photons and the measurement of 
their energies and directions, both at the first trigger level and for the online reconstruction. 
Four sub-detectors are associated to perform such identification: a scintillating pad detector

magnetic nature; they are followed by an electromagnetic (ECAL) and a hadronic (HCAL)

1 Those values are for a nominal beam energy of 7TeV. The bb cross-section is reduced and was measured to 
roughly 250yub at 3.5TeV.

1 1
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

calorimeter. The calorimeter system is used at the first level trigger (LO) of LHCb by providing 
high transverse energy electron, photon, neutral pion and hadron candidates. The response of 
the calorimeter system has to match the accelerator frequency and provides a measurement at 
40MHz. The data are pipelined in the front-end electronics of the calorimeter, of the muon 
chambers and of the pile-up veto that contribute to the LO. Finally, the data are read out and 
sent to the CPU farm of the High Level Trigger (HLT) of LHCb at an average rate of 1.1MHz.

The LHCb experiment is located at the LHC interaction point 8 , where DELPHI used to 
collect data at LEP time. The physics domain of the collaboration is very specihc and requires 
to trigger on B event signatures which are mainly the large P t of the daughters and the time 
of flight of the B meson (which is typically of 1cm). Those characteristics of the interesting 
events make the triggering on piled-up events more difficult. Hence, the beam conditions of the 
experiment are very différent from those of the two big multipurpose experiments ATLAS and 
CMS where the nominal luminosity is planned to reach 1034cm- 2s-1. At LHCb, the focusing of 
the beam is such that the luminosity is supposed to be in the range 2 x 1032 — 5 x 1032cm_2 s_ 1  

with an accelerator hlled with 2808 bunches among which 2622 collide at the P 8  interaction 
Then, the average number of events per Crossing is around 0.4 as can be seen from

1.4 with a single collision in roughly 30% of the crossings.

1.4: The probability to have from n =  0 and up to 5 collisions per bunch Crossing
depending on the luminosity at the LHCb interaction (cm - v 1)

Notice that the beam conditions in 2010 did not correspond to the “nominal” situation as 
the accelerator energy reached 3.5TeV per beam only and it has been hlled by a maximum of 
æ 400 bunches. To compensate for the lack of statistics, the )3* was tuned to a small value 
of 2.5m, leading to a larger pile-up reaching up to 2.7 events per Crossing at the beginning 
of some of the machine hlls. This tuning permitted to recover part of the missing statistics 
but the price to pay was more difficult triggering conditions as some additional cuts had to 
be applied in order to remove too large multiplicity bunch crossings. Moreover, the first level 
trigger threshold and so the bandwidth sharing favoured muon channels (not so affected by the

1 2
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1.2. The beam pipe

1.2 beam  pipe
The LHCb beam pipe (see picture 1.5) is an essential and subtle component of the detector as 
the reconstruction of the particles is performed up to very high pseudo-rapidity values. It is 
crucial not to create too many secondary particles in this région where the multiplicity is the 
largest and a high occupancy at the level of the tracking system or the Cherenkov detectors 
would reduce their efhciency.

The hrst three conical segments of the beam pipe, starting from the exit window of the 
VELO and up to 1 2  meters along the z axis are made of béryllium which scarcely interacts with 
the particles produced from the pp collisions, the segments being connected with aluminium 
bellows. Béryllium being expensive, toxic and the sections difficult to make with this material, 
stainless steel is used in the next segments, at the level of the calorimeters, where particles are 
nevertheless supposed to be absorbed but for the muons.

Figure 1.5: Picture of the LHCb beam pipe at the level of the magnet aperture, i.e. between the 
tracker turicensis (left) and the outer-inner tracking systems (right). The z-axis of figure 1 .1  

goes here from right to left. The conical sections are visible with the bellows and the supports.

The supports of the beam pipe, visible on picture 1.5, are directly in the detector acceptance. 
Hence, they have been designed not to affect the particles and are made of a hrst interface ring 
of polyimide-graphite followed by an aluminium collar to which are connected eight stainless 
steel cables and rods pulling altogether upwards and downwards.

1.3 tracking system
The tracking system of LHCb is composed of the vertex locator (called VELO, see figure 1 .6 ), 
the tracker turicensis (TT stations, figure 1.8), the magnet, and three tracking stations (called

13
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

T l, T2 and T3) made of two parts, the inner and the outer one (figure 1.9). The tracking algo- 
rithms are written to connect the hits from the previous sensors and reconstruct the trajectories 
given the known and imposed magnetic field.

1.3.1 Locator

1.6: Left: Drawing of one half of the VELO. The corrugated aluminium foil is visible at

the VELO are shown both in the open and closed positions, i.e. before and during stable beam 
conditions of the accelerator.

The VELO [ ] which is the first detector seen by the particles and the closest one to the
interaction point is probably the most important sub-detector of an experiment dedicated to 
B physics and in LHCb it is also the most sophisticated one. The purpose of the VELO is to 
reconstruct the primary and secondary vertices of the pp collisions and of the particles flying 
both in the forward and the backward directions. The straight trajectories of the charged 
particles produced are built from hits recorded in the VELO and are furthermore matched to 
the hits seen in the following tracking chambers. Moreover, two specific sensor layers of the 
VELO located in the backward région are used for the first level trigger in order to veto pile-up 
events.

The VELO covers the LHCb acceptance and the z région extending from —50cm up to lm. 
It is made of single sided Silicon strip sensors of n +-on-n type (but for one module made of
n+-on-p) located in a secondary vacuum vessel separated from the beam pipe by an aluminium 
foil. The design and manufacturing of this foil was an important effort as it has to be very 
thin, corrugated in order to reduce the thickness of material crossed by the incoming particles 
before they actually see the Silicon sensors and to be sufficiently résistant to safely protect the 
LHC machine vacuum. It also aims at guiding the beam wake-fields and at shielding the VELO

14
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1.3. The tracking system

readout electronics (located at the edge of the PCB supporting the Silicon sensors) from the 
radio-frequency pick-up from the proton bunches.

1.7: Drawing of two half VELO stations showing the data- condition ge-
ometry.

The detector itself is made of two jaws on the right and left of the beam pipe that are 
retracted to almost 3cm except during stable beam accelerator conditions and data-t 
when they are closed to 8 mm. Each jaw contains 23 half disk sensors or half stations 
the c axis, 2 of those being used for the pile-veto. When closed, the half-stations are slightly 
displaced by 1.5cm along c in order to fully close the acceptance and leading to a small overlap 
at the bottom and top of the sensors.

Each half station contains two types of Silicon sensors, glued back to back and giving r  and

The r —sensor is made of 512 circular 45° strips centered on the nominal beam position 
in closed configuration. The division in 45° sectors permits to reduce the occupancy and the 
strip capacitance. When closed the extreme r —sensor strips are at 8.2mm (inside) and 41.9mm 
(outside) from the beam nominal centre. The strip pitch depends on the radii, from 38fini 
(inner) to 1 0 2 ^m (outer).

The (f)—sensor are made of radial strips divided in two régions with radii extending from 
8 mm to 17.25mm for the inner part with an angle with respect to the true radial direction of 
±20° and from 17.25mm to 41.9mm for the outer part with an angle of ±10°. Notice that the 
angle of (p—sensors of two consécutive modules are inverted in order to make a stereoscopic 
reconstruction of the tracks. As for the r — sensors, the pitch varies from 39^m for the inner

15
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

1.3.2 The Tracker Turicensis
The tracker turicensis stations [ ] are made of two stations of two layers each located at the z
position of 2.5m from the nominal interaction point (i.e. just between the first RICH detector

±5° for U — V  spatial reconstruction.

Figure 1.8: The geometry of the two tracker turicensis (TT) stations. The readout hybrids are 
located at the top and bottom and are shown in blue. The various readout sectors (L, M and 
Iv) of the modules are indicated by différent colours.

The TT stations have mainly three purposes. First they permit to have intermediate hits 
between the VELO and the tracking stations located on the other side of the magnet. Without 
them, connecting the segments would be more difficult, reduce the efficiency and increase the

More specifically, they permit to build tracks from low momentum particles that are swept 
by the magnetic field, do not reach the tracking stations T1-T3 and would not be reconstructed 
shouldn’t we have intermediate hits. Finally, they give a significant additional information to 
reconstruct the neutral long-life particles such as K®, that decay outside the VELO volume.

The TT is built from Silicon sensors of p+-on-n 
detector containing 128 of the latter.

seven of them making a module, the

1.3.3 The dipole magnet
The B  field produced by the magnet 
permits to deduce the sign of their

imposes a curvature to the charged particles which 
and their momentum. The largest and best-known

16
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1.3. The tracking system

the magnetic field, the better the momentum resolution. The maximum value of \B\ is 1.1T 
along the y axis and at a z position of 4.7m, so that the particles are bent in the x — z plane. 
The overall integrated field seen from the interaction point is roughly f  B.dl æ 4Tm leading to 
a momentum resolution of 0.45% up to 2 0 0 GeV.

The dipole magnet is made of two saddle shape coils mounted inverted on top of each other 
(see figures 1.1 and 1.5) surrounded by the iron yoke and whose aperture corresponds to the 
LHCb acceptance. The technology chosen is warm in order to permit a fast ramp-up of the 
field and a regular inversion of the current and thus of the field orientation. This is of capital 
importance when looking for asymmetric effects that could be faked by magnet systematics. 
Inverting the field cancels such experimental problems and reduces the measurement errors.

1.3.4 The tracking chambers

The three tracking stations T l, T 2  and T3 are located downstream the particle flow and are 
made of two parts, an inner one made of a Silicon detector [ 8] and the outer part [22] built from 
arrays of straw tubes. The purpose of those stations is to complété the track and momentum 
reconstruction after the magnet bending. The track and hit multiplicity being larger in an ellipse 
around the beam pipe slightly extended along the x  axis (because of the particle curvature), 
the hit granularity had to be smaller in this région and two very différent technologies have 
been used (figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Left: the inner part of the tracking stations T l to T3. Right: the tracking system 
with the tracker turicensis and the three stations T l, T 2  and T3 where the outer région covering 
the larger part of the acceptance is coloured in blue.

The inner tracker is made of 130k Silicon strips of 11 or 22cm depending on the position and 
covers an area of 4m2. As for the tracker turicensis, a U-V spatial reconstruction is possible by 
the orientation of the strips which are vertical, rotated by ±5°, and vertical again respectively 
in the four layers of the detector. The Silicon sensors used are also of the same type as the 
TT ones (p+-on-n) with a pitch of 198/im. As can be see from figure 1.9, the modules slightly 
overlap in order to permit a précisé alignment with particles.

The outer région of the tracking station T l, T 2  and T3 are large modules covering a surface 
of 6.0 x 4.9m2 corresponding to the acceptance of the detector and made of four détection layers 
with the same vertical, ±5°, vertical tube orientations as the inner part and providing the U-V 
reconstruction.

17
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

As already mentioned, and because of the area to be covered, the technology is very différent 
from the inner detector, the multiplicity allowing a coarser granularity. Each détection layer is 
composed of two rows of drift tubes of 4.9mm (inner diameter). The gas used is a mixture of

the theoretical bunch Crossing rate and leading to some spillover. There is no read out of the 
position along the tube and the intrinsic resolution is of 190/an.

1.4 The RICH detectors

Several sub-detectors contribute to the particle identification in LHCb. The calorimeter and 
the muon system disentangle electrons, photons, hadrons and muons. The various species of 
hadrons are separated by two Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detectors [20] located on both sides 
of the magnet called RICH1 and RICH2 (figure 1.10). B physics requires to select exclusive

with a high efficiency and a low contamination. Nevertheless, they usually operate in well- 
defined momentum range. This is the reason why LHCb has two such devices, specialised in 
two overlapping momentum ranges.

1.10: Drawing of the two Cherenkov detectors of LHCb. RICH1 (left) and RICH2 
(right) are différent in term of angular coverage (both drawings are not at the same scale) and 
momentum operating conditions. The two radiators of RICH1, aerogel (in yellow, close to the 
entrance window of RICH1) and C4 F 10 produce two rings centered on the same point after 
reflection on the mirrors.

1 8
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1.4. The RICH detectors

The basic principle of the two RICH is the same. The Cherenkov light is focused and 
extracted from the detector acceptance with a combination of spherical and fiat mirrors. In the 
peripheral région, boxes contain the photo detectors which convert the light into an electrical 
signal. From the determined radius of the Cherenkov ring reconstructed, the medium index 
and the momentum of the tracks (obtained from the tracking system, see above), the mass of 
the particle can be measured and thus its type.

having 1024 pixels each for a granularity of 2.5 x 2.5mm2 and providing a measurement every 
25ns. The two RICH are very différent in term of

• angular acceptance,

• operation momentum range.

RICH1 looks at the full LHCb acceptance in a momentum range from low values up to 
60GeV. This is possible by using two radiator, aerogel (n =  1.03, up to lOGeV) and C4 F 10 

(n =  1.0014, from lOGeV to 60GeV). Hence each track produces in RICH1 two rings of différent 
radii centered on the same point. RICH2 is specialised in the identification of particles whose 
momentum exceeds 15GeV up to lOOGeV and consequently whose pseudo-rapidity is rather 
large. Hence, the angular coverage of RICH2 does not extend farther than 120mrad, i.e. half 
the LHCb angular acceptance, and the tank of the detector contains CF4 (/?, =  1.0005). The 
specificities of the radiators is given on figure 1 .1 1 .

Figure 1.11: Cherenkov cone aperture with respect to the momentum of the particle and for 
the three radiators used in the two RICH detectors of LHCb.

The theoretical angular dispersion in the three radiators is 2.6, 1.5 and 0.7mrad respectively 
in the aerogel, C4 F 10 and CF4. Nevertheless, at LHCb start-up the performances of the aerogel 
were rather at the level of 5mrad. This seemed partly to be due to dispersions between aerogel
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

tiles. Performing individual tile calibrations improved the resolution without yet reaching the 
expected value.

The two RICH and especially RICH1 are located close to the magnet and the HPD have 
to be shielded against the magnetic field, in order no to distort the image reconstructed on the 
pixel chip. Boxes have been designed to protect the HPD with the constraint of not affecting 
the magnetic field map in the detector acceptance.

1.5 calorimeters
This document focuses on some spécifié aspects of the calorimeters that will be described mostly 
in the next chapters. The reader will only find here a brief introduction to the calorimeter system 
and should either look at references [59] or at the following sections if détails are needed.

The four calorimeters are wall-like structures divided in two halves which may be open 
and fully taken out of the acceptance. The first calorimeters seen by the particles incoming

which are followed by the electromagnetic (ECAL) and the hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters (see

Ml and M2 muon chambers (here indicated by “MSI” and “MS2” for muon stations 1 and 2). 
Right: This drawing shows the calorimeter system partially open and shows the location of the 
electronics crates on the platform above the detector.

The readout electronics that is an important topic of this document is located mainly on 
the platform above the sub-detectors where a narrow passage permits to access the crates.

The identification capabilities and disentangling of electrons, photons and hadrons by the 
calorimeter system cornes from Crossing the information from the SPD, PRS, ECAL and HCAL.
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1.5. The calorimeters

Sub-detector S P D /P R S ECAL HCAL
N um ber of channels 

L atéra l size 
Longitudinal dep th  
Basic requirem ent 

D ynam ic range

6016 each
6.2 x 7.6 m 2 

180mm - 2.5.Y0 - O.lAj 
20/30 photo-electrons per M IP 

0-100 M IPs - 1 bit (SPD ), 10 b its  (PRS)

6016
6.3 x 7.8 m 2 
25A ° - l . lA j  

1 0 % /V e ® 1.5% (E in GeV) 
0-10 GeV E x

1488 
6.8 x 8.4 m 2 

5.6À/
8 0 % / V E  e  10% (E in GeV) 

0-10 GeV E x

Table 1.1: The requirements to the LHCb calorimeter system.

The SPD threshold is set so that only charged particles give a hit. The preshower being located 
after a lead absorber measures a sizable energy deposit for electrons and photons. The ECAL 
fully absorbs the electromagnetic particles (photons and electrons) while the hadrons are mainly 
absorbed by the HCAL.

1.5.1 The scintillating pad detector and the preshower

The design of the SPD and PRS [6 , 53] are very similar and consists of two scintillating vertical

detectors. This lead converter allows to initiate the electromagnetic showers so that electrons 
and photons deposit a sizable amount of energy in the PRS. Charged particles leave in the 
SPD a minimum ionising particle (mip) signal which is detected while photons do not internet. 
Combining the SPD and the PRS information with the cluster position reconstruction of the 
ECAL gives a détermination of the nature of the electromagnetic particle interacting with the 
calorimeter system. This technique is used oflline but also at the first level trigger of LHCb to 
tag high transverse momentum hadron, electron, photon and pion candidates, characterising 
a high mass B meson decay. Table 1.1 gives the main requirements to the LHCb calorimeter 
system. The PRS and SPD have a segmentation that varies with respect to the distance to 
the beam pipe, the cell sizes matching the ECAL cell size in order to make a projective system 
pointing to the LHC beam collision. The SPD/PRS cells are scintillator pads grooved and 
holding an helicoidal wavelength shifting fibre (WLS) as showed on picture 1.13. The light is 
propagated by clear fibres to multi-anode photomultipliers (MAPMT) located in boxes above 
and below the SPD/PRS walls and containing the very front-end electronics in charge of the

The SPD very front-end [49] provides to the front-end electronics a binary information 
corresponding to the amplification and intégration of the charges collected from the MAPMT. 
After pedestal subtraction and spillover correction, the signal is compared with a threshold 
loaded by the slow control of the experiment. The output of this comparison is sent to the 
front-end electronics on a differential line.

The PRS has an energy range of 100 mips. The signal of its MAPMT is also shaped and 
integrated on the very front-end. But unlike the SPD, the differential analog output is sent on 
27 m long twisted pairs to the PRS front-end boards housing a 10 bit ADC where the pedestal, 
spill-over and integrator gain corrections are applied.

Both the SPD and PRS rely on a similar technique to measure the MAPMT signal and 
based on two parallel interleaved integrators running at 20MHz per channel, one being read 
out and reset while the other is integrating the puise.

The overall performances of the SPD and PRS system have been determined during the
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

capturing the light produced. The WLS fibre is connected to a clear fibre that propagates 
the light to the very front-end located at the top or bottom of the SPD and PRS walls. A 
multi-anode photomultiplier is visible at the right of the picture.

commissioning of the detectors that took place before and during LHC start-up and are fully 
satisfactory. The noise is estimated to be of the order of 3mV for the former (a mip producing 
lOOmV in average). The noise of the PRS is reduced to 1.2 ADC count (a mip corresponding 
to 10 ADC counts2) [65]. Its pedestal is centered at 140 ADC counts with a maximum of 
300 saving the expected dynamic range. The SPD and PRS detectors are built around a very 
front-end and a front-end which are located from 20 to 30 meters apart. This leads to stringent

for the cable lengths and accurately sample the signais at the level of the front-end boards.

1.5.2 The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
The characteristics of the ECAL and HCAL sub-systems are quoted in table 1.1.

The ECAL [61, 36] and HCAL [c, 10] are two wall-like calorimeters with a variable segmen
tation that fits the particle multiplicity. They have both the same electronics that is described 
in the next chapters, the main difference between those detectors is in the design of the modules. 
The ECAL is a shashlik system, each module consisting of 6 6  layers of scintillator (4mm) and 
lead ( 2  mm) corresponding to one, four and nine cells of 1 2  x 1 2  cm2, 6 x 6  cm2 and 4 x 4  cm2 

respectively in the outer, middle and inner areas defmed by the distance of the cells to the 
beam pipe (figure 1.14 and 1.15). To fully contain the electromagnetic shower the ECAL is 
25Xo thick.

The HCAL is made of 26 modules of iron and scintillator tiles piled-up (see figure 1.16).

2This corresponds to  the nominal design. During the commissioning and the first data taking period, the 
mip was set first at 20 ADC counts so tha t it count be clearly seen. The relative calibration of the cells was 
easier. The absolute calibration of the SPD, i.e. the conversion from the number of ADC counts to  the overall 
energy deposited in the PRS scintillator and the absorber is the subject of the last part of this document.
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1.6. The muon chambers

Figure 1.14: The plot shows the separation among the différent ECAL granularity régions on 
a quarter of electromagnetic calorimeter. In yellow, the outer région, in blue the middle and in 
red the inner one. The size of the cells is respectively 12 x 12, 6  x 6  and 4 x 4cm2 as shown on

photomultipliers dividing the detector in cells of 26.2 x 26.2 cm2 or 13.1 x 13.1 cm2 in the outer 
and inner régions respectively, the previously defmed ECAL middle zone being merged here 
with the inner one. WLS fibres cross longitudinally the modules of the ECAL and HCAL to 
collect and propagate the scintillator light to photomultipliers powered by Cockcroft-Walton 
bases [34]. Both, the ECAL and HCAL PM high voltages are adjusted so that the measurement 
is directly performed in transverse energy, which is the most relevant quantity to trigger on.

The HCAL has an interaction length of 5.6À/ due to the 1.2m long master iron plates 
interlaced by six 4mm thick spacer iron plates. In between the absorbers, scintillator tiles are

1.6 The muon chambers

The muon stations [21] are supposed to detect what has not yet been absorbed by the other 
sub-detectors, i.e. the muons which have a large pénétration power. Hence, it is located at the 
end of the LHCb spectrometer, just before the cavern wall (figure 1.17).

Five stations compose the system, one just before the SPD scintillator layer and called Ml, 
the four others after the hadronic calorimeter and interleaved with thick absorber walls of iron 
of 80cm.

Ml is not only specific because of its location. Contrary to the others it is built from 
Gaseous Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors because of the occupancy and radiations in the
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

Figure 1.15: The drawing shows the ECAL cells corresponding to the inner région (lower 
modules containing 9 cells and red area on figure 1.14), the middle région (4 cells per module, 
blue area on 1.14) and outer région (a single cell per module, yellow on 1.14). The disposition 
of the cells on the drawings is such that the particles come from the left, the PMT being located 
at the back of the modules.

Figure 1.16: Left: the picture shows the manufacturing of a HCAL module. According to the 
module orientation, the particles would originate from the top on the picture, the light being 
propagated from the tiles to the PMT located at the bottom. The 26 modules are piled-up 
horizontally to build the hadronic calorimeter wall. Right: design of a HCAL module the long 
iron master plates support the absorbers and the introduced scintillators pads.

corresponding région while M2, 3, 4 and M5 are equipped with multi-wire proportional chambers 
(MWPC).
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1.7. The LHCb trigger and acquisition

calorimeter system.
view of the muon system. In between Ml and M2 is the space for the 
: the sharing among the 4 régions of the muon chambers.

As for the calorimeter system, the muon chamber are divided in régions of différent granu- 
larities leading to similar occupancies over the detector acceptance. Thus, the spatial resolution 
decreases when looking at larger angular aperture with respect to the beam pipe, but those 
régions also correspond to the larger multiple scattering effect making spatial requirements not 
so crucial here.

Notice on figure 1.17, left, the iron filter 4 which is designed to shield LHCb from the LHC 
machine background.

The purpose of any trigger is to reject the background or not interesting events while keeping

year 2010) and a luminosity of 2 x 1032cm-2s-1, the inelastic pp collision rate reaches 16MHz, 
that is reduced to 12MHz if considering events containing at least 2 “reconstructible” charged

kHz of B events. It operates at two levels, the first one (called LO) is implemented in custom- 
made electronics and is based on the information of the calorimeter, muon and pile-up veto 
systems and relies on the fact that single objects pass for example Pt thresholds (except for 
di-muon criteria where several objects are considered). The LO output rate is limited to 1.1MHz 
which is the limit of the acquisition bandwidth. The LO latency before the décision is propagated 
back to the front-end is set to 160 bunch Crossing or 4//,s.

If a LO décision yes is made, the front-end electronics of the sub-detectors sends ail the data 
through optical fibres to the so-called TELL1 boards (apart from the RICH that depends on 
a similar hardware) located in the counting room and which are the interfaces between the
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CHAPTER 1. The LHCb detector

sub-systems and the entry point to the PC farm that perforais both the second level trigger 
and the acquisition and that should contain ultimately 16000 CPU cores.

We already saw that the TELL1 boards receive the data from optical fibres. They also 
receive from the fast control of the experiment (that sends the LO signal) a destination address 
or the id of the computer to which they should transmit the data. Ail the TELL1 of the

ten consécutive LO triggered events) containing exactly the same bunch Crossing sequences and 
send it to the destination address through a switch. Hence, each PC of the farm receives several 
blocks of identical event sequences corresponding to différent parts of the detector.

C + +  applications running sequentially [2 , 25]. The HLT1 mainly aims at confirming the LO 
décision by using the LO objects and adding the VELO and tracking station information in 
the corresponding régions of interest to refine the reconstruction. Several “alleys” are defmed 
corresponding to the spécifié LO objects confirmed and new selection criteria are applied on 
the better evaluated momentum, on the tracks impact parameters or the secondary vertex 
displacement [6(, 33, 72], The HLT1 output rate is of the order of 30kHZ, the bandwidth

At 30kHz, it is now possible to perforai a global reconstruction of the events which is the first 
task of the HLT2 level. Of course, the same PC will run sequentially the HLT1 and the HLT2, 
so that no exchange of data in the farm is needed. The HLT2 consists of a set of algorithms 
trying to identify either an inclusive or an exclusive decay. Exclusive sélections in HLT2 are 
usually very similar to the offline sélections. If one of those algorithms selects an events, it is 
kept and stored on disk. The output rate of the HLT2 is of 2kHz. Considering that an event is 
35kB on average, the output is of 70MBs-1. When a PC has finished processing a set of blocks 
corresponding to a MEP, the fast control of the experiment gets the information and puts the 
computer back on the list of machines that are potential destination addresses for the TELL1

The trigger of LHCb was used in 2010 in a rather unexpected way. As was already mentioned 
and in order to compensate for the lack of statistics due to the small number of bunches in the 
machine, the focusing of the beam was such that it became acceptable to have several events per 
Crossing. In those conditions, the pile-up veto was not used. Nevertheless, multiple interaction 
events swallowing a large bandwidth or leading to an unacceptable processing time in the farm 
could not be used. Hence, Global Event Cuts (GEC) have been defmed from threshold on 
quantifies like the number of hits in the SPD or the number of hits in the VELO. The events
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The LHCb electromagnetic and hadronic front-end electronics is based on two types of 
boards. The front-end board (FEB) and the calorimeter readout board (CROC) that will be 
described in the next chapters. The former are in charge of capturing, shaping and integrating

Fe-PGA for Front-End PGA). This treatment is performed on groups of 4 channels, each board 
receiving signais from 32 PMT. The Fe-PGA removes the pedestal, stores the 12 data bits 
results in a circular RAM and evaluates the trigger information on 8 bits.

The first level trigger (LO) processing [16] is locally performed on a dedicated PGA on the 
board [42] (Trig-PGA)4. The LO, at the calorimeter level, is based on a sequence of sélections 
[ ]. The first parameter looked at is the transverse energy deposited in 2 x 2 cells of the ECAL
and HCAL. The selection of the largest Et candidate is done by the Trig-PGA on each FEB 
and is sent to a Trigger Validation Board (or TVB, which has been designed by the Annecy 
group, one board being located in each half of the ECAL crates and receives the information 
from several FEB) where 4 cases are defined, photon, 7r°, electron and hadron, according to the 
coïncidences of the signais in the projective cells of the SPD, PRS, ECAL and HCAL. Each

Pt of the hadron candidate) and sends it to the last calorimeter specific stage of the trigger

full calorimeter. The décision is made by applying cuts on the transverse energy of the filtered 
deposits and by combining the information from the muon system and the pile-up veto.

The LO décision is propagated back to the front-end electronics through the Trigger and 
Timing Control system of LHCb (TTC), then to the calorimeter readout board (CROC) located 
in the middle slot of each calorimeter crate (SPD/PS, ECAL and HCAL), to the backplane 
and finally to the front-end boards. Then, the data stored in the circular RAM of the Fe- 
PGA are sent to another PGA called sequencer (Seq-PGA) which gathers the data from the
8 Fe-PGA. The events are built with a specific format and on 34 words which are serialised 
and sent through the backplane to the CROC. The last stage is the processing of the CROC 
which propagates the data to the optical emitters, performs the fibre synchronisation, checks 
the conformity of the data and provides evolved debugging capabilities.

The FEB and CROC will be described in the first two sections of this part. The performances 
will also be given.

The front-end electronics is localized on a platform above the calorimeter system. The 
radiation levels received in this région are large compared to the standard radiation levels 
received in most previous high energy physics experiments and it was necessary to select specific 
components and to test them in beams. This was done and the third chapter will report on 
some of the methods and on the results obtained.

3FPGA means Field-Programmable Gâte Array. This is an integrated circuit whom logic may be programmed 
by the user. The code is loaded into the component either at each power on (the most common situation), with 
a specific tool but as many times as needed (this is the case of the APA flash components from Actel mentioned 
later on) or only once (case of the AX FPGA from Actel used on the front-end boards and based on the anti-fuse

4Not described in this document.
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The front-end board
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2.4.4 C r o s s t a l k ......................................................................................................................... 49

2.1 General overview
The front-end boards of the LHCb ECAL and HCAL [43] are identical. Each FEB receives at

should acquire the signal, shape it, integrate it in order to get a measurement of the transverse 
energy deposited in the calorimeter cells (the gain of the PMT is tuned so that the charge is 
proportional to E x  sin#). This is done by the input stage of the FEB which is built around an 
analog shaper designed at the Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire (LAL). The détails of the 
conception of the shaper can be found at [32]. The digital part is based on an ADC to convert 
the shaper output in a 12 bit word and performs the numerical manipulations of the signal in 
several FPGA.
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

processing follows, then the system is divided in two activities: the trigger opérations, right 
top, and the acquisition of the data at 1MHz, below. The bottom part of the figure shows the 
slow control of the FEB.

Description

front-< board.

from the photomultipliers is characterized by a rising time of less than 5ns. The 
is longer than the allowed sampling interval of 25ns, the separation between two bunch 

crossings. This is due to the added effects of the size of the région of the shower, the scintillator 
the fibre light propagation (each ECAL fiber runs twice though the modules so that the 

propagates directly to the PMT and in the other direction goes first towards the front of 
the module, travels in a loop before heading to the PMT at the back of the modules [59]), the

has to be shaped in order to reduce it to the 25ns window. A clipping is done at the level 
of the PMT base either with a 5ns delay line for the ECAL (see figure 2.2) or by a cable on 
the HCAL base where the space limitations are not so constraining. This clipping reduces the

is narrower and shows a tail of less than 2% after 25ns. A coaxial cable transports the 
[ from the PMT base to the calorimeter front-end electronics located above the detector
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2.2. The Analog part o f the front-end board.

on a platform perpendicular to the beam axis. The front-end boards are plugged into 14 crates 
for the ECAL and 4 for the HCAL. Each crate contains from 12 to 16 boards, each one treating 
the signais from 32 channels. The first processing stage of the front-end board is performed by

2.2: Schematics of the analog part of the front-end electronics. From left to right, the 
is produced at the cell level by the photomultiplier. After the clipping, it is transported 

to the front-end board where it is split in two paths feeding the differential inputs of a buffer 
stage. The integrator performs the energy measurement which is sampled by the ADC.

the analog electronics. It is build around two main components:

• The integrator that measures the area of the puise, area which is proportional to the 
energy deposited in the calorimeter module. This is an ASIC built at LAL.

• The 12 bits flash ADC running at 40MHz from Analog Device (AD9042).

The maximum current expected from the PMT is of 20mA on 25Q. The ADC working 
range is IV with an input impedance of 250£1. Apart from those external constraints, the 
shaper should cope with the overall detector requirements:

• The noise of the integrator itself should be limited to 1ADC count, which corresponds to 
250//.V at the ADC input or to Et =  2.5M eV  after reconstruction as the dynamic of the 
ECAL is roughly of lOGeV on 12 bits. The ADC noise will also contribute, as will be 
seen later.

• The linearity of the shaper should be at the 2% level over the full dynamic range.

• It was already pointed out that the residue or spillover after 25ns should be less than 2%.

• To be comfortable, the sampling région should be stable (fiat) on a range of ±2ns.

• The channel crosstalk should be limited below 1%.

Some of those criteria have been obtained from physics channels, for example B  —)■ K*^, 
where the purpose was to have statistical and constant terms of the same amplitude at the 
average Pt of the photons of this decay. With such constraints the most significant effects on 
the resolution do not come from the electronics.
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

Notice that the clipping performed before the integrator processing removes a fraction eval- 
uated to 60% of the photo-electrons collected by the PMT. The amount of photo-electrons 
delivered by the ECAL and HCAL is of the order of 3000 and 100 per GeV, respectively. The 

statistics réduction should not lead to a significant fluctuation with respect to the full 
intégration.

The intégration of the signal is performed with a capacitor of 4pF. The obvious difficulty 
comes from the fact that before any new measurement the charges have to be removed from 
the capacitor. A switch system connecting the capacitor to the ground could empty it. But, it 
would necessarily induce a dead-time and the switch itself may inject unwanted charges which 
could lead to a drift of the integrator or to a pedestal hard to remove. The first problem (dead- 
time) is usually solved by using two interleaved integrators running at 20MHz, one integrating 
while the other is read and reset. This is what is done in the PS/SPD very-front-end electronics.

Another solution was applied here that solves the two problems. But, it requires the usage

one passing through a 25ns delay line (model EP123146 from PCA electronics, 25ns ±  0.5ns 
delay on 100S1). The adaptation of the signal to the coaxial cable impedance is indicated at 
this level on figure 2.2. The two branches feed a differential buffer that aims at subtracting 
the two signais during intégration and also at adapting the input current from the PMT to the 
small value of the integrator capacitor that will follow. The DC level is removed at the output 
of the buffer by the 4.7nF capacitor before the signal is captured by the integrator. Notice that 
a large value resistor is connected in parallel to the intégration capacitor in order to fix the DC

with respect to the intégration frequency. It is partly due to the integrator capacitor of 4pF 
and the output resistor of 2kf2 located at the buffer output (not represented on figure 2.2).

signal that lasts for æ 22ns followed by a plateau of ~  4ns, then the intégration of the inverted 
polarity resets the integrator to 0 in «  25ns. Of course the sampling of the ADC should be on 
the plateau in order to

measure the

have a stable measurement independent of any inévitable clock

The shaper output stage contains an emitter follower that permits to feed the low impedance 
input stage of the ADC of 300Q, a resistor of 51£! being used to reduce the gain of the system 
and 250£! coming from the ADC input impedance.

Finally, the 1.07kf2 inserted before the ADC aims at setting the baseline at about 128 ADC 
counts. This allows negative fluctuations of the pedestal with a sufficient margin of 128 counts. 
Two other resistors of 10kf2 and 20k£l (not showed on figure 2.2) connected respectively to the 
+3V and the ground, have been mounted. They have no effect but to shift this pedestal by 100 
ADC counts. Indeed, the 250£! input impedance of the ADC is subject to fluctuations from 
production and this may have an effect on the baseline leading to a possible réduction of the 
128 ADC count margin. Removing one of the two resistors would permit to adjust this baseline 
during the test of the front-end boards.
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2.2.2 Characterisation of the shaper 
L inearity

2.2. The Analog part o f the front-encl hoard

V / V m g x

1 0 5 0
1 0 4 0

1 0 3 0
1020
1010
1000

9 9 0
9 3 0
9 7 0

9 6 0
9 5 0

V / V m a x
0 .7 5  1

V / V m a x

measured signal versus the atténuation applied on the signal input and the linear fit which is 
perfomed. The bottom left plot is the departure from the perfect linearity. At the bottom left 
the statistics per data point is indicated.

The shaper has been tested with respect to the important criteria already mentioned (noise, 
linearity, crosstalk, e tc ...) . The linearity has been measured in test bench with a précisé 
attenuator. The original puise is reduced in amplitude and the atténuation in dB is compared 
to the ADC output. The linearity is obtained from a linear fit of the signal amplitude with 
respect to the selected atténuations and is evaluated by (fit—signal)/signal. Figure 2.3 shows the 
resuit and correct behaviour of the shaper-ADC system over the full dynamics which remains 
in the ±1% limits.

Crosstalk

The ASIC produced from the schematics of figure 2.2 contains 4 identical channels which

(a Fe-PGA deals with the 4 shaper outputs). The crosstalk was extracted by pulsing a channel 
of the shaper and measuring the output on the others. It was very reproducible among the 
various combinations and mostly below 0.5% as can be seen from the plots of figure 2.4. Here,
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

Dlaphony

:

r~
Th- ,T l uf- '1 l 11

Figure 2.4: The four left plots show the measured crosstalk between the 4 channels of a shaper 
as measured on a test bench. The two right plots show the raw pedestal of a channel (here,

the four left plots show the fraction of the signal injected on one channel and seen by the 3 
others of the shaper and 4 other channels of the neighbouring shaper of a prototype board 
that contains 4 copies. Nevertheless, a specific combination involving channels 3 and 4 led at 
first to a larger crosstalk than expected (of the order of 1.5%). This problem was identified as 
due to an inévitable Crossing of an integrator output with a channel input and was cured by 
reducing the métal path width in order to reduce the capacitance effect. Figure 2.4 was made 
after correction and shows that this specific combination was back below 1%.

N oise

The noise was studied by extracting its coherent and incohérent contributions from a large 
sample of empty events recorded on the channels of the shaper. Two quantifies called here A  
and B  have been measured,

m  events / n  channels

A = x n -  x
j  \  i

m  events n  channels

B  =  ü  ^  =  m  X n  ( a » h  +  ^ in c o h )  ( 2 - 2 )
j  i

Solving <7coh an(l  ®incoh from the extraction of A  and B  of équations 2.1 and 2.2 disentangle 
the effects.

= m  (n2ac2oh + n a llcoh) (2.1)

2
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2.2. The Analog part o f the front-end board.

i 1 1
Incohérent noise (ADC2) X
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.... -X"...... — x-....
i
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1 ..

incohérent contributions. The noise effect is showed with respect to the effective intégration 
time window in ns, the electronics providing a measurement every 25ns.

The two noise contributions have also been studied in n x 25ns time windows, in order 
to obtain the effective intégration time effect on the noise. The method used consisted, for a 
specific time window of for example 50ns, to remove by software the integrated signal captured 
75 ns before. This was possible as the digital firmware was programmed to store several 
consécutive samples at each event trigger.

The results are showed on plot 2.5 where the coherent and incohérent contributions are 
given with respect to the intégration time. The incohérent noise is supposed to be mainly due 
to pick-up noise integrated by the system. It is evolving linearly with y/t as is shown by the 
fits of the curves. On the contrary, coherent noise increases linearly with time, but remains at 
a very small level.

From the figure 2.5 it is also possible to extract the ADC contribution, that is interpreted 
as the “no intégration” noise or noise measured at 0ns by extrapolation. We get a value of
0.60 ADC counts for the ADC. This resuit is mostly due to the réduction of the ADC digital 
commutation noise (see next section). The form of the fits is

a .2ncoh =  o.60 +  0.02 x t in ADC2 (2.3)

acoh =  0.08 +  0.5 x 10-2 x t in ADC (2.4)

To extract an estimation of the noise seen in the reconstruction, it is necessary to know
the effective time intégration. We will see that the digital processing performs a pedestal
subtraction with the signal integrated either 25 or 50ns before the measured event (see next 
section, 2.3 ). We could then estimate from figure 2.5 that the overall noise will be on average 
of «  1.3 ADC counts per cell. This is exactly what is presently measured in the cavern on 
the commissioned detector. Finally extrapolating those numbers to a typical photon cluster of
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

3 x 3 cells, the fluctuations will be of 3.5 and 2.4 ADC counts (~  8.8MeV and ~  6.0MeV in 
Pf)  respectively for the incohérent and coherent noise 1.

The noise of the shaper is well below one ADC count as expected from the analog electronics 
simulations. This is in fact partly due to the 4pF capacitor of the integrator that permitted to 
reduce the amplification of the input buffer of the shaper. A first itération of the chip had a 
2pF capacitor and slightly worst noise characteristics.

The sampling window width has not been considered in the present section. Many tests

will be more carefully studied in the test beam resuit part.

2.2.3 ADC levels

Part of the noise of the analog electronics is due to the burst of current from the ADC outputs.

could be lowered (the choice was between 5, 4.4V and 3.3V) and resistors could be added at 
the ADC twelve bit outputs. The operation is not easy has the introduction of the resistors 
by reducing the rising time of the signais will make the sampling of the bits by the following 
FPGA more difficult. So, this optimisation of the noise had to be done in close relations with 
the work done to define the electrical standard used at the FPGA input and with the évaluation 
of the time range for which the 12 bits are correctly sampled. To take an example, if a bit rises 
too slowly during its transition form 0 to 1, the time for which the signal is above the FPGA 
input threshold to capture this value is so short, that the 12 bits cannot be properly captured 
altogether.

4,5 - r ---------------------------------------------
. _ K

>  _

3 5V
V< 1 q V,

0,5 -  

0,0 -

/  ^

Tim e (ns)

4.0 -

3.5 -

3.0 -

2.5 ■
2.0 -

1.5 - 

1.0  '  

0,5 -

-7T="̂ V

Tim e (ns)

soon 333ÎÎ
3 .3 V -B l: 11 \3 .3 V -B I1 3.3V — Bit 11 3 .3 V -B it 9 |

J  J 1 . f  J 1O’ A- A- rvVa' y  k 
Tim e {ns)

Figure 2.6: The signais captured after the ADC outputs and the resistors added in sériés for 
several values of the resistors and of the voltage used to power up the digital part. The two 
types of transitions are looked at.

xThe incohérent noise is obtained by summing quadratically the contributions of the 9 cells while the coherent 
one is evaluated from a linear combination of the error, thus bringing respectively a factor 3 and 9. The 
intégration time used is defined by the subtraction. As we subtract the pedestal from the smallest of the two 
previous signais, the average intégration time introduced in the équations 2.3 and 2.4 is (25 +  50)/2 =  37.5ns.
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2.3. The Digital part o f the front-end board

The optimisation is made more difficult by the fact that the threshold for 0 to 1 and 1 to
0 transitions is not the same at the FPGA input. Moreover, the ADC used in the front-end 
electronics has a bit whose polarity is inverted (2048 value or bit 12), leading to a specific 
timing for it. Nevertheless, taking those constraints into account, the sampling should be done 
safelv on the 12 bits whatever the transitions.

Bits 5.0V
Level At(500/333Q)

4.4V
Level At(500/333Q)

3.3V
Level At(500/333Q)

Vi l

Vl H

1.8

2.5
20.2/23.4
24.1/22.7

1.5
2.2

20.2/22.0
24.2/23.2

1.16
1.67

18.0/22.4
23.2/22.3

Table 2.1: The table lists the safe time intervais in ns for the sampling of the 12 bits of the 
FPGA for three power supplies and two values of the ADC output resistors, 500 and 333Q. 
The levels indicated correspond to the low and high threshold for the sampling of the transition 
with the FPGA.

Several tests have been done with différent resistors and several power levels from 5V to 
3.3V. Table 2.1 lists the time intervais for which the sampling by the FPGA is considered

measured after the resistor in sériés). The electrical standard PCI-X (3.3V) was assumed to 
be safe enough in coincidence with a 333V resistor in sériés at the ADC bit output. This is 
also a configuration that limits drastically the noise induced by the ADC commuting bits in

2.3 The Digital of the front-< board
Figure 2.1 shows a général overview of the board with the différent 
consist of four FPGA:

components that

The Fe-PGA is in charge of capturing the data from the ADC, performing the pedestal 
subtraction, evaluating a 8 bits measurement from the 12 bits ADC data for the trigger 
[41] and keeping the data until a first level trigger ’yes’ décision is made. Then, the stored 
12 bit words for the 4 channels treated by the Fe-PGA are sent to the Sequencer FPGA

The Seq-PGA is in charge of building the event from data sent by the 8 Fe-PGA of the 
board. It also propagates to the Trig and Fe-PGA several control signais (first level trigger 
bit, reset commands, e tc ... ).

The Trig-PGA receives the calibrated transverse energy measurements from the Fe-PGA 
of the board and from the neighbouring ones. It calculâtes the Et sum over 2 x 2  cell 
clusters and sends the results to the validation board treating the trigger candidates of 
the FEB région. The Trig-PGA will not be described further.
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

The slow control of the board is built around the SPECS interface 
to the board a I2C bus.

The FEB also integrates 9 clock phasers adjustable on the full 
1ns (from 0 to 24). Each part provides 4 clocks.

range with a précision of

2.3.1 front-end PGA
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Figure 2.7: This schematics shows the overall functional blocks of the Fe-PGA from the capture 
of the data, the digital treatment (pedestal subtraction, trigger data évaluation, . . . ) ,  the 
pipelining of the 12 bit data and to the derandomiser.

A D C  b it sam pling

Schematics 2.7 shows the treatment performed in the Fe-PGA. The first processing step is 
the capture of the data provided by the ADC. We already mentioned the specific electronic
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2.3. The Digital part o f the front-end board

standard chosen (PCI-X) for the Fe-PGA. The component itself is an Actel anti-fuse FPGA 
AX250 [2]. The reason for this choice will be given in the radiation tolerance chapter 5.

captures the signal on the ±2ns plateau. This is done thanks to a clock “phaser” (sometimes 
also called “delay chip”) [12]. The board contains 9 such components and 8 of them allow to 
tune the synchronisation of the 32 channels independently. Thus, the time arrivai of the ADC 
bits with respect to the Fe-PGA clock is variable and the capture must be flexible to adapt 
the ADC bit phase. The capture is made twice in parallel with the Fe-PGA main clock and 
the inverted polarity of this same clock. The ADC bit stability range (see previous section) is 
such that one of the two polarities at least samples correctly the data. 32 parameters (one per

select the correct polarity to capture the data..

D ig ita l calcu lations

The subtraction of the signal from the previous bunch Crossing removes a large fraction of the 
noise whose frequency is lower than the typical effective intégration time. This was explained in 
section 2.2, where the subtraction was operated in software from the data acquired on several 
consécutive samples. The subtraction is now done in a specific functional block of the FPGA.

This operation has another aim as it will remove the pedestal of the signal. Simulations 
[ ] have shown that the occupancy, even in high multiplicity régions of the calorimeter, is low 
enough to consider that the probably for 3 sizable signais to occur in three consécutive LHCb 
periods of 25ns is negligible (for an average pile-up of 0.4 interaction per Crossing). Hence, 
the baseline subtraction is done by removing from the current signal the smallest of the two 
previous ones.

Removing the smallest of the two previous samples naively leads to an effective intégration 
of (25 +  50)/2 ns and a noise of æ 1.3 ADC counts as mentioned already. Another conséquence 
of this type of subtraction, is that, selecting systematically the smallest of the two previous 
samples, induces a bias in the measurement. This bias is estimated to be 0.42 times the 
pedestal fluctuations i.e. half an ADC count. This offset is removed from the data in the 
software reconstruction.

Notice that 256 is added to the ADC value before the subtraction is performed in order to 
prevent the data to be negative for small fluctuations, the data being then coded on 13 bits. 
The final resuit is truncated between 0 and 4095. Hence, a true “0” signal is coded 256 ADC 
counts, the digital value ranging between -256 and 3839.

A second subtraction method was implemented in the electronics and consists in evaluating 
the previous pedestal offset by a constant (that is loaded on 3 bits by the slow control and 
whose value is typically between 1 and 3) and comparing it to the previous measurement. If 
the later is larger, the former is used for the current pedestal otherwise the measurement is used 
as a new pedestal. This second method varies more slowly than the standard method presented 
above and may not follow rapid pedestal fluctuations, but it leads on average to slightly better 
resolution by 0.2 ADC counts on average. This second method may be chosen by setting some 
registers (a switch and the constant coded on 3 bits).

Finally another register permits to disable the subtraction. This possibility is very useful 
to debug a damaged board as the data do not depend anymore on the history and the digital
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CHAPTER 2. The front-encl board

treatment is simplified.
The second digital operation is the calculation of the trigger information. To evaluate those 

words, it is necessary to convert on 8 bits the ADC data after having applied a calibration 
factor to them. The reader interested in how this calculation and truncation to 8 bits is done 
at the FPGA register level will find more détails in [44],

At this level, the data sent to the acquisition contain the 12 bits from the ADC to which 
the 8 bits obtained from the trigger calculation are added. Each word are now 20 bit wide. 
This will allow to control at future stages the correct transmission of the signais, as the trigger 
part, the 8 last bits, can be re-evaluated from the 12 first ones.

S ynchron isation  schem e for th e  d a ta  cap tu re

In the previous section, the first stage of the Fe-PGA was described, but it is necessary to show 
some of the implications of the method. The problem depends on several timings: the ADC 
clock which has an unknown phase with respect to the FPGA, the Fe-PGA clock itself which is 
the global clock of the board and the polarity chosen to capture the data at the Fe-PGA input.

of the data by the Fe-PGA. A tuning of 20 can be acceptable only in inverted clock mode and 
would lead to a delay of 25ns with respect to a selection below 7 still in inverted clock mode.

The acceptable solutions for this problem, some of the configuration leading to a wrong

obtained by spying inside the Actel AX Fe-PGA2 and checking the différent timing and clock 
polarity configurations. The allowed régions correspond to the horizontal arrows of the figure. 
The arrows are not joined which indicates the presence of instability gaps for some specific 
tuning of the two polarities. But, it is clear that whatever the timing, a polarity offers a good 
solution. Moreover, it should be pointed out that two consécutive ranges for a single polarity 
are sampled in two consécutive bunch crossings, i.e. would be seen as captured with a delay of 
25ns with respect to each other; the setting “5ns-Inverted” is equivalent to “5ns-Direct” but is

2This possibility is offered on this FPGA from Actel using the Silicon Explorer tool which has proven to  be 
excessively helpful.
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2.3. The Digital part o f the front-end board

more dangerous. The tuning of the latency in the pipeline of the Fe-PGA permits to correct, 
by steps of 25ns, the time alignment of the data for a group of 4 channels in a Fe-PGA.

The timing spread of the channels has been studied carefully during the conception of the 
boards, during the commissioning with cosmics, TED runs 3 and mainly with the hrst particles

The timing spread mostly depends on the cable length dilferences, the cos 9 elfect of the 
particles travelling from the interaction point to the surface of the calorimeter and the high 
voltage tuning of the PMT. The gain of the PMT is chosen so that the signal extracted is not 
a measurement of the energy deposited but of the Pt of the particle. This is necessary in order 
for the fast hrst level trigger information obtained from the cells to be directly the transverse 
energy. This value is easily converted back into the energy during reconstruction at the software 
level. Hence, the PMT high voltage is not constant over the calorimeter surface but matches 
the Pt trend with rapidity. A 100V increase of the HV leads approximately to a 1ns faster 
signal. This has to be taken into account, and summing up ail the effect, the overall spread did 
not exceed 8ns, so that ail the channels of the ECAL and HCAL have been eventually tuned in 
the “non-inverted” mode in 2010 and in a range of [5,16] ns4. The time tuning of the system is a 
complex optimisation which involves several degrees of freedom on the FEB and on the CROC 
that provides the clock and captures the data. This aspect will only be briefly mentioned at 
the end of the next chapter.

L a tency  an d  d eran d o m iza tio n

The data are now ready to be sent to the LHCb acquisition through the CROC board. But 
only a fraction of the events is actually sent. The aim of the hrst level trigger is to reduce the 
bandwidth from 40MHz 5 to 1MHz. Before the LO décision is made, the data are stored in a 
circular RAM. When this décision arrives, the data stored n clock beats before (n being a value 
loaded by slow control) are extracted from the RAM and injected into the derandomiser. This 
mechanism can clearly correct for 25ns step misalignment of différent parts of the front-end, as 
explained above.

The LO latency is at maximum 160 clock beat long and a comfortable 256 word deep RAM 
was used to store the data. 4 words of 20 bits (12 ADC and 8 trigger bits) are sent by each 
Fe-PGA to the Seq-PGA through the derandomiser.

A 32 word deep FIFO is used as a derandomiser to buffer the data to be sent to the Seq-PGA

3TED is a beam absorber for injection (External). Before the first LHC beam circulations, the accelerator 
teams performed injection tests for which a low intensity bunch of protons was injected in the LHC and was 
stopped immediately by a screen. These “collisions” produce a flow of particles which are seen by LHCb (if the 
injection is done in the proper direction). Such “events” permit to perform a broad first relative time alignment 
of the channels of the detector.

4Notice tha t the HV and cos 0 effects partly compensate.
5 The proton-proton collision rate is lower than 40MHz which is the LHCb trigger working frequency and 

depends on the beam focalisation at the interaction point, the LHCb bunch structure, the energy of the beam, 
etc . . . .
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CHAPTER 2. The front-end board

The sequencer
ï-PGA is an APA300 FPGA from Actel [2] (see section 5 for the justification of this 
This is the event builder of the board. It gets from the CROC the trigger signal and 

the synchronous commands (also called Channel-B commands: reset, calibration, e tc ... ) sent 
by the fast control of the experiment and drives the downloading of the 20 bit words from the 
Fe-PGA.

Figure 2.9: The interplay of the Fe-PGA and of the Seq-PGA is shown here with the main 
functional blocks. The Front-end FPGA is in yellow and the sequencer in blue. The LO data 
exchange between the two FPGA is clearly seen altogether with the Sequencer output to the 
control and readout card (also called CROC and described at the next chapter).

E ven t bu ild ing

The event building is done in the following way after a LO “yes” is received:

1. A 20 bit wide header word is generated. Two counters incremented by the clock allow to 
generate a bunch and an event identification number. Those counters are regularly reset
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2.3. The Digital part o f the front-end board

by a specific channel-B or fast control command. The two words are 
serve at verifying the correct propagation of the data on the acquisition

2. A second 20 bit wide word, called control word, is built from:

• Two bits corresponding to the state of the derandomiser FIFO (h 
the Fe-PGA and Seq-PGA.

together and

offo empty

• Two bits indicating if the event is a calibration event (LED events are used to 
calibrate the calorimeter and are triggered by fast channel-B commands) and if the 
internai test sequence is enabled (a RAM is used to inject data patterns at the 
input of the front-end electronics (the tests tools implemented on the board will be 
mentioned in the chapter 4).

• Two bits giving the parity of the clock used by the SPD and the PS. As mentioned 
previously, contrary to the ECAL and the HCAL, those detectors integrate their 
MAPMT signais with two interleaved integrators running at 20MHz. The Seq-PGA 
of the ECAL/HCAL is also included in the SPD/PS front-end boards with its original 
firmware. Moreover, the CROC that receives the data from the sequencer is used 
by the four calorimeters and not only the ECAL/HCAL system. Those 2 bits have 
been provided so that it is possible for any event to determine the integrator of the 
SPD/PRS very-front-end at the origin of the signal.

• Finally, a word coded on 8 bits gives the number of clock beats since the previous 
LO received.

3. The 32 channel words of 20 bits each are fetched from the Fe-PGA. A read command is 
activated by the Seq-PGA and in response the Fe-PGA present their data consecutively 
on their output bus. The Seq-PGA captures the data from the 8 Fe-PGA in circular 
permutation, starting by the channel 0 of Fe-PGA 0, then channel 0 of Fe-PGA 1,...

Each one of the words produced in the sequencer sees its length increased by a 21st bit 
which is its anti-parity. This is another protection that allows to check the correct transmission

discussing radiation problems). The reason for the extra bit to be the anti-parity of the word 
comes from the détection of the new event by the CROC. This board will receive the events 
from the Seq-PGA but will not use the LO to decide on the arrivai of a new one. From the 
CROC, a new event is defmed by two empty words (21 bits long) followed by a non-empty one. 
This is assumed to be the header word. This définition requires any data word to be strictly 
différent from 0. A parity bit would not permit such a logic. Notice that the data word 0 
would lead to an anti-parity of “1”. As will be described in the chapter dedicated to the CROC, 
this board compares its automatic event détection method described above to the L0 signal it 
receives to check the synchronization of the system.

As for the front-end electronics, the Seq-PGA sends its words to a derandomization stage 
that propagates the 36 words of an event (now the two extra empty words are part of it) at 
40MHz. This leads to the overall LHCb front-end acquisition event rate of 1.1MHz. The words 
are serialised by a component converting the 21 bits into three signais 7 bits wide and a clock. 
The 4 differential signal are propagated on the backplane at 280MHz to the CROC that treats 
them.
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CHAPTER 2. The front-end board

C o n tro l an d  com m ands

The Seq-PGA receives three fast command signais from the CROC:

1. the LO,

2. the calibration command,

3. the front-end reset,

4. the bunch Crossing identification reset.

As was described already, the LO is used by the Seq-PGA to trigger its own génération of 
header and control words. It also leads to the synchronous production of the signais sent to 
the Fe-PGA in order to fetch the 32 channel data words.

The calibration commands are propagated to the Fe-PGA and are used for test purpose. 
Moreover an extra bit of the control word will contain the corresponding information.

The front-end reset is produced regularly (typically at each new bunch Crossing number 
sequence, i.e. at the beam révolution frequency) in order to reset the electronics th a t requires 
it. This front-end reset is presently not used by our front-end electronics, but for test purpose

Finally the bunch Crossing identification reset is used to properly tag the events (in the

adjusted by every sub-detector depending on its latency. The purpose is to compare the bunch 
number from the front-end with the expected one just before the events are actually sent to 
the LHCb PC farm. A delay programmable through slow control permits to postpone the reset 
of the counter and to tune the bunch identification value sent in the data to the calorimeter 
electronics latency.

2.4 Test beams results
The front-end electronics prototype and (close to) final version have been put in a test beam 
at SPS (west area) twice since 2000. The particles used were electrons, muons and pions from 
tertiary beams at energies ranging from 10 to 50GeV . The setup was made of 3 to 9 HCAL and 
ECAL modules facing the beam on a movable table. The cells were equipped with PMT whose 
bases were connected to the front-end electronics and to a channel of a large time intégration 
window Lecroy ADC, the signal being shared between the two parallel acquisitions. The trigger 
was given by a sériés of scintillating detectors on the beam axis providing a TDC measurement 
for every event. The available information was the arrivai time of the particles, the Lecroy 
measurement and the data from the front-end electronics. The hrst test permitted to extract 
information on the modules themselves (resolution, optical hbre comparisons, e tc ... ) and on 
the hrst front-end electronics prototype. It integrated a preliminary version of the shaper (the 
main différences with respect to the final version are the lower capacitance, 2pF instead of 4pF 
and the crosstalk between channels 3 and 4 which was not yet corrected) and only 16 channels.
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2.4. Test beams results

Altéra6) was quite différent from the final version.
The second test beam was performed with a close to final prototype of the front-end electron

ics. The shaper was part of the final production and most of the digital electronics components

Here, the results given concern both tests as the second mostly confirmed the results of the 
hrst one and the operation mode was very similar.

2.4.1 Sampling window

Q_
_o
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Figure 2.10: The data points give the slope of the correlation curve between the front-end 
electronics and the Lecroy integrator in TDC bins of Ins. Two types of fibres, called BCF92 
and Y ll  have been used for the ECAL. The HCAL modules in test were made from Pol.Hi.Tech 
fibres.

The sampling width of the plateau depends on many effects that have been already de
scribed. The data stored during the two test beams at CERN have been used to measure the 
width in realistic conditions and showed the stability of the integrated signal on ±2 ns. The 
figure 2.10 shows the slope of the correlation curve of the fast front-end electronics versus the 
slow Lecroy integrator with respect to the time arrivai of the particles as measured with the

and Y ll)  and for the ECAL. The right one is the resuit obtained for the HCAL cells. Let’s

depend on any time scale while the fast front-end electronics depends on the sampling time 
of the shaper output. If the sampling is shifted in time, only a fraction of the PMT puise is 
integrated which would reduce the overall gain of the system. This is what is seen on figure 2.10 
where the slope is nevertheless stable at the per cent level in a time window of ±2 ns.

8The final board is radiation tolérant which required a specific design of the digital part. This will be 
described in the section 5
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CHAPTER 2. The front-end board

2.4.2 Linearity

Figure 2.11: The linearity is measured by comparing the Lecroy integrator to the front-end 
electronics. The calorimeter energy is measured here in the central cell of a sériés of modules 
hred by the beam. By slightly moving the modules with respect to the beam, it was possible 
to split the shower energy between several cells and to scan the linearity in différent energy 
régions. This is what is done on the blue (beam heading at the neighbouring cell), red (the 
beam is tuned to reach the border of the central and neighbouring cells) and green (the centre 
of the cell being read out is targeted) curves. The circles show the results for the full statistics 
accumulated during the test beam period.

The linearity has been measured by comparing the fast front-end electronics to the Lecroy 
intégration after tuning the sampling of the shaper and for a specific time arrivai of the particles 
window obtained from the TDC. The figure 2.11 shows the results obtained. In order to scan 
différent energy ranges, the modules of the calorimeter have been installed on a moving table. 
Hence, it was possible to slightly shift them with respect to the beam and to split the energy 
deposited in the module between several cells. The central one was connected to the fast 
readout and the Lecroy integrator. The curve shows that the ±1 % limit is reached.

Part of the events in blue and red on figure 2.11 show a linearity below 1%. Those events 
have been looked at more carefully. As the front-end electronics was able to perform the 
acquisition of a sériés of consécutive events, it was easy to show that for those events, a fraction 
of the energy had arrived at the beginning of the TDC time window. Thus, the non-linearity 
observed was most probably due to a time shift of the arrivai of those particles.

2.4.3 Noise
The noise of the system was measured by running the electronics without input signal. The 
estimation showed that we may reached ~  1.3 ADC count as seen in the previous sections.
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Figure 2.12: The noise measured on the front-end electronics after subtraction of the pedestal 
A noise of æ 1.1 ADC is measured corresponding to the previous estimations.

we observed a fluctuation of the order of 17 ADC counts.

2.4.4 Crosstalk
The crosstalk had been measured on a test bench and was found satisfactory after the latest

small fraction of the shower. Moreover, the latter was connected to the neighbouring channel 
of the former on the same shaper and altogether to the Lecroy intégration.

A calibration factor was previously determined in order to match the fast electronics and 
the Lecroy intégration measurement, this is the a parameter indicated on figure 2.13. A sizable 
crosstalk at the level of the shaper would lead to a difference between the measurements on 
channel 2 done by the fast electronics and the Lecroy integrator. This is not observed on the 
data where we see that the effect is far below 1%.
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CHAPTER 2. The front-end board

Figure 2.13: Measurement of the crosstalk between two adjacent channels of the shaper. A 
value of less than 1% is obtained.
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The calorimeter control card
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3.1 Introduction
A calorimeter front-end crate contains up to 16 front-end boards [4Z, 40] (FEB) which perform 
the acquisition of 32 channels each. The data are stored at 40MHz in a cycling RAM located 
in the FPGA of the boards. If a LO-yes trigger occurs in due time, the corresponding data are 
sent altogether by the FEB in the crate through the backplane and to the calorimeter readout 
card (CROC) [3 ]. The overall data rate at the CROC input is 1.1 MHz 

The CROC is able to:

• capture the data with its deserializers,
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• 21 bits provided by each FEB (data, FEB and crate

control signais used by the various boards[ 17]:

• the 40MHz clock,

• the broadcast commands (channel B, fast control),

• the slow control signais.

3 opérations which are mandatory, the CROC has useful debugging

the CROC Fe-PGA, filtered and sorted by the CROC Spy-PGA and sent through the 
slow control to an acquisition computer. This was mentioned above.

• Optical Pattern Generator mode: the RAMs of the CROC Fe-PGA are loaded with 
predefined patterns. When a specific trigger is received the optical fibres are synchronized 
and 34 words extracted from the RAMs at the current pointer position are sent to the 
optical outputs as for real data. This allows to check the optical connections down, to 
the counting room.

The spying capabilities of the CROC will not be described here. The interested reader may
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3.2. General Description

3.2 General Description
Figure 3.1 shows a picture of the CROC. The various parts of the board are clearly identified. 
Following the LO data path (or from right to left on the picture), first, the CROC receives the 
event bits incoming from the FEB from the connectors plugged into the backplane. The data 
have been serialized at 7x40MHz. The first stage of the processing consists in de-serializing 
them, which is done by 16 deserializers or receivers. Each component is connected through the

The CROC supports 5 FPGA of two différent types, called in the future Fe-PGA (4 copies 
on the board) and Spy-PGA. The formers are APA300 PGA from Actel and receive the data 
from 4 deserializers (or 4 FEB) each. Then, they perform the header détection of the incoming 
bits, add the header, control word or data identification two bits and finally send them to the 
optical mezzanines [52] which support “GOL” chips, Gigabit Optical Link transmitter ASIC 
[14]. Those are the optical transmitters used to send the data to the counting room and the

Each 8-channel optical mezzanine is dedicated to half a crate (up to 8 FEB) the sharing

the conductor of the board and performs the actions which are not specific to a data channel. 
Hence, the optical mezzanine synchronisation is triggered by it. The Spy-PGA is also in charge 
of copying and sending through the slow control the data stored into the Fe-PGA for spying 
purpose (see reference [38] for more détails on data spying with the CROC).

Figure 3.1: Top picture of the last version of the CROC. The main blocks of the board are 
identified. “Left” and “right” indicate the half crate concerned by each optical mezzanine plugged 
on the board.

The clock, LO trigger and channel B signais are provided to the CROC by the TTCrq
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CHAPTER 3. The calorimeter control card

mezzanine board [83]. This mezzanine supports a TTCrx chip developed at CERN [73]. The 
signais are sent to the Spy-PGA which propagates them to the backplane through the bottom 
connecter which serves the facility bus of the crate.

The slow control is done by a SPECS1 system [30, 31]. A SPECS mezzanine (slave) is 
plugged onto the board and provides the 16 bit parallel bus to control the 5 PGA of the card, 
two I2C buses for the delay chip, the TTCrq and the Optical Mezzanines. Finally the SPECS 
signal is propagated down to the bottom connecter in order to repeat the SPECS signal for the 
Glue PGA2 of the front-end and validation boards.

clock phase of the FEB in the crate.

3.3 D ata  capture and treatm en t
After a LO occurred, each FEB sends 34 words, 21 bit wide, serialized by a factor 7 to the CROC. 
The data are received by a deserializer whose output is captured by the Fe-PGA. The sampling 
by the Fe-PGA may not be necessarily adapted and some instabilities may be expected if the

CROC is used to tune the timing for the capture of the deserializer output. This is done with 
a sériés of registers of the Fe-PGA (21 are needed for the 21 bits). Finally, the output of those 
registers has to be re-synchronized with the global clock of the CROC and this is done by a

first of two words, the header of the corresponding LO trigger and the control word. Then, the

(32 channels) are sent3. As the time budget for an event is 36 words, the two last ones are 
empty and will be called in the future separation words. Notice that the use of the anti-parity 
as the 21st bit for the 34 meaningful data of a LO prevent them from being confused with the 
separation words.

Thus, the FPGA will capture the real information among the incoming bits by detecting 
the header of the LO and without getting a direct trigger.

This is done by using the fact that a LO-yes is unambiguously identified as it cannot be 
made of 21 zéros. The beginning of an event can be detected by scrutinizing the output of the 
deserializer, performing sequentially a “OR” on the 21 bits of a board and accepting the first 
one-value preceded by two empty words observed: this is a header. The récognition of header 
is then disabled for the following 33 words corresponding to the LO control information and the 
32 channels sent by the FEB. The header récognition is then enabled again and the system is 
prepared for the capture of a new event.

The header détection décision requires some clock beats to be done and the deserializer bit

1 Serial Protocol for the Experiment Control System, this is the hardware used to communicate with part of 
the LHCb electronics located in the not radiation safe area (detector zone).

2The Glue PGA was not discussed in the previous section. This FPGA is implemented on the FEB and is 
its slow control interface.

3The channel data format indicated here corresponds to the ECAL/HCAL electronics. It is différent for the
SPD /PRS data. Nevertheless, the data width is the same
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3.3. Data capture and treatment

3.2: The LHCb front-end calorimeter data format.

flow (whatever the words, empty or not) has to be delayed in a first stage pipeline (header 
détection pipeline) of 2 x 25ns. Then, according to the décision, nothing has to be done (data 
are null) or the treatment proceed in the next pipeline. This processing is done for every FEB 
out of the 4 treated by a Fe-PGA. A control is performed at this stage in order to check that 
the header détections of the 4 FEB are identical and synchronized. If not, the Fe-PGA status

When the headers are detected for the 4 FEB, each Fe-PGA propagates its décision to the 
Spy-PGA which in turn checks the synchronisation of the 4 Fe-PGA. Let's recall that in a 
crate the functioning of the 16 potential FEB is synchronous. Once more, in case of error, the

The two protections mentioned above require to provide specific information to the PGA:

• Each Fe-PGA has to know which FEB are really connected. The control register of the 
Fe-PGA contains 4 bits which allow to mask each one of the 4 treated boards. This may 
be used to remove faulty boards or to mask unused inputs.

• The Spy-PGA has to be aware of the unconnected boards in order not to be confused 
by missing header détections from any unused Fe-PGA. This is tuned by 16 bits of the

A second pipeline (see figure 3.3, depth of 3 x 25ns) in the Fe-PGA allows to wait for 
the Spy-PGA processing which consists of checking the Fe-PGA synchronisation (as described 
above) but also in synchronizing the two optical mezzanines. This is done by acting on the 
“transmit enable” pins of the GOL chips of the mezzanines which are connected to the Spy- 
PGA. The synchronisation lasts 2 clock beats (corresponding to the two separation words if the
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CHAPTER 3. The calorimeter control card

3.3: The treatment of the data by the CROC.

data are sent to the optical mezzanines when the already mentioned “transmit enable” signal

Notice that, at the input of the second pipeline i.e. after the header détection, each Fe-PGA 
adds two extra bits (data identification) to the 21 incoming ones. Those bits are of course '00' 
if the data word are empty (there was in fact no header détection), '11' for a header, '10' for a 
control word and '01' for the data corresponding to the calorimeter channels. This is done with 
a counter launched by the header détection and whose output is the selection of a multiplexer. 
The downstream data flow becomes 23 bit wide at this stage. A full data word for the LHCb 
DAQ (or at the CROC output) is 32 bit wide. The first 23 bits have been already described 
above, 4 extra bits are the FEB identification which is defmed by pull-ups and downs soldered 
on the PCB (16 x 4 levels) and 5 bits define the crate identification which is identical whatever 
the optical output of the CROC considered and thus occupies 5 pins of the Spy-PGA.
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3.3. Data capture and treatment

3.4: Clock (middle), synchronisation puise (top) and first data bit (bottom) as seen from 
the input connector of the top optical mezzanine. The synchronisation of the fibres is triggered 
by the Spy-PGA and is followed by the data sent by the Fe-PGA.

(crate identification, 5 bits) are static and are maintained at their nominal value also during a 
fibre synchronisation. On the contrary, the 23 bits sent by the Fe-PGA are of course not static 
and the flipping may occur every 25ns. At the level of the COL chip of the optical mezzanines, 
we cannot be sure that the clock and the signais have not their fronts close to each other or 
almost superimposed which may lead to some instabilities. The adopted solution consists in 
having the possibility to use either the direct or the inverted clock front to latch the data at 
the output of the Fe-PGA. One of the two alternatives has to be stable. This protection is also 
applied to capture the time and fast control signais (called TTC, see section 3.4.1).
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CHAPTER 3. The calorimeter control card

3.4 Control of the crate

3.4.1 time fast controls
The LHC clock (40MHz) is propagated from the counting room and altogether with the fast

the CROC. The TTCrq mezzanine connected onto the CROC supports a TTCrx chip which 
décodés the optical fibre signais and provides the clock and fast controls to the board. The

At the CROC level, it is possible to adjust precisely the timing of the various clocks. This 
possibility has been heavily used for the SPD, PRS, ECAL and HCAL as it was giving an extra

The CROC provides the TTC signais to the boards of the crate:

• the LO trigger,

• the Broadcast commands (channel B[7:2])

• Bunch Crossing Id and Event-Id (strobed with the clock by the CROC).

Clock

shows the clock tree. The clock incoming from the mezzanine TTCrq board is first buffered by a 
LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) to LVDS converter. Two outputs are sent to the two 
optical mezzanines directly. The third output goes to the Spy-PGA. An internai multiplexer 
permits either to select the TTCrq clock as the global clock (this is the default mode) or to be

Notice that the optical mezzanines become asynchronous to the CROC in this second mode 
and no DAQ acquisition may be envisaged. This is not thought to be a limitation in debugging 
mode.

The global clock is sent to the SPECS mezzanine whose configuration is such that it takes 
its clock from the CROC and becomes synchronous with the board.

The selected clock is also sent to the delay chip of the CROC. Two differential outputs of 
the delay chip are used in order to provide a clock to the boards of the crate that can be shifted 
by steps of 1ns over a 25ns range. The two others allow to tune the sampling of the FEB data 
with the registers of the Fe-PGA (see section called Data capture and treatment):

the slow control) that are multiplied up to 24 lines connected to the backplane connecter 
of the card. This connecter serves the 18 clock lines of the backplane (16 FEB and 2

LVDS to LVDS converter thus the critical paths of the clock propagated to the FEB are 
differential.
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3.4. Control o f the crate

Figure 3.5: The CROC takes the clock signal either from the TTCrx chip located on the TTCrq 
mezzanine or from a user-provided clock (debugging purpose). The main clock phase may be

is also sent directly to the optical and SPECS mezzanines. Two clock signais (an adjustable 
phase clock and the main CROC clock) are propagated to the Fe-PGA in order to capture the 
FEB data properly, in two stages.

• The data capture by the Fe-PGA is performed in two stages. We recall that the first one 
requires an adjustable clock. A delay chip output clock is sent to a pair of Fe-PGA, so that 
two outputs are used for the 4 Fe-PGA (a single output would have been too demanding) 
for this tuning. Notice that, the two delay chip outputs have the same configuration.

The LO trigger signal is received from the TTCrq mezzanine board and is propagated to the 
Spy-PGA. The CROC has also the possibility to produce itself a debugging LO signal for the

a register, a multiplexer allows the user to select either the TTCrq-LO or the debug-LO through 
a bit of the configuration register. Then, the signal is sent to the LO bus of the backplane.
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CHAPTER 3. The calorimeter control card

B ro ad cast C om m ands (C hannel B)

The processing of the broadcast commands is similar to the LO signal. The CROC has the 
ability to fake a channel B signal and a multiplexer allows the user to be in default (TTCrq 
broadcast) or debug (user defined commands) mode. The complication cornes from the nature 
of the TTCrq broadcast signal which is static for 6 bits and 25ns long for the 2 reset bits (Bunch 
Crossing Id and Event Id reset). The clock of the TTCrq is used by the Spy-PGA to capture 
the static bits so that finally the 8 bits sent to the backplane are strobed or 25ns wide.

3.4.2 Fault
The FEB, the validation boards and the CROC itself (deserialisers only) are protected by 
delatchers MAX869 that detect a current increase that could be due, for example, to a single 
event latchup (SEL, see section 5). If such a situation occurs the current is switched off (during 
a few ms) and on again. The fault output line of the delatcher is pulled briefly to zéro (the 
delatcher faults of a board are linked in parallel). The 18 lines of the 18 slots of the crate 
and the CROC protection switches are connected to 19 pins of the Spy-PGA which records 
any fault transition on those lines into its status register. The status register may be regularly 
checked in order to verify that no FEB has had a SEL and if this is the case, the corresponding 
FEB may be reloaded through the slow control.

The delatchers of the FEB and validation boards may also be commanded by the CROC. 
The same lines are used, but this time the CROC forces itself the line of the slot that requires 
a turn off to zéro. The delatchers that see the line pulled down will switch off the current until 
the line is released. The line may be maintained down to have a prolonged stop of a board. 
The mechanism would be used in case of problems with the electronics and is triggered by a 
slow control command and the writing in a CROC register through the slow control.

The configuration and control of the CROC is done with a SPECS mezzanine. The R.J45 
connector of the front panel of the board receives the SPECS signal which is propagated with a 
bus down to the SPECS mezzanine bottom connector. A bus is used as the same SPECS signal

FEB (Glue PGA). According to the address encoded in the SPECS frame the corresponding 
slave will understand that it should read the data, the slave being either the CROC mezzanine 
or a Glue of a FEB.

Slow control transactions are done either through

• a parallel bus (FPGA),

• two I2C buses (delay chip, TTCrq and optical mezzanines)

3.4.4
The main reset of the board is the SPECS reset signal. It is issued either from a slow control 
reset command or physically by pressing the reset button of the SPECS mezzanine (notice that
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3.5. Tests performed on the CROC and shielding

Location Temperature (c
Black surface of the Agilent emitter , bottom of the OM(Right) 

NIM converter M8 below OM (Right)
Fiber connector of the Agilent emitter , bottom of the OM(Left) 

U4 GOL of the 
U ll GOL ofthe OM 

Clock driver U13 of the OiVl^Lel 
Calorimeter FEB ADC facing the clock driver of the OM (Right)

< 49°C
> 54°C, < 60°C

< 49°C
< 49°C
< 49°C

> 60°C, < 65°C
> 60°C, < 65°C

Table 3.1: Temperature measurements on the CROC and in a ventilated crate. The GOL chips 
of the optical mezzanines (OM in the table) were configured in test mode for the measurements.

this second method also initializes the mezzanine itself).

(by combinatoric cells) to activate the reset of the major components/mezzanines of the board: 
the delay-chip, the four Fe-PGA, the TTCrq and the two optical mezzanines. Notice that from 
the Spy-PGA it is also possible to reset punctually one of those components or mezzanine (with 
a simple reset register slow control access) without affecting the others and the Spy-PGA.

3.5 Tests perform ed on the CROC and shielding
The CROC is the bottleneck through which ail the data of the calorimeter system is flowing.
I will describe here some intensive tests that have been performed to check that the board 
was functioning correctly. Some of these tests have been done at the experiment pit as their 
require the acquisition hardware (TELL1 boards) and a fraction of the PC farm to swallow the 
data sent by the CROC. We had also an LHCb acquisition board called TELL1 [50] that was 
connected to the LAL network. Hence, it was possible to perform acquisition in our laboratory.

3.5.1 Temperature measurements
The CROC has been heavily used without air flow cooling, on the table, with test bench power 
supplies. The heat released by the optical mezzanines and the NIM converters (see figure 3.6) 
pushed us to perform some temperature measurements in an environment doser to what we 
expect in the cavern.

Thus we plugged CROC in a crate full of 16 FEB until temperature stabilisation and after 
having glued temperature sensitive labels on the hotter parts of the board. The table 3.1 sums 
up the measurements and shows that we should not fear any over-temperature on the CROC.

3.5.2 Overall crate synchronisation
The CROC provides the clock to the boards of the crates and several important signais (first 
level trigger and fast commands). Moreover in return, it captures the data from the 16 FEB 
connected. The correct functioning of the system requires a proper tuning of the clocks, the
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CHAPTER 3. The calorimeter control card

Figure 3.6: CROC temperature measurements with a thermie caméra. The région showed is 
the optical mezzanine area where the GOL chips are clearly visible. On the PCB, below the 
mezzanine the NIM converters also contribute in heating the board.

degrees of freedom at the level of the CROC being the phase of the clock sent to the backplane

Fe-PGA inputs of the board. A 2D map was drawn in the space made from these two degrees 
of freedom. This map was re-evaluated for each CROC produced to verify it.

The FEB contain a memory to spy the data from the front-end. This memory can be used 
to feed the front-end with specific patterns. The synchronisation tests consisted in loading into 
the pattern memories of the FEB random but known values. The FEB are designed such that 
it is possible to loop on those memories.

The CROC was configured to produced 1MHz average frequency LO triggers and to acquire 
the corresponding data. Errors are then counted in bins 1ns wide in the 2D map defined by 
the two clock degree of freedom of the board already mentioned. The structure indicates the 
forbidden régions corresponding to improper sampling of the signal.

As the CROC acquire a full crate, the “sum” of the 16 maps built from each of the FEB is

The stable région was required to be at least 5ns wide in ail directions. This was demanding 
for the APA300 and APA450 components. The first plots measured had no stable région 
compatible with the 16 FEB inputs of a crate. This was due both to the fluctuations between 
the FEB outputs but also to the input drivers of the Fe-PGA of the CROC. Constraining 
the location of the registers responsible for the latching of the input data permitted to open
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Figure 3.7: The stable and unstable timing régions of a CROC. The 2 axis are defmed 
two degrees of freedom that are the phase of the clock sent to the FEB (y-axis) and the 
used by the board to capture the data sent back by the FEB. The numbers are coding of the
errors seen. ; ‘0 ,: means no error.

the stable région and to obtain satisfactory results. This measurement was part of the test 
production of the CROC.

Three régions appear on figure 3.7, one horizontal band and two diagonal ones. The width 
of the bands is mainly due to the only partial overlap of the allowed régions from each FEB.

• The horizontal band is due to the fact that a specific clock phase tuning of the FEB does 
not allow a stable sampling of the LO trigger propagated (or generated) by the CROC at 
the level of the FEB.

• The diagonal band corresponds to the wrong capture of the data by the CROC. It is clear 
that changing the phase of the FEB modify the time arrivai of the data at the input of 
the CROC and can be compensated by shifting the phase for the capture of the data. 
The two bands seen on figure 3.7 are in fact the extension of a single one over the full

3.5.3 Bit error rates

The TELL1 board receives the data from the CROC through 16 optical fibres gathered in 
two 8 fibre ribbons. Each ribbon corresponds to the left and right parts of a crate. The 
TELL1 are located in the LHCb counting room and dispatch the events to the large PC farm 
of the experiment. The data transmission between the CROC and the TELL1 was tested by 
performing bit error rate (BER) measurements.
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Conditions Bit Error Rate (transf. bits)
8 fibres (no atténuation) 148 x 1012
16 fibres (no atténuation) 66 x 1012
16 fibres (no atténuation) 130 x 1012

8 fibres (6db) 15 x 1012
8 fibres (9db) 30 x 1012

16 fibres (6db +  9db) 350 x 1012
16 fibres (9db +  6db) 350 x 1012

Table 3.2: Examples of fibre transmission tests performed with différent combinations of atten- 
uator and without error.

This was possible by programming the CROC so that the fibre outputs were simple counters. 
The TELL1 that we had a our disposai at LAL was configured in order to check the counters. 
Any error was recorded in a TELL1 register.

The test has been done without light attenuators and with attenuators of 6db and 9db. The 
typical atténuation expected with the multi-mode fibres used is of the order of 2.8db/km, the 
distance between the CROC and the cavern being of about 100m. A patch panel is used on 
the fibre path, nevertheless 9db is far from what is expected at the pit.

The level of accuracy reached (no error recorded) with 9db attenuators (test performed on 
the left and right fibre ribbons) is of the order of several 1014 (see table 3.2). This test was also 
part of the production test performed on the boards.

3.5.4 1 MHz test at the pit
The CROC processing speed depends on the LO trigger rate. The maximum average speed 
reaches 1.1 MHz. This limit permits to the CROC to run with a 40MHz clock, an event 
requiring 36 clock beats to be readout:

• 2 empty words for the fibre synchronisation,

• the header,

• the control word,

• 32 channels words.

Hence, the “effective” read out of the CROC is performed at 40MHz for 16 FEB. This is a huge 
among of data swallowed by 4 Fe-PGA. The frequency and the number of bits fiipping per 
FPGA is a major concern and was a difficulty in the design of the firmware of the board.

The first test showed that when running in extreme conditions, the data transmitted were 
rapidly corrupted. This is shown on figure 3.8 were the input data were 34 oscillating values 
followed by the 2 empty words for fibre synchronisation. Such a pattern sent on ail the input 
caused the FPGA to react in a strange way. Redirecting an input bit towards an output driver 
showed that the emulated clock rapidly changed its duty cycle until the data became corrupted
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3.5. Tests performed on the CROC and shielding

an output buffer (no processing, middle curve) and the processing by the CROC of the input 
data. It is clear that even without any processing by the boards, the data are corrupted (second

and could not be properly sampled (second line of 3.8). This was identified as being probably 
caused by a drift of the internai power levels used to acquire the bits4. The package bonding of 
an FPGA may be modelized with an inductance L. The internai levels may shift by a quantity 
V  = L jt. A rapidly oscillating current i (due to the flipping of the bits) may lead to a largedt
drift of the internai levels.

This problem for such components is known but scarcely advertised or documented by the 
manufacturer. Moreover it is very specific to an application and cannot be easily predicted. 
Two solutions have been applied to cure it.

surface.

4The FPGA input is made of a comparator of the input bit level with a fraction of the component power
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• The timing of the output bits has been modified so that ail the bits were not flipping at 
the same time. This was possible by inserting a combinatoric cell just before the output 
drivers.

The solutions have been first verified on test bench. A second test was performed early at 
the LHCb pit as soon as a large enough PC farm was installed. We cabled a few TELL1 and 
emulated 1.1MHz triggers. The acquisition with the farm at the fastest speed did not permit 
to see any error for several hours.

No error was observed at the pit and the solutions were validated.

3.5.5 CROC shielding
The FEB noise is expected to reach 1.2 ADC count. This was measured with several FEB 
in a crate, but not with an average trigger rate of 1.1MHz and on a long time scale. Such an 
acquisition could not be done in our lab. At the pit, the PC farm being installed, it was possible 
to perform more intensive noise measurements. No déviation from this estimation have been 
seen but for the one FEB located on the left slot of the CROC.

Figure 3.9: Summing the calorimeter signais of many events over the detector surface showed 
a regular pattern. This was interpreted has a slightly larger noise on every FEB located at the 
left of the CROC. Notice that the events are exclusively noise events, and the excess had only 
an amplitude of a fraction of ADC.

The figure 3.9 shows the resuit of summing the channels outputs over the full detector surface 
and on a large data sample. The data are only noise events. The average being subtracted, 
the increasing of this sum is slow. The channels having a noise in excess will have this sum 
increasing slightly faster. This is observed here.

Notice that the extra noise amount is very small and we have never been able to observe 
it on test bench with a sophisticated oscilloscope even when we tried to track it. Ail the tests 
have been done at the pit where we could have fast and long enough acquisitions to exhibit the
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3.5. Tests performed on the CROC and shielding

effect. Should the acquisition not be performed on noise only, the c axis of figure 3.9 would be 
smashed and the regular pattern observed would completely disappear. Nevertheless, we tried

The origin of the problem was finally identified as being a crosstalk between PCB lines on 
the CROC bottom face and the neighbouring FEB. The FEB shaper requires, to filter fast 
frequency noise, to use a large value capacitance (of the order of a few nF). Such a capacitance 
cannot be easily made in an ASIC and the shaper signal between the buffer and integrator had 
to be extracted out of the chip to be filtered and injected again. The location of this capacitor 
was right at the level of a few CROC PCB lines used to feed the GOL chip. The high frequency 
test performed at the pit was done again after having covered the CROC lines with a shielding 
made of a conductive layer connected to the ground.

The noise measured disappeared and no regular pattern could be seen afterwards5. Then, 
it was decided to have ail the CROC modified in July 2009. A PCB layer covered with 35^m 
of copper was designed and manufactured to shield the CROC PCB lines. The shielding was 
screwed and soldered on the ground of ail the boards during summer 2009.

5The effect has never been directly seen. It was first expected to come from the interplay of the capacitance 
with the CROC PCB lines. This was proven by the final tests.
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The development, test after production, installation and commissioning of the electronics 
required a specific software that was written from 2004. This software will be briefly presented 
here. Its usage to test the front-end board production will be also described.

4.1 Software electronics

The first prototype for the electronics of LHCb was running in a VME crate and was controiled 
with an old MAC computer. It was rapidly necessary to develop another software that would be 
compatible with the platforms chosen for LHCb: Windows and Linux. Moreover, the electronics 
of the calorimeter was including différent interconnected systems, from the very front-end, to the 
front-end, the control boards, the trigger validation boards, the LED calibration electronics, the 
Cockcroft-Walton [34] power, etc . . .  The development of a single framework that could control 
ail these pieces was a great help. It reduced the overall work for the différent groups involved, as 
a large fraction of the software was common. Moreover, from 2005, many integrated tests had 
to take place at CERN and it was easy to interconnect the electronics boards of the différent 
calorimeter groups through a single computer and a single software, able to run automated 
acquisitions, to trigger events, to perform scans, to react to some situations or to check online 
that the data were not corrupted.

The program used by the LHCb calorimeter group is called CAT for “Calorimeter Acquisition 
and Task”. This program runs under Windows and Linux and includes several interfaces to the 
electronics: USB, SPECS1 [30][31] and GPIB. It may communicate through these interfaces to 
the electronics using either parallel or I2C bus.

xThe SPECS interface was developed at LAL to perform slow control opérations on some part of the elec
tronics located in the cavern where the radiation levels did not permit to use, for example, crédit card PC 
systems.
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Figure 4.1: The main application window of the CAT program. The control of the program is 
performed on the top lines. The configuration file loaded at start up is indicated below. The 
processing part permits to launch runs of acquisitions, tests or measurements.

The program may be used in two différent modes: graphical2 and text. The graphical mode 
contains several windows:

• The main application window to control the program, load configuration files for the 
electronics or launch automated sequences of opérations (see picture 4.1).

trol. It is possible to check the internai configuration and to perform manual adjustments.

• The graphical window shows the results of the automated sequences as curves or his-

• The log window is the text output of the program and can be used to display tables of 
results.

The graphical interface is mainly useful for development and debugging of the electronics. 
The text mode can be used to launch automated opérations that do not require any online 
control or to work remotely on a low bandwidth network. The user types commands instead 
of pressing buttons in order to control or run its systems. The text mode output is identical 
to the graphical mode log window output. CAT uses the “ROOT” analysis package for data

2 The graphical implementation is based on wxW idgets[
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The CAT program is written in C ++ . The latest version, that is now used for the devel
opment of the electronics for the upgrade of the calorimeter, includes a full interfacing with 
python [86] so that the electronics can be controiled from the python console3 or as before with 
a full graphical interface. Nevertheless, the processing that requires speed is still done in C ++.

The program CAT consists of a set of libraries having a dedicated purpose. A few ones 
are mandatory and are the core of the software (the framework, a list of generic objects, the 
interfaces to the electronics, . . .  ). The user may load at run time any other necessary library for 
the specific tasks he wants to perform. A library usually contains the définition of electronics 
systems (boards, for example), the tasks that may be launched on it and the description of 
the corresponding configuration graphical panels. Such a library defines a user library whose 
objects should inherit from the generic objects included in the core part of the program.

The development of the user libraries has given the possibility to différent groups (CERN, 
Spanish, Russian, Annecy, Clermont-Ferrand and Orsay) to contribute to CAT, the core soft
ware and the libraries written being hosted at CERN.

CAT was used for the development of the electronics and the production tests. During 
installation and commissioning, it allowed to test the cabling of the trigger and the good 
connections among the différent types of boards. The FEB includes a puise injection system

between the front-end boards and the photomultipliers. The control of the functioning of the 
boards using RAM patterns is also done with CAT. Many communications (between the FEB 
and Trigger Validation boards, for example) require the tuning of local clock phases with delay

scans.
Although the control of the electronics by the shift crew during data taking uses PVSS4, 

the control of the good performances of the electronics is still largely done with CAT at the

4.2 Tests front-< boards
The electronics produced for the LHCb calorimeter systems have been mostly tested with CAT. 
This is the case of the front-end of the calorimeter system.

The tests of the 300 ECAL/HCAL boards were done with a crate containing up to 8 boards 5. 
Such a group of boards was tested in 8 hours on average. The control of the production was 
fully automated, the operator had to give some information on the boards at start-up for future 
tracing of the tests. At the end of the run the output was kept altogether with the root data 
files and a summary was printed. Three runs where launched per days. The acquisition of 
the front-end boards was done by a control board (CROC) whose debugging and acquisition 
capabilities will not be presented in this document (see [38]).

Slow control: The proper control of each board was the first aspect of the electronics to

3The intégration of the C + +  libraries into the python script is done with the BOOST libraries [11]
4PVSS is the slow control program used by the LHC experiments[85].
5A crate contains up to 16 front-end boards, but the test of the trigger processing was more conveniently 

performed on half a crate, leading to this choice.
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be checked. Ail the registers of the FPGA and phasers were randomly written and read 
out. The RAM were also tested by loading large amount of data and controlling that no 
error occurred.

Synchronisation: Two main clock domains are used in parallel on the front-end electronics 
and permit an optimum running of the acquisition of the FEB. To set and thoroughly con
trol the FEB timing and the phasers, the two dimensional plots explained in section 3.5.2 
are produced.

ADC bit connection: From time to time a pin or bit of an ADC was not properly soldered. 
This problem is particularly obvious to track when the larger significant bits are affected. 
The lowest ones could sometimes be more difficult to identify. On the FEB a puiser 
system is implemented and can be triggered by a slow control command to the FPGA.

charge injection. The ADC connection test consists in sending several consécutive LO and 
triggering a puise for one of them. For each one of these puises the number of “0” and “1” 
of every bit of the 32 ADC are stored. In order to reach each bit, the test is performed

intégration by the ADC. This allows to sample the maximum of the intégration curve and

and reach ail the bits.

In fact, the bit 12 could not always be tested as the maximum amplitude of the puiser 
do not systematically reach 2048. This limitation reduced the power of the test for this 
particular bit.

Noise: The noise was systematically measured on the boards tested. Figure 4.2 shows the 
results of the tests on a full crate. Each column is the resuit for a slot (or a FEB). The 
top line corresponds to the data recorded during the test, the middle one is the average 
value per channel and the bottom line is the standard déviation per channel. The values 
obtained are compared to reference measurements.

Puiser: The acquisition of sequences of 5 consécutive events was performed, a puise being 
triggered at the position of the third event. The average amplitude measured per channel 
and their standard déviation for the 5 consécutive puises was stored and compared to 
reference values. Another recurrent problem identified with this test was due to broken

measured for every slot of the crate (a slot is a column on the figure), the row being from 
top to bottom the event (tO — 1), the central event t.0 with the puise, the following one 
(tO +  1) and finally at the bottom the events t.0 — 2 and t.0 +  2 superimposed.

RAM test: A RAM pattern is implemented on the FEB and allows to inject, at the 
of the Fe-PGA, values faking the ADC outputs. The final test that was also the 
one consisted in loading the RAM with well-known patterns and to loop on those RAM. 
LO were triggered by the CROC that performed the acquisition of the corresponding data. 
The PC could then compare the data recorded with that expected from the processing 
of the RAM patterns originally loaded in the FEB under test. The comparison was
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4.2. Tests o f the front-end boards

or slots.
The top line is the accumulation of the data. The second and third rows are the average and 
standard déviation per channel.

interrupted from time to time in order to load into the RAM a new set of random but 

board.
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Figure 4.3: on a full crate. Each column corresponds
to a slot. From top to bottom, the rows are the event t.0 — 1, the t.0 event when the 
occurred, the t.0 +  1 one and on the last row the two events t.0 — 2 and t.0 +  2.
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Radiation tolerance of the electronics
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5.1 Introduction
Two types of radiation effects could potentially affect the LHCb calorimeter front-end electron
ics: cumulative dose and single event effects (SEE). The former has two contributions:

• Total ionizing dose: the création of electron-hole pairs in the component dégradés its 
behavior.

• Displacement damage: atoms are displaced from their initial position because of non- 
ionizing energy losses. The characteristics of the component are progressively degraded.

The SEEs are due to a single incident particle interacting with the component medium. The 
main manifestations of SEEs are the following:
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and produces a highly ionizing nuclear recoil. The conséquences for the component may

is solved by a reload of the corrupted bits.

• Single Event Latchup (SEL): the incident particle breaks a Silicon nucléus. The débris of 
the reaction trigger a short-circuit in the chip which may be destroyed. The SEL could 
potentially affect both commercial parts and the calorimeter front-end shaper.

• Single Event Transient (SET): likewise, the incident particle indirectly causes the ioniza- 
tion of a région of the component. Then, charge collection leads to the production of a

Section 5.2 will be devoted on the évaluation of the flux of particles in the electronics zone. 
Then, the results of the front-end shaper irradiation tests performed at the Centre de Proton 
Thérapie of Orsay (CPO) and at the Grand Accélérateur National d ’ions Lourds (GANIL) are 
given. In the last section, the SEE risks is evaluated for the AX1000 FPGA and transposed to

5.2 LHCb environment

5.2.1 Particle flux
Radiation doses at the position of the calorimeter crates have already been estimated (see 
references [5£, 9 , 32]). The predicted level reaches 100 rad per year and no serious cumulative 
radiation damage of electronics are expected.

Non-ionizing effect at the level of the calorimeter is not a problem either, as the flux of 
neutrons and the corresponding cross-sections (see figure 5.1) are such that no effect should be 
expected during the full life of the experiment[ 1],

The only serious problem of concern for the calorimeter electronics is the one of single event 
effects [68]. The estimation of the SEE risk requires the détermination of the particle flux and 
energy spectra in the région of the front-end electronics. The corresponding curves have been 
calculated from a Monte Carlo pp interaction sample of 5000 events1. The processes selected 
for the production were QCD processes, as defmed by PYTHIA (MSEL=2). They are listed in 
table 5.1 together with the cross-sections, as calculated during the génération.

The flux has been normalized to a luminosity C =  5 x 1032cm-2s-1. This value is rather 
compared to the nominal luminosity which is currently expected to be 2 x 1032cm_2s_1.

5.2 shows the particle (7r and K mesons, protons and neutrons) flux (cm_2year_1) at

13.32m (at the level of the back of the ECAL). The red box gives a rough indication of the 
crate position; the black box shows the area (lm  high and 4m wide) located 3.5m above the 
proton beam on which the particle flux is averaged to determine the energy spectrum. This 
last area is not the rack zone, but it is a région around the point of the electronics where the 
flux is expected to be the largest (i.e. at the bottom center).

1The Monte Carlo sample has been produced with SICBMC v245rl
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5.1: Silicon damage cross-section as a function of neutron energy (from

Sub-processes Cross-Section (ml
f  +  +  Ï Ï T Ï 2
f  f  > / '  / '  0.0

f + f ^ g + g  o .o
./' • g > f  g 10.74
g +  g ^ f  +  f  0.5752
g + g —̂ g g 32.79

Elastic scattering 22.21

Double diffractive 9.779
low pt scattering 0.0

Ail included subprocesses 101.5

Table 5.1: Processes generated by PYTHIA (MSEL=2) to evaluate the particle flux in the 
electronics area of the calorimeter f 1.

The flux estimation does not take into account any Hubner factor, but more simply relies 
on the 10's running of the machine hypothesis2.

Figure 5.3 shows the obtained energy spectrum for n and K mesons, protons, neutrons at 
c =  12.30meters. Among the various contributions, neutron’s is by far the dominant one below

2A more realistic scénario foresees 7 months of data taking in a year, with a Hubner factor of 0.2, leading to
3.7 x 106s. '
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5.2: Particle flux (cm year ) in two rectangular areas at c =  12.30m,
at c =  13.32m ) above the proton beam (# and y axis in cm). The red box roughly 

indicates the position of the electronics; the black one shows the area where the flux has been

lOOMeV.
A fit has been performed on the total energy spectrum at the two différent z depths. The 

function

f (x)  = Ae~Bx +  CxP (5.1)

was used, where the exponential describes the low energy part and the power law corresponds 
to higher momentum particles. The parameter values are given in table 5.2 and the curves are

parameter z =  12.30m z =  13.32m
A (cm-2year-1MeV-1) 2.2 x 109 1.8 x 109

B (MeV-1) 0.27 0.28
C 0.43 x 109 0.49 x 109
D -0 .87  -0.89

Table 5.2: Fitted parameters for the total energy spectrum evaluated at the two z positions, 
12.30 and 13.32m. The function used is (5.1).

Two populations are observed in the electronics région. Low energy particles are isotropic 
neutrons produced in the m atter of the detector. A second population consists of higher energy 
particles moving forward and produced close to the interaction région.
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- \ (30MeV,420x107)
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5.3: Left: the shows the particle spectrum (cm 2year :MeV ^ in the rectangular
région defined on plot 5.2 (empty black box) and in the text. The position where the histograms 
have been calculated is z = 12.30m. Two fits have been performed on the total particle 
spectra, for £ =  12.30m and £ =  13.30m. Right: the integrated number of neutrons above a 
certain kinetic energy. From the SEL/SEU cross-section which have been measured on typical 
components, neutrons below 30MeV are not supposed to have an effect on the electronics. 
4.2 x 109 neutrons above this threshold are expected per year and per square cm in the vicinity 
of our electronics.

5.3 Irradiations calorim eter front-end shaper
Although they are not concerned by SEU, analogie chips can potentially be affected by SEL.

and at the Grand Accélérateur National d ’ions Lourds (GANIL) in very différent conditions 
(CPO provides protons at 200MeV and GANIL is a heavy ion accelerator) on the calorimeter 
front-end shaper to evaluate the sensitivity of the

The Centre de Proton Thérapie at Orsay (CPO) is an institute for the treatment of patients 
suffering from cancer. The cells located in the brain or in the eye are killed by an intense proton

particles: the energy deposit is limited to the tumor région and avoids irradiation of healthy 
tissues.

The conditions of the test were a flux of 108cm-2s-1 and a kinetic energy of 200MeV. The 
diameter of the beam was 4cm. Assuming that a 200MeV proton deposits 4MeV.mg-1cm2, the 
dose accumulated reaches 6.5rad.s_1. The setup is shown on figure 5.4 with a description of 
the system.
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

Figure 5.4: Schematics of the shaper irradiation test at CPO. The color code chosen is the 
following: the crate is in green, the inactive parts (collimators, extension board) are in gray,

and the sensitive electronics for the acquisition is in dark blue. The dotted magenta line is the 
proton beam. The height of the crate was adjustable so that the four chips could be presented 
to the beam. Two signais (40MHz clock and trigger) were brought to the board. The acquisition 
was performed by the front-end board itself and by a SVCC board (interface between the crate 
and the acquisition computer used during this specific test) located in the same crate. To 
move the acquisition electronics away from the beam the front-end board was plugged on an 
extension.

The measurements performed during the irradiation were:

• front-end shaper current measurements.

A SEL should manifest itself by a large increase of the current of a chip. In the same time, a 
malfunction should be detected from pedestal and/or calibration runs. During the irradiation 
and in spite of the duration of the test, we observed

• no variation of the supply currents of the chips,

• no variation of the signal noise,

• no variation of the recorded calibration signal.

Supposing that the SEL cross-section is negligible below 30MeV (see [4 , 54] and the justi
fication given at the end of the next section 5.3.2 devoted to the GANIL irradiation) and using
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5.3. Irradiations of the calorimeter front-encl shaper

the estimation for the neutron flux above this threshold (see previous section), a year of data 
taking with LHCb is roughly equivalent to 40s of test at CPO. A summary of the irradiations 
for the four tested chips is given in table 5.3.

Component Duration (s) Dose (krad) Equivalent exposure (year)
1
2
3
4

22.6
10.7 
12.3
11.7

87
41
47
45

Table 5.3: Irradiation duration, dose accumulated and equivalent exposure at LHCb (a year is 
supposed to be 10's) for the four tested front-end shapers.

The dose accumulated (from 10.7 to 22.6krad) was by far larger than what we can expect 
in 10 years of functioning of the detector. A total of 220 years3 has been tested without any 
SEL. '

The four chips have since been thoroughly tested on the LAL test bench. The following 
points have been looked at:

• output buffer/integrator tensions,

• rise/fall time of the integrator,

• linearity,

• crosstalk,

• noise.

The four chips had the same characteristics after the test as before the irradiation.
In spite of the good results obtained, it is important to notice that the sample is very limited. 

2000 chips are used on the calorimeters, and 220 years for one chip is roughly 40 days for the 
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. Although the resuit was very encouraging, this 
limitation was the motivation for an irradiation at GANIL in différent conditions and leading 
to a better résistance estimation.

5.3.2 Irradiation at GANIL
GANIL (Grand Accélérateur National d ’ions Lourds) is an accelerator located at Caen in 
Normandie, whose purpose is to provide heavy ion beams reaching energies up to 90MeV/A for 
nuclear physics experiments. At CPO, the incident particles interact with the Silicon nucléus 
and produce a ionizing fragment capable of triggering a SEL. At GANIL, the incident particle 
is the ionizing fragment which explains the efficiency of the test.

3A year is 107s.
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

Although it is far easier to get high proton fluences, the probability for a proton to produce
a ionizing fragment from a collision with a Silicon nucléus is of the order of 10 7̂ m 1 (see
5.7). This will explain the relative inefîiciency of the CPO experiment and the power of the 
GANIL tests where the projectiles are the ionizing fragments. Although the fluences at GANIL 
are far lower the “equivalent LHCb operation time” is by far longer.

It should also be pointed out that proton tests may lead to relatively fast dose déposition 
although, in our case, the danger comes mainly from SEE. An unadapted test with protons 
may lead to the death of the component by the cumulative dose before the statistics is large 
enough to extract relevant SEE measurements.

We took the opportunity of a foreseen run at GANIL with Krypton ions at 58MeV/A that 
were particularly well-adapted to our requirements to perform parasitic irradiation tests. Our

Energy Transfer, in the following), equivalent or slightly larger than what we could indirectly 
get with neutrons at LHCb, i.e. roughly 15MeV.mg-1cm2.

We had three hours at our disposai for the test and we divided that time interval in two

into four runs corresponding to four différent deposited LET. Between two consécutive runs, 
the LET was modified by introducing différent layers of aluminium between the vacuum pipe

first period and two during the second one. The run conditions of the two periods and the

Figure 5.5: The picture on the left shows the vacuum pipe in the experiment hall. The pipe 
ends in the room in the background and is closed by an inox window. The picture on the right 
is taken from inside the irradiation room and shows the tested boards facing the inox window. 
Two boards are visible: the one on the left supports two front-end shapers for the ECAL and 
the HCAL. The one on the right is the PRS very front-end board from Clermont-Ferrand.

accumulated fluences are given in table 5.4.

The tension and the current of the power supply were monitored continuously in order 
to detect any SEL. No variation of these parameters has been noticed except for a slow and
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5.3. Irradiations of the calorimeter front-end shaper

Run Al Thickness
H

LET
r.mg_1cm2)

Fluence (cm 2) 
Period 1 Period 2

1
2
3
4

0.
250
500
750

11.4 2.4 x 107 2.4 x 10
13 2.4 x 107 3.0 x 10
15 2.4 x 107 2.3 x 10
20 2.4 X 107 2.4 x 10

Table 5.4: The run conditions for the two periods with the corresponding fluences and LET.

regular increase from 43mA to 52mA of the current of the supply during the run 4 of the second 
period. After shutdown of the ion beam, the current slowly returned to a nominal value. This 
phenomenon doesn’t appear to be the conséquence of a SEL, but is more certainly due to the 
accumulated dose which reached 23 and 24 krad for the chips of the period 1 and 2 respectively 
(see table 5.5).

Run Accumulated Dose (krac 
Period 1 Period 2

1
2
3
4

4.4
9.4 
15.2 
22.9

4.4
10.7
16.2
23.9

Table 5.5: Accumulated dose (krad) at the end of each run of the two periods.

As for the CPO test, the irradiated components characteristics have been carefully measured 
on a test-bench at Orsay and fulfill the spécifications.

In te rp ré ta tio n  of th e  G A N IL ex p erim en t

To produce a latchup, we assume first that the ionizing particle should at least deposit an 
energy of 6MeV.mg_1cm2 (~  1.5MeV.^m-1 ), value that is slightly above the LET threshold 
to trigger a SEU in a standard commercial part and that is obtained from the cross-section 
curves for SEU [ , 54, 5 , T5].

Neutrons cannot directly produce a SEL. In fact, the incoming neutron must first brake a 
nucléus and produce a ionizing fragment whose LET will be large enough to trigger the SEL.

In a neutron-silicon interaction, the fragments produced have an atomic mass ranging from 
hydrogen up to Silicon. Any of the associated isotopes may appear. The program SRIM [96] 
was used to determine the dE/dx  of those ions in Silicon. The results are shown on figure 5.6.

Apart from the ion’s LET, the probability to produce any of those elements has been 
extracted from [46] and is shown on figure 5.7 where it was calculated for 1 GeV kinetic energy 
neutrons interacting with Silicon. In the région of the electronics of the calorimeter, most of 
the neutrons will have a lower energy. Nevertheless, in the following the values of figure 5.7 are 
used whatever the incident neutron energy. This is a safe and rather pessimistic assumption 
for the estimation of the tolerance of our electronics.
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

dE/dx (MeV.cm2.mg-1) |

E (MeV)

5.6: LET of several ions which can be produced by neutron-Si collisions with re- 
to their kinetic energy. Only ions heavier than nitrogen can have a LET greater than 

6MeV.mg-1cm2 (1.5MeV.^m-1). The maximum LET that can be reached with Silicon frag
ments is 15MeV.mg“— 1 2 r 1 cm2

Probability (um-1) |

E (MeV)

Figure 5.7: Probability (^,m_1) to produce a fragment with a energy 
from neutron-Si collisions. Here, the incident neutron energy is lGeV

than E in MeV

trigger a SEL. Moreover their kinetic energy should be greater than 1 or 2MeV. The probability 
to produce such an ion from neutron-silicon collisions is below 10“ '^ m -1 (see picture 5.7). 
Taking into account the SEL sensitive thickness of the component that is evaluated to lO^.m
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5.3. Irradiations of the calorimeter front-end shaper

and summing up over the various ion species that can be obtained by collisions, the total 
probability to get a ion capable of triggering a SEL reaches 2 x 10-6 . If the active thickness is 
larger than 10/im, then the limiting factor that must enter the total probability évaluation is 
the range of the ion which is of the order of 10/im or below (see picture 5.8). Thus, the previous 
estimation is rather conservative. Out of the incident neutrons only a small proportion have 
the potential to produce a SEL.

Figure 5.8: Ranges (jLtm) of several of ions with respect to their kinetic enerç

Let’s define the total sensitive area s sel of the component and the area skt affected on 
average by an incoming krypton ion. If these areas are expressed in proportion of the total 
active surface of the chip, the probability that an incoming ion doesn’t hit a sensitive zone is 
roughly 1 — Ssel ~  sKr ■ From the actual number of SEL detected, 95%CL exclusions contours 
can be drawn in the [ss el^ kt] plane (see picture 5.9).

At GANIL, no SEL was detected and two regimes are identified:

• SKr > 10 8: the component has been completely scanned by Krypton and no SEL sensi
tive zone (at L E T  < 15MeV.mg_1cm2) exists.

• SKr < 10 8: only part of the component has been scanned and if the sensitive area is 
smaller than sumit ü  may have escaped scanning. From picture 5.9, sumit =  8.9 x 10-9 
at 95%CL.

Whatever the true regime, the most conservative is the second one and we keep the pes- 
simistic statement that the SEL sensitive zone of the shaper is less than 8.9 x 10 7% of its 
active surface.

Hence, the probability to trigger a SEL with a Krypton ion is below 8.9 x 10-9 . The prob
ability to produce an ion with a LET greater than 6MeV.mg_1cm2 was estimated to 2 x 10-6 . 
Thus, the probability to trigger a SEL with neutrons reaches a maximum limit of 1.8 x 10-14. 
The flux of neutrons above 30MeV4 is 4.2 x 109years-1cm-2 and is calculated by integrating

4We recall here the assumption that a neutron must have at least 30 MeV to produce a sufficiently ionizing 
ion. This is motivated by the fact that only a small fraction of the energy of the neutron is given to the heaviest 
fragment of the collision neutron-Si. The minimal energy to produce a pair of N 14 ions from a Silicon nucléus 
S i28 is A Q = 29MeV. So we assume that the probability to produce such a fragment is non zéro from 30MeV. 
But, keep in mind th a t the value used from 30MeV is the one which is estimated for lGeV.
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CHAPTER 5. Radiation tolerance o f the electronics

Figure 5.9: The {s s e l -, $ K r \  plane is shown with the corresponding probability not to have seen 
any SEL with the front-end shaper. The white line is the 95%CL exclusion contour in the

10 10 10 10

sSEL

the spectrum of picture 5.3. If we assume that the probability to produce a heavy and energetic 
enough ion is the same at 1 GeV (value at which it was initially evaluated) and at lower incident 
neutron energies, the equivalent résistance of the chip is greater than 14 thousand years per

Component 7^ SEL Cumul.
time (s)

s L i m i t

CL
in SEL résistance 
CL (year.chip-1)

Shaper 
RAM 

Serialiseur 215 
Serialiseur 216 (drv 

Serialiseur 483 
Serialiseur 484 rv

0
0
2
9
7

13

16000
4000
2521
1682
2254

8.9 x 10-9
3.9 x 10-8 
1.3 x 10-7
5.0 x 10-7
3.1 x  10-7
8.1 x 10-5

4.0 x 10-8 
1.3 x 10-7
5.7 x 10-8
2.7 x 10-5

>14000 
>3205 
>961 
>250 
>403 

>1.5 (?)

s

Table 5.6: Results of SEL résistance obtained from GANIL measurements. SLimit is explained 
in the text. smin is the minimum size of the sensitive area compared to the total Silicon surface 
of the component. This last parameter can be extracted only when SEL really occurred. The 
assumed probability to produce a sufficiently ionising ion from silicon-neutron interaction is 
2 x 10-6 and the value taken for the neutron flux is 4.2 x 109cm_2year_1. The last component 
tested (last row) suffered almost instantaneous SEL when in the beam, so that the résistance 
time interval was difficult to estimate. This is emphasized by the question marks added for this
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5.4. FPGA radiation tolerance

This second test is by far more powerful than the CPO test and clearly proves the SEL 
résistance of the ECAL/HCAL front-end shaper.

to be used on the front-end board of the LHCb calorimeters, have also been tested at GANIL 
in the same conditions as for the front-end shaper. Some have also been put into the CPO 
beam of protons.

Table 5.6 shows some of the results obtained at GANIL. The last row gives the example of 
a component that did not resist to the test and that was not selected to equip our boards.

Apart from irradiations performed at CPO and GANIL, the LAL irradiated many compo
nents from 2002 until 2007 at many dilferent facilities : CPO, GANIL, CERN and PSI (Paul
Scherrer Institut in Switzerland) The table 5.13 given at the end of the section list the
components that have actually been tested.

5.4 FPG A  radiation tolerance
Some intensive irradiation measurements had already been performed by Actel [2] and NASA 
at Brookhaven National Laboratory [53, 75] on the Actel FPGA AX. This component is an 
anti-fuse FPGA of the AX family and is adapted to the front-end boards of the calorimeter elec
tronics. They associate a high number of combinatorial and register cells with a large memory. 
Moreover, the carry-logic implementation increases the efficiency for arithmetic calculations.

We use here some of the results obtained by NASA at BNL [ , , , 6 ] to estimate the
tolerance of the AX components that are used on our front-end boards in the LHCb cavern

5.4.1 Dose, event latchup event dielectric rupture
The Actel AX has been irradiated up to 200 krad (accumulated) at a dose rate of 33 rad/sec 
with 7  particles. No change in the signal propagation delays had been seen. A small increase 
of the input current had been observed[ 53]. The dose expected at LHCb in the electronics area 
is of the order of 2 0 0  rad per year, so far below the limits reached by the previous tests.

Apart from the cumulative dose, two effects can permanently destroy the FPGA: the SEL 
and Dielectric Rupture (SEDR, rupture of an anti-fuse connection due to a local ionisation). 
The SEL and SEDR immunity has been checked at BNL with several types of ions (1-127, 
Br-81, Cl-35, F-19, C-12) at LET up to 120 MeV.cm2 .mg_1. No SEL or SEDR was recorded 
confirming the résistance of the chip in the LHCb environment. We can expect that neutron- 
silicon interactions produce débris whose maximum LET is 15 MeV.cm2 .mg_1 (see figure 5.6), 
i.e. far below the values tested at BNL.

In order to estimate the résistance of the chip, the same method as the one applied on the 
front-end shaper is used. A SEL/SEDR sensitive area of the component s is defined together 
with the area affected by an incoming ion sion. These areas are expressed in proportion of 
the total surface of the active area of the component and the probability that an incoming ion 
doesn't hit a sensitive zone is 1 — s — sion. From the number of SEL/SEDR, or from the fact 
that no SEL/SEDR was recorded, 95% confidence level exclusion contours can be drawn in the
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CHAPTER 5. Radiation tolerance of the electronics

s SEL

Figure 5.10: Probability not to have any SEL/SEDR with the AX1000 component in five runs 
of fluence 107 ions each. The black curve is the 95% CL contour in the [s, szon] plane.

Such a contour has been calculated for SEL/SEDR on the AX1000 component. 5 runs of 
107 ions each had been performed at BNL and are used to obtain the plot of figure 5.10.

Two regimes are identified:

Sion > 6.2 x 10 8: the component has been fully scanned by the ions of the beam. There 
exist no sensitive zone at LET tested in the part.

s%on < 6 . 2  x 10~8: the component has not been fully scanned, but a limit can be extracted 
on the size of the sensitive area, Siimit =  6 . 2  x 10~8, which may have escaped the ions of 
the incoming beam.

As in the previous section, the safest and most pessimistic assumption consists of supposing 
that the sensitive area is smaller than 6 .2 x l 0 " 6 % of the surface of the active area of the 
component. The probability to produce an ion with a LET greater than 6  MeV.cm2 .mg_1 was 
estimated5 to 2xl0"6. We conclude that the résistance is greater than 1920 years per chip at 
95% CL. A neutron flux of 4.2xl09 year"1 .cm"2 was assumed as described earlier.

5We suppose th a t below a LET=6 MeV.crrr.mg'1, it is not possible to trigger a SEL (see section 5.3.2 and
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5.4. FPGA radiation tolerance

LET (MeV-cm /mg)

5.11: AX1000 SRAM SEU cross-section (cm2) and Weibull curve for two runs.

5.4.2 Single event cross-sections

Unlike the SEL or the SEDR, the single event upset or the clock upset are not destructive. The 
user looses the functionalities of the component until a power reset is done. The SEU is due to 
an ionising particle that changes a(several) bit value(s) in the RAM or in registers. The clock

component. The AX components include 4 hardwired clocks and 4 clocks that can be routed 
by the user.

In this section, some of the measurements performed at BNL are shown [ ], [ ]. The
single event upset cross-sections are given for the SRAM and the registers, respectively. The 
last curves concern the clock upset cross-sections. Ail these measurements and the figures of 
this section are extracted from

SR A M

R -C ell

“0” and “1" patterns have been used for test purpose, as showed on figure 5.12. “0" pattern 
seems to be more sensitive than “1" pattern at least for large LET which are far above the LET 
values reached in our environment. In the following, the measurements obtained with the “0 "

The cross-section point of figure 5.12 (“0” pattern) have been used to extract the parameters 
of the corresponding Weibull functions defmed by

f  (E =  0o 1 -  e W (5.2)
sL0
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CHAPTER 5. Radiation tolerance o f the electronics

5.12: AX1 0 0 0  R-Cell SEU cross-section (cm2) for “0 ” (left) and “1 ” (right) patterns.
“DOC” and “DOS” are two différent configurations of the 1 0 0  bit 
tests. The results are equivalent in both configurations.

registers used for the

Go L0 Width Sha
S-RAM 3.5 x 10_8 cm2 1.44MeV.cm2/m g 15MeV.cm2/m g I
1(“0U pattern) 1.0 x 10- 6cm2 3.00MeV.cm2/m g 30MeV.cm2/m g 2R-

Table 5.7: Weibull curve (defmed by équation 5.2) parameters used in the following for SRAM 
and R-Cells.

and that is often used to modelize such a processus. The results of the fits are given in table
5.7.

Clock up se t

cross-section as measured by BNL.

5.4.3 Single event 
M eth o d

clock rate estimations

In the previous sections, the necessary information has been gathered in order to evaluate the 
sensitivity of the calorimeter electronics with respect to SEU and clock upset.

The simplest technique to calculate the SEU and clock upset rates consists of integrating 
the neutron flux multiplied by the upset cross-section expressed in term of the neutron kinetic 
energy:

^ n e u t r o n ( E ) X G ( E ) d E (5.3)

In our case, the cross-section is given with respect to the LET of the ions and the previous 
method cannot be applied directly. The neutron spectrum extracted before allows to dérivé 
the flux of ions of type i and of energy E MeV produced by neutron-silicon interaction in a 
thickness of Silicon t,

90
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5.4. FPGA radiation tolerance

5.13: AX1000 clock upset cross-section (cm2) measurements. At low LET, no clock
have been observed and the values are maximum limits. As for figure 5.12, “DOC” and 

DOS” are two types of 100 bit long registers. “Short 1” and “Short2 ” are short, 4 bit long 
. Whatever the registers used, the results are consistent.

0, (E ) =  /  ^neutron(E')pi(E, E ')tdE ' (5.4)
'0

where Pi(E , E') is the probability to produce a fragment of energy E  MeV per fim from an 
incoming neutron of energy E'. As we suppose that this probability is independent of E ', the 
term pt(E , E ') can be extracted from the intégral and the total neutron flux enters the 4>i(E)

in energy bins times the neutron flux and the thickness. We suppose in the following that the 
active thickness of the components is of the order of t= 20 //m. The range of the ions that can 
potentially trigger a SEU is lower than this value [4' ]. Hence, the flux 4>i(E) evaluated this 
way is rather pessimistic.

The correspondence of the LET of the ions versus their energy can be obtained from fig
ure 5.6.

At this point, the complication cornes from the fact that along its way in the Silicon of the 
component, the ion will lose energy. If the initial energy of the fragment i is below the energy 
for which the LET is max (LET[mx), we assume that the LET keeps its initial value in matter. 
This is a safe assumption that will lead to pessimistic estimations. On the contrary, if the 
energy of the débris is high, its LET will first increase while Crossing the component. In this 
case, the LET taken ail the way through the thickness t is LET™ax. Once again, this is a safe 
(and pessimistic) statement. The total SEU rate is calculated by integrating over the full LET 
range the product of the cross-section (expressed in terms of the LET) by the ion flux (in LET) 
and summing over the ion species at reach:

OG
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

/  0%(E l e t ) x a(E L E T )dEL E T (5.5)

or, in our estimation by summing the extracted flux of each ion leading to a certain LET 
(as described above) times the known cross-section on the full LET range at reach. The 
contributions over ail the ions is summed up and a factor 5 is applied on ail the rate estimations 
to take into account the isotopes of the species.

This method has been used to evaluate SEU for SRAM, R-Cell (“0” pattern) and clock

In the rest of this section, the calculated rates per incoming neutron (s .cm ) are
given. The total rate is determined by multiplying this rate by the total incident neutron

SR A M

SEU rate
-13

10

10

10

10

10 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
LET (MeV.cm2.mg-1)

bins. The black curve is the sum over the various ion species.

The cross-section for SRAM can be multiplied by the flux of the reachable ions in LET bins. 
The final intégration of sum (see formula 5.5) leads to a SEU rate per incoming neutron (cm-2) 
of 6.5 x 10- 13s- 1  per bit (figure 5.14).

6This is possible because the probability to produce an ion at a certain energy is supposed to be independent 
of the energy of the incoming neutron. Moreover, we assumed tha t the neutron energy had to  exceed 30 MeV 
to be able to produce any type of fragment (see section 5.3.2).
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5.4. FPGA radiation tolerance

R -C ell

Figure 5.15: On the left, the cross-section (in cm2) used in the intégration of formula 5.5 for 
R-Cell is given. The right plot is the cross-section multiplied by the flux of the possible ions in 
LET bins. The black curve is the sum over the various ion species.

The estimation of the SEU cross-section per incoming neutron (cm-2) leads to a R-Cell 
SEU rate of 5.5 x 10-13s-1 per bit (figure 5.15).

The SEU rate per incoming neutron is slightly higher for SRAM than for register-cell. This 
could seem paradoxical regarding the asymptotes of the cross-section curves, 3.5xl0"8 and 10"6 
cm2 respectively. The reason is in the shape of the two curves. In the SRAM case, the fragments 
leading to a low LET can still trigger a SEU when registers need a larger ionisation. Fewer 
ions species can contribute to SEU in R-Cells and a larger neutron energy is necessary (see

Clock u p se t

No clock upset Weibull function was given in reference [53] and we estimated the corresponding 
parameters from the data. The values of the cross-section have been extracted directly from 
figure 5.13. Below a LET of 11.4MeV.cm2.mg'1 the points of this figure are limits on the cross- 
section due to the lack of statistics. We used these limits as measured quantifies to perform 
the fit (the cross-section used are listed in table 5.8).

The parameters obtained from the fit are in table 5.9.
As seen from figure 5.17, the estimation of the clock upset cross-section per incoming neutron 

(cm-2) is 35.5 x 10-13s-1 per clock .

5.4.4 LHCb front-end FPGA sensitivity and protections foreseen
No protection is planned for the SRAM. The high frequency data related to the measured 
signais are stored in RAM and a SEU would affect a very limited set of information.
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

5.16: Comparison of the SEU cross-section Weibull curves for RAM and R-Cell.

LET (MeV.cm .mg 1) Cross-section (cm2
5 10“9
6 5 x 10“8
11 10“6
20 3 x 10“6
40 10“5
100 10“5

Table 5.8: Clock upset cross-section (cm2) values extracted from 
the Weibull curve parameter estimation.

5.1 and used for

L Width
Clock upset 10 5cm2 5.0MeV.cm2/ mg 20MeV.cm2/m g 2 

Table 5.9: Weibull curve parameters obtained for the AX1000 clock upset cross-section (cm2).

The registers will keep critical data (calibration values, counters, 
typically once a day. Two protections were foreseen for registers:

that will be reloaded

• Triple Voting Registers (TVR): the information is stored three times and a vote is done 
on the three copies. The majority is kept.

• Horizontal and Vertical Parity (HVP): the values are stored in a table and horizontal and 
vertical parities are calculated. When the values are needed the parities are checked. An 
error can be corrected. When two errors occur in the table, the problem is known.

The TVR mitigation is a stronger protection, but consumes more registers (3N registers 
versus (^ /N  +  l )  (^ /N  +  l )  to protect N bits). TVR was nevertheless chosen to protect ail
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5.4. FPGA radiation tolerance

cross-section (cm )

Figure 5.17: On the left, the cross-section used in the intégration of formula 5.5 for clock upset 
is given. The right plot is the cross-section multiplied by the flux of the possible ions in LET 
bins. The black curve is the sum over the various ion species. The intégration of this curve 

et rate per incoming neutron (cm-2) of 35.5 x 10-13s-1 per clock.leads to a clock

SEU rate 
Flux 

Reload
LHCb SEU rate (/Reload/N

ters
TVR HVP =4x48=192

- 1 35.5 x 10 
420s_1.cm_2

1.2 x 10“9 7.3 x 10“6

Table 5.10: The SEU rate for registers is given for two mitigation techniques: TVR and HVP. 
The TVR rate is evaluated per bit. The HVP rate is given for a 4x48=192 bit table.

our configuration registers and it is the mitigation technique evaluated below.
The LHCb calorimeter (ECAL/HCAL) sensitivity can be evaluated after a recall of the

requirements of the systems. The following numbers are given for a AX250 component based
electronics of 2048 FPGA (256 boards with 8 FPGA, 4 channels per component, an AX1000 
being roughly equivalent in resources to 4 AX250 parts). The AX250 and AX1000 are based 
on the same technology. We consider of course that there is no difference between having our

• Constants refreshed on the every day basis:

— clock front inversion (1 bit /  channel)

— subtraction control switch (1 bit /  FPGA)

— second subtraction scheme value (2 bits /  FPGA)
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

__________________SRAM__________________
SEU rate 6.5 x 10_13

Flux 420s-1 cm-2
Reload 16^s

LHCb SEU rate (/Reload/bit) 4.4 x 10“ 15

Table 5.11: SRAM SEU rate for a typical reload of the LO derandomiser events of 16 fis.

— No subtraction selector (1 bit /  FPGA)

— LO-latency address (8 bits /  FPGA)

The error frequency for those 16 x 2048 bits is 3.9xl0"5 per day (see table 5.10), i.e. once 
every 214 years7.

• Values updated at 40MHz:

— counter for the write address in the RAM (8 bits /  FPGA)

— LO-Yes position in derandomiser (4 bits /  FPGA)

We still assume 2048 AX250 FPGA. The numbers of table 5.11 are evaluated for high
reload frequency. The error rate obtained is 7.3xl0"14 errors per year. Of course, the reason
for such a small number is the constraint that two errors8 have to occur in coincidence in 
a very short time.

Nevertheless, notice that these évaluations are probably underestimated. We could imagine

coincidence and lead to a fault of the system more often than the simple uncorrelated register 
flipping estimation done here.

The calorimeter (both ECAL/HCAL and PRS/SPD) will produce 2.9 x 105 bits per event. 
The error rate in the L0 derandomizer will be 7.9 x 10-5 per event at the H L T 1 input, i.e. one 
event out of 1.6 x 10' stored on disk will have an affected bit. This is not a limiting factor. 
Let’s recall that a bit-flip on a configuration registers may systematically affect ail the data 
until reload by the slow control.

HCAL/ECAL. This estimation is done with safety factors. Simply taking the correct flux 
determined with the proper Hubner factor and data taking period duration reduce it to 2.8 per

7 Here, a year is 107 seconds and equivalently 120 day s.
8The TVR technique corrects a single bit but cannot cope with two
9This is evaluated from the clock upset rate per clock given in table 5.12 and taking 512 clock paths of

AX1000 type. A year is still assumed to  be 107s.
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5.5. Summary table and conclusion

_____________ Clock_____________
Clock Upset rate 3.5 x 10_12 

Flux 420s-1cm-2
Clock upset /  clock 1.47 x 10-9

Table 5.12: Clock upset rate per incoming particle and for the LHCb cavern expected particle 
flux.

5.5 Sum mary table and conclusion

A large number of components have been tested by the LAL group in many différent conditions 
Table 5.13 sums up the irradiations performed and the doses received.

P a rt Irrad iation  conditions Dose (krad) O bservations
Calo F E  Shaper C P O  (O rsay) 22.6 No effect

P ro ton 10.7 No effect
200 M eV, 108 s - 1 .cm - 2 12.3

11.7
No effect 
No effect

GANIL (C aen) 22.9 No effect
K rypton
58M eV/A

23.9 Small cu rren t increase (from  43mA to  52mA) 
observed a t  th e  end of th e  run  ( 22krad).
A fter shutdow n, cu rren t re tu rned  to  nom inal value

T ransm itte r DS90CR215 GANIL (C aen) 6.5 No effect
Receiver DS90CR216 K rypton 6.5 No effect
T ransm itte r DS90CR483 58M eV/A 6.5 No effect
Receiver DS90CR484 6.5 No effect
FP G A  Actel A54SX32A 6.5 No effect
FP G A  X ilinx XCV50 6.5 No effect
Test RAM IDT71V016SA 6.5 No effect
Delay Chip GANIL (C aen) 28.8 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect

K ryp ton  78 24.2 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect
DS92LV010A 73M eV/A 28.8

24.2
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect 
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect

SN65MLVD200 28.8
24.2

2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect 
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect

T ransisto r NPN NE856 24.2+28.8
=53.0

4 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect

Russia (Moscow) 125 Small cu rren t increase a t  high dose level (?)
QuadBuffer 74F125 GANIL (C aen) 24.2 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect
PROM  AT17LV65 K ryp ton  78 : 73M eV/A 28.8 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect
C urren t Amplifier AD 8011 GANIL (C aen) 91.0 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect
Power Switch MAX 869L K rypton  86(43.5M eV/A) 91.0 2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect
O scillator 40MHz PSI (Zurich) 147 C om ponent failure a t 16krad. C onsum ption drops
JAUCH 0-40.0-VX3MH P ro ton  60 MeV to  very sm all value. No recovery a fte r beam  shutdow n.
PROM  P C F  8582 109 s- 1  cm - 2 147 C ontinuous curren t increase a t 14krad

Slow recovery observed if th e  beam  is sw itched off.
SN65LVDS32 147 C ontinuous curren t increase a t 30krad.

Slow recovery observed if th e  beam  is sw itched off.
DS92LV090 147 No effect.
SN65LVDS104 100

400
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect. 
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect.

DS90LVDS001 100
400

2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect. 
2 p a rts  irrad ia ted  sim ultaneously. No effect.

A CTEL APA 150 C PO  Protons 40 B ad functioning  appeared  a fte r 30 krad. Program  reload- 
ing seems to  b reak  th e  com ponents a fte r 20krad (O ne week 
in an  oven a t ~  100°C leads to  recovery).

A CTEL APA 300 187 MeV 40 B ad functioning  appeared  a fte r 30 krad. Program  reload- 
ing seems to  b reak  th e  com ponents a fte r 20krad (O ne week 
in an  oven a t ~  100°C leads to  recovery).

Table 5.13: List of components which have been tested by the LAL group. The components 
are grouped according to the various irradiation periods performed which are emphasized by 
colours. The observations only concern the dose effects. Some of the listed components suffered 
from SEL and could not be used on our electronics.

The accumulated doses reached during the irradiations easily overtook what we expected
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CHAPTER 5. Radia tion tolerance o f the electronics

in the cavern in the vicinity of the electronics of the calorimeter 10. Proton beams (CPO or 
PSI) allowed us to go even beyond lOOkrad. This has been punctually necessary in order to 
test some components that were supposed to be used on the SPECS electronics [3( , 31] that 
equip other and more exposed systems than the calorimeter (up to several tens of krad over 
the lifetime of the experiment). Apart from a few current drift s, most of the parts (commercial 
or not) had a good behaviour regarding the dose.

The APA FPGA from Actel equips both the front-end electronics of the calorimeter and 
the SPECS mezzanines. This is a flash type component. This means that the program may be 
reloaded in the part as many times as needed 11 and that it cannot be affected by SEU. Moreover, 
the manufacturer already performed measurements of the résistance of the component to SEL 
and showed that it can survive LET greater than 100MeV.mg-1cm2. At LHCb, the environment 
is such that the maximum LET does not overtake 15MeV.mg_1cm2. Nevertheless, we had no 
reliable information on the dose résistance of this chip. The irradiation mentioned in table 5.13 
(bottom lines) was supposed to measure its résistance in term of dose. It was also planned to test 
regularly the re-programming of the component. The FPGA started to have a bad behaviour 
above 20 — 25krad as any attem pt to reload the program apparently broke the chips tested. 
Moreover, for those that were not re-programmed, malfunctions appeared after 30 — 35krad. 
After the irradiation, we have been advised to put the component in an oven at 100°C for 
one week. This was supposed to help and accelerate the diffusion of any default in the part. 
This was successful, as ail the faulty components could be re-programmed and became again 
functional. We may imagine that the limits measured during our irradiations are severe as 
a slow irradiation lasting several years would lead to some annealing. This was not the case 
during our tests. Moreover, the SPECS is a mezzanine board and can easily be replaced when 
a significant accumulated dose is reached.

problems and several components (commercial ones) that were good candidates have been 
rejected from the list of used parts. This is the case of the transmitter and receiver DS90CR- 
483 /  DS90CR484, the former triggering a latchup almost immediately after the irradiation 
beam was on. This was also the case of the 40MHz JAUCH Oscillator that was foreseen to 
equip the CROC. Finally, it was decided not to put any 40MHz oscillator on the CROC and 
to systematically use the TTCrq mezzanine board. GANIL irradiation, as opposed to proton 
beams, permitted to reach interesting limits on SEL before the accumulated dose was critical 
for the components.

The components have been chosen for their low sensitivity to the type and level of radiations 
expected in the vicinity of the calorimeter electronics. The single event effect rates extracted in 
this chapter are low. Moreover, those estimations have integrated safety factors or pessimistic 
hypothesis. Finally, let’s mention that the LHCb experiment equipped the cavern both with 
passive and active dosimeter in order to monitor the level of radiations, their type and the 
accumulated dose. Some of the dosimeter are located on the platform supporting the crates of 
the calorimeter.

10The dose expected on the gantry above the calorimeter, where the crates are localized is 200rad per year.
11Let’s recall that, the other type of FPGA from Actel, also used on the calorimeter electronics are called AX 

and are anti-fuse type components. They can be loaded only once.
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Chapter 6 

Photon identification
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6.5 T h e  m e t h o d ............................................................................................................. 104

6 . 6  P e r f o r m a n c e s ..........................................................................................................111

6.1 Introduction

Detector calibration and physics analysis require the selection of photons with a high efficiency 
and the smallest possible contamination. This is the purpose of the algorithm that is presented 
in this section and that associâtes to the calorimeter clusters an estimator based on probability 
density functions for several variables of interest. The clusters are selected and considered as 
photons depending on the eut applied by the user on this estimator [82],

6.2 Définitions

The particles that reach the calorimeter may be of différent types. The background is made 
of electrons, hadrons, e tc .. . .  Another type of particle that we consider here as background is 
due to photons not incoming from the interaction point [70]. This specific case may be studied 
independently as will be explained later on.

To summarize, the catégories are defined as follows with the correspondences in the Monte 
Carlo tru th  information:

1 0 1
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(6.1)

3. whose associated Monte Carlo true photon originates from the interaction région 
defined by the cylinder

r A r ^  10 m m  , ^
1 A ; ^  150 mm

• Background: the other calorimeter clusters.

The justification of the second criterion in the “signal” définition is used to reject the merged 
n 0 from the list of the possible signais. Indeed, at LHCb, a fraction of the neutral pions produce 
two photons which are not separated at the level of the calorimeter; this is more frequent above 
a transverse energy of the pion of the order of 2.5GeV. This case is treated specifically, as 
described in [57]. Moreover, pile-up may affect the energy measurement; this is taken into 
account here as a badly measured photon would be considered as a background. This makes 
sense as the four-momentum of the identified particle is essential in any physics analysis.

The third criterion, will put in the background category the bremsstrahlung photons as 
their identification can be more easily done starting from the track being at their origin. The 
bremsstrahlung photon is supposed to start tangentially to the electron and most probably at 
the c position of a detector equipment where it occurred.

Two cases appear then:

• the bremsstrahlung took place before the magnet,

• it occurred after (in z) the magnet.

Let’s recall that since the LHCb detector optimisation (performed in 2004), there is no matter 
in the volume of the magnet.

In the first situation, the track followed a straight line until the radiation took place and 
the extrapolation of the track trajectory as measured from its first hits (VELO and tracker 
turicensis) leads to the bremsstrahlung photon cluster [90].

The second situation is simpler. If the bremsstrahlung occurred after the déviation of the 
charged track by the magnet, the electron and the bremsstrahlung photon coincide at the level 
of the calorimeter and the electron reconstruction does not require any specific treatment.

An intermediate situation appears when the bremsstrahlung émission is done sufficiently 
close to the magnet so that its effect is not fully negligible on the track. A refinement can 
be imagined to recover those cases by giving for example a certain tolerance in the distance 
between the track extrapolation and the closest calorimeter cluster.

xThe link is derived from the LHCb software associators th a t evaluate the energy contributions of the MC- 
true particles to the cluster energy reconstructed. A photon is associated to the cluster if it has the largest
contribution.

1 0 2
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6.3 Acceptance
The geometrical detector acceptance is defined in table 6.1. The photons are supposed to be 
identifiable if the position of their impact on the calorimeter surface is on the equipped cells, 
the border cells of the detector being excluded. This is based on the typical photon shower size 
that extends from 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 cells in the inner and the outer régions. The energy loss for a 
photon absorbed in the last cell of the border will probably not be correctly measured. From 
the beginning we exclude this case.

6.3. Acceptance

z position Inner Acceptance (mm) Outer Acceptance (mm)
12.696m (Shower maximum) |x |>363.6 |y |>363.6 |x |<3757.2 |y |<3030.0
12.490m (ECAL front-face) |x|>360.1 |y|>360.1 |x|<3721.3 |y|<3001.1

Table 6.1: Geometrical acceptance for MCTruth and reconstructed photons.

In the previous part, it was pointed out that the calorimeter measurement is done at the elec
tronics level in Pt. This is the most relevant information to characterize the photons incoming 
from the interaction point. At very low Pt, several problems appear. The “background” (made 
by any type of particle among which the photons that are not produced in “physics” processes 
of interest) increases drastically. The electronics noise, at the level of 20MeV/c maximum, is 
not really a problem compared to the particle background expected.

The 2D zéro suppression performed at the reconstruction level removes ail the isolated cells 
whose transverse momentum is lower than 50MeV/c. Moreover, the cluster reconstruction 
algorithm requires that the central cell of the cluster, called “seed” in the following, has a 
transverse momentum also larger than this threshold [56].

The physics analysis showed that trying to use very low Pt leads to a large contamination 
and a bad energy reconstruction. The lower Pt threshold was the subject of an optimisation 
based on the study performed for the particle identification algorithm presented here and for 
the reconstruction of the B decay channel B  —> tt+tt~tt° [55], where the photons produced by 
the neutral pion have a low transverse energy. 200MeV/c is now the adopted threshold used 
for the analysis in LHCb summing the energy over the 9 cells of the 3 x 3 cluster and will be 
used as the minimal Pt of the photons called “reconstructible” according to the Monte Carlo 
and used in the future efficiency and purity calculations.

] and consists in identifying localThe clustering algorithm used here is described in [ 
maxima to which are associated the neighbours. A cluster is built from 9 cells centered on the 
local maximum and having a square 3 x 3 shape. The complications linked to the borders of 
the calorimeter régions will not be described here. The détails may be found in [56].

6.4 Reconstructed tracks removal
The selection of the photon candidates relies first on the proper élimination of the reconstructed 
tracks as many of them will deposit energy in the calorimeter and produce a cluster. Those 
clusters should be removed from the list of potential photon candidates.
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CHAPTER 6. Photon identification

The method used here to achieve this first selection consists in extrapolating ail the re
constructed tracks to the calorimeter and evaluating their bi-dimensional position, ptr, at the 
“shower-maximum” (roughly at 6X°) c position. Likewise, the cluster position, pc/, is evaluated

The following

x Id (P) = (P tr  -  p)TC ^ (p tr - p )  + (Pd -  p)T‘5c71 (pci -  P) (6.3)

is then minimized according to ail the tracks and the quantity p, Ctr being the covariance matrix 
of the extrapolation ptr of each track and Sci the second-order cluster momenta. The obtained 
value of Xmin gives the proximity of the closest track extrapolation and the considered cluster. 
The figure 6.4 shows the distribution of Xmin f°r the clusters, the clusters from charged 
particles and the clusters from electrons.

ters from charged particles (hatched histogram) and clusters from electrons (cross-hatched 
histogram). Right: The fraction of photons passing the eut at 4 on Xmin depending on the Pt 
of the particle.

A eut at 4 on xLin permits to remove the major fraction of the charged track background. 
The effect on the background and signal is showed on figure 6.1 either with respect to the 
Xmin parameter or to the photon Pt. The “reconstructible" photons (the term was already 
introduced above) should also pass this criterion. The overall Xmin cu  ̂ efficiency is of 88.2%. 
Ail the future efficiencies and contaminations extracted in the following sections are extracted 
from the sample selected at this stage of the analysis.

6.5 m ethod
The technique used to identify the photon signal consists in extracting a photon hypothesis 
likelihood from the signal and background probability density functions (pdf) of several vari
ables.

Three variables are used, sorted out from the most powerful to the least one :
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6.5. The method

The PRS energy deposited in the cells facing the 9 ECAL cluster cells. Electromagnetic 

figure 6.3). Hadrons should not deposit a sizable energy.

The Xmin. parameter already introduced still contains a valuable information after the 
applied eut as the electrons are not removed at ail by taking into account the PRS energy

The ratio of the energy in the central cell (seed) to the energy of the cluster evaluated from 
the sum of the déposition measured in the 9 cells of the cluster. This quantity is sensitive 
to the transverse photon shower shape and is also différent for electrons and photons (see

Moreover, photons not incoming from the interaction région will have a distorted shower 
shape. This will be taken into account in the pdf used.

The variables listed above characterize the photon signal and the background. But their 
shape evolves significantly with the energy of the incoming particle and of the cluster. Hence, 
the shape that is used to build an estimator has to be energy dependent2. This dependency is 
highly non-linear. Indeed, the variation of the shapes is rapid in the low energy regime and is 
slow in the large energy région. This leads to the construction of probability density functions 
(pdf) per variable and per energy bins, the width of the bins being narrow to wide from low 
to large energies. The normalisation of the functions is done per energy bin both in the signal 
and the background cases.

E (MeV)

Figure 6.2: The transformation applied to the energy and used to take into account the evolution 
of the shape of the variables used for the photon estimator.

2The probability density functions of the variables mentioned have also been built with respect to the 
transverse energy. The final performances of this algorithm was equivalent or slightly degraded compared to 
what is presented in this document.
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CHAPTER 6. Photon identification

To define the variable bins, regular intervais are used on a transformed value of the energy. 
The transformation used is

E Transform ed ln(1.4 x E  (MeV)) -  6.2) (6.4)

and is showed on curve 6 .2 .
The number of pdf is already large, as 3 variables are used in the signal and background 

cases, and the description of the variables is done in 1 0  (transformed) energy bins in the two 
cases.

ter without being converted and the photons that interact with the detector m atter and produce 
two electrons that propagate to the calorimeter surface. The most powerful criterion to sep- 
arate the two catégories is the energy deposited in the cell of the SPD that faces the ECAL 
seed of the photon candidate cluster. Any charged particle should deposit a mip in the SPD

energy. The SPD is a single bit value detector that compares the signal in its cells with a 
threshold. This threshold is tuned slightly below the mip, but largely above the noise. The 
efficiencies and contaminations of the SPD are indicated in table 6.2.

MCTruth 7  No SPD hit SPD hit
Y e+e
Y e+e_ 91.*

23.7%—>• 72.[
- 90.3%—>• 27.

76.3%—> 
- 9.7%—>■

Table 6.2: Contributions from converted or not-converted MCTruth photons and SPD hit 
or no SPD hit type clusters in the signal sample. The percentage indicated must be read 
according to the direction of the arrow (with respect to the sub-total in the corresponding row 
or column). For example a photon reconstructed without hit in the SPD has 8.2% chance of 
being converted according to the Monte Carlo tru th  information (first column). But a Monte 
Carlo tru th  converted photon would be seen in 23.7% of the cases without hit in the SPD (first 
row).

Nevertheless, it appears in table 6.2 that sometimes, a photon does have a hit in the SPD 
cell in front of the ECAL seed although it did not convert. Two main reasons are at the origin

a charged particle trij 
cell,

a coincidence with the photon and has an impact on the SPD

• back-scattered particles originating from the PRS or the ECAL corrupt the SPD infor
mation.

The total amount of not converted photons seen with a hit in the SPD reach 10%. On the 
contrary, a fraction (less than 25%) of the converted photons do not deposit energy in the SPD

this is due to the fact that, although the SPD/PRS/ECAL system is projective, the correct 
SPD cell to look for the hit is not the one facing the seed. It was tried to extend the région to
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6.5. The method

No SPD constraii

O 20 40 60 80 100120140160180200 
PRS Energy

0 20 40 60 80 100120140160180200
PRS Energy

No SPD hit (no conversion)
7

6

5

4
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2 

1 p-

0 0 20 40 60 80 100120140160180200
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7
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1
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Figure 6.3: The PRS energy in the cells facing the ECAL cells of the photon candidate cluster. 
The middle four plots are built from the sample of clusters having no hit in the SPD cells 
facing the ECAL seed, the four bottom plots require that a hit was seen in this SPD cell and 
the four top ones integrate no constraint on the SPD. Each group of four shows the signal,

from photons. The rr-axis parameter is the PRS energy, the y-axis one being the transformed 
energy as described in the text.
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Figure 6.4: The Xmin evaluated for the photon candidate cluster. The middle four plots are 
built from the sample of clusters having no hit in the SPD cells facing the ECAL seed, the 
four bottom plots require that a hit was seen in this SPD cell and the four top ones integrate 
no constraint on the SPD. Each group of four shows the signal, background distributions, the

parameter is Xmiw the y-axis one being the transformed energy as described in the text.

look for a hit in the SPD: the fraction of converted photons having no hit is reduced drastically, 
but it leads to a larger contamination of not converted photons having a hit. This path was
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Figure 6.5: The ratio £ lseed/-E,ciuster evaluated for the photon candidate cluster. The middle four 
plots are built from the sample of clusters having no hit in the SPD cells facing the ECAL seed, 
the four bottom plots require that a hit was seen in this SPD cell and the four top ones integrate 
no constraint on the SPD. Each group of four shows the signal, background distributions, the

parameter is the ratio Lseed/-E'ciUsten the y-axis one being the transformed energy as described 
in the text.
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CHAPTER 6. Photon identification

not followed further and the two converted and not converted catégories below correspond to 
the SPD deposit in the cell in front of the seed.

Pt (MeV) Z (mm)

Figure 6.6: Left: Proportion of MCTruth photons that did not convert before the calorimeter 
among the photons originating from the interaction point versus their transverse momentum. 
Right: The blue histogram shows the répartition of the photon conversions along the z-axis. A 
bin corresponds to 1cm and the main structures of the detector may be clearly identified. The 
red histogram shows, among the previous converted photons, those that can be associated to a 
single cluster in the calorimeter and whose energy equals the MCTruth photon energy ±25%.

From figure 6.6 (left), it appears that 45% of the photons convert in the detector. Among 
those, the early conversions (before the magnet) will be identified as background as the two 
electrons will produce two separated impacts at the level of the calorimeter surface. In général, 
none of the two clusters will have an energy in the ±25% allowed range to define a signal photon. 
On the contrary, the late conversions (after the magnet, where the magnetic field has no effect 
anymore on the charged particles) may still produce a single cluster on the calorimeter surface. 
The measured deposit may coincide with the original photon energy in the ±25% interval. The 
shower shape characteristics on those late conversion will be différent than in the not converted 
case and this is taken into account by having two sets of probability functions for the converted 
and not-converted cases, whatever the variables.

Another complication that was not mentioned yet cornes from the granularity of the SPD 
/  PRS and ECAL that varies depending on the rapidity. The shower shape, the ratio Eseed/E  
and less significantly the quantity Xmin depend on the granularity and separate probability 
distributions have to be build for each of the three granularity régions (détails on the calorimeter 
system geometry may be found in chapter 1.5).

Hence, the number of probability density functions normalized and stored in the LHCb 
condition and simulation databases in the form of histograms is given by the two converted/not- 
converted catégories, the 3 régions, the 3 variables, the 10 transformed energy bins and the

The figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show the distributions of the variables. Here, the three régions 

3As mentioned, the criterion is the SPD information.
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The estimator is evaluated for each candidate by evaluating the likelihood from the 3 pdf 
corresponding to the three variables of interest both in the signal and background hypothesis. 
The différence in log-likelihood (A log£) under the two cases is calculated and is used to select 
photons.

6.6 Performances
The estimator output is a quantity roughly distributed between -10. and +10 as showed on 
figures 6.7. The building of such a A lo g £  estimator is simple and allows to conveniently 
introduce new variables at a later stage if needed.
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20000

10000

-10-8 -3 -4-2 0 2 4 3 8 10

18000

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

-10-8 -6 -4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 6.7: The four plots show the A lo g £  output in the not-converted (no SPD hit) and

minimum Pt of the photons of 200MeV. The Pt eut applied for the bottom distributions is 
500MeV. The photon signal is in red, the background is in blue. The gray histogram shows 
the photon background A log£ .

Two large B inclusive Monte Carlo samples have been used to produce the probability density 
functions and to test the algorithm. The former is a Monte Carlo set of 258998 events, the 
latter is a différent set of 110999 events. The probability density functions have been compared
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CHAPTER 6. Photon identification

in différent case (min-bias samples, B inclusive, B  K*7 , B  7r°7r+7r_). No sizable difference 
was noticeable in the distributions as the pdf are calculated and normalized in différent energy 
bins. The B  —> K * 7  sample is slightly specific as the signal photon Pt is here very large and 
a fraction of the background comes from merged 7r°. A dedicated analysis is done in this case

photons. But the trigger selection effect is marginal.
The figure 6.7 shows the A lo g £  calculation for the signal, background and photon back-

C y - C background 7ground in the converted and not-converted cases. The A lo g £  
gets a larger value the maximum being reached at 2. The background is mostly centered around 
-2. The contribution of the photons in the background is not evenly distributed, the larger the 
resuit, the larger its fraction. Above 0, the background is essential made of photons.

Cutting on the A lo g £  permits to select the candidates. The efficiency and purity of 
the selection are used to evaluate the performances of the algorithm4. In the specific not- 
converted (converted) cases, the définition chosen for the corresponding efficiency and purity

. c ,  — yv7 / ]\rh^ee)Mc

f  ,  —  N 1 /  M C
c s p d / 7 —»ee —  ^ R e c ( S P D ) /

Ps» — ^Rec(sP»)/(̂ Rec(sf>») +

P s p d  ^ R e c (  s p d ) / ( n RR e c ( S P D ) + N
bkg
R e c ( S P D ) )

(6.5)

(6.6)

where A ^,^3fd  ̂ (A^ec(SPD)) is the number of reconstructed photons identified having no hit 
(having a hit) in the SPD. Â bkg is the corresponding number for the background and jV̂ 7" eê MC 
(N ) is the number of Monte Carlo true photons being not converted (converted), ac
cording to the Monte Carlo tru th  information and reconstructible (i.e. having an associated 
cluster whose is larger than 4 and whose Pt is larger than 200MeV).

The plots of figure 6 . 8  have been calculated from those définitions and the test B inclusive 
Monte Carlo sample described before. Notice that although the efficiency is stable whatever 
the différent types of Monte Carlo sample used, the purity may slightly vary (especially for 
B  —> K * 7  samples as explained above). The not-converted photons are the easiest to select

In the case of a B inclusive sample, a eut at A log C < 0 would lead to an overall efficiency 
and purity of 81% and a purity of 61%. Considering the fact that the sample is already 
selected according to \min — 4, the global efficiency is reduced to 70%. Those quantities for 
reconstructible photons are 84% and 61% (73% and 61%) in the not-converted case (converted 
one).

The effect of the selection is highly visible when selecting low Pt neutral pions as showed 
on figure 6.9. Four situations are plotted corresponding to four cuts applied on both photons 
A lo g £  at values — 0 0  (no eut), -2 , 0  and 2 .

The Monte Carlo versus data agreement is being looked at presently. The figure 6.10 shows 
the comparisons for the three variables of interest used in the estimator algorithm. The PRS

4The efficiency and purity are defined respectively by e = / ( N 1MC) and p = / ( N ^ 1̂  + N ^ , )
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Figure 6.8: Left: efficiencies (ordinate) versus purities (abscissa) as defined in the text for 
the overall photon sample, the not-converted and converted case. Each point correspond to a 
specific eut on the A lo g £  estimator. The efficiency is evaluated for “reconstructible” photons. 
Right: the same plot as on the left, but here the Pt eut for the reconstructible photons is 
increased to 500(MeV).

A LL>-2

12000
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0
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No A LL Cut A LL>0 A LL>2

Figure 6.9: The histograms show the effect of the photon identification of the 7r° mass distri
bution. Four cuts have been applied from left to right : no cut, a but at -2, at 0 and at 2 
respectively. The red histogram show the full 7r° candidate sample, the green being made of 
reconstructed associated to a true Monte Carlo neutral pion.

energy and the track-cluster distance parameter Xmin do n°t seem to show any significant 
disagreement. The ratio Eseed /E  of the energy of the cluster seed by the total energy of the 
cluster looks is less well reproduced by the Monte Carlo. This is especially true for the “SPD 
hit” candidate sample.

It is not easy to identify the reasons for this as in the photon case it is difficult to extract a 
pure and unbiased test sample from the data. The unexpected beam conditions since August 
2010 make difficult any Data-Monte Carlo comparison. The beam focusing at LHCb should be 
such that the average number of interaction per Crossing should be of /1, =  0.4. In 2010 and
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50 100 150 50 100 150 200

e p r s

60 80 100 20 40 60 80 100

x m in

Figure 6.10: Data vs Monte Carlo agreement for the three variables of interest used in the 
present estimator, the PRS energy (top), Xmin (middle plots) and the ratio Eseed/E  (bottom). 
The left and right columns correspond to the candidates having no SPD hit in front of the ECAL 
cells and the candidates with a SPD hit, respectively. The histograms are the accumulation of

0 20 40 0

as the number of bunches along the accelerator did not exceed 400 it was decided to have the 
same focusing at LHCb as at the ATLAS and CMS interaction points, with a )3* value of 2.5m. 
These conditions led to a larger pile-up than expected. Ail the data Monte-Carlo comparisons 
suffer from this. The present situation should be transitory as we expect 2011 condition to 
be less aggressive, moreover the present Monte Carlo simulation do not integrate the pile-up 
conditions experienced in 2010. But it is clear that such a pile-up would also produce a larger 
contamination of low energy particles that may affect the averaged response of the calorimeter.

As was pointed out already, having an unbiased photon sample that could be used in 
order to extract probability distributions from the data is not possible. A path that was 
followed recently consisted in selecting photons from electron bremsstrahlung. But the purity 
and efficiency obtained from such a selection do not permit to get clean enough distributions. 
Nevertheless, this could be used as a cross-check.

The algorithm presented here was implemented in 2009 and is part of the standard recon
struction and analysis packages of LHCb5. The probability density functions are integrated to

5The packages are called Brunei and DaVinci respectively and are part of the LHCb Gaudi software frame-
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the standard LHCb condition and simulation databases, so that the estimator is evaluated by 
default on the calorimeter clusters both in the simulation and in the data sample recorded with 
the detector.

work.
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Chapter 7

Absolute calibration of the ECAL 
Preshower
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7.5 f3 extraction  from the 2010 data s a m p le .................................................... 132

7.1 Introduction
The calorimeter system must be precisely calibrated in order to correctly determine the energy 
of the absorbed particles. The technique used to calibrate the HCAL relies on the LED [95], 
the position of the mip and the flattening of the energy flow [37]. The ECAL is calibrated 
altogether from the position of the 7r° mass and from the energy flow method. Moreover, the 
ECAL gain is regularly monitored both by the LED and the energy flow [37, 9 , 1Q\.

The technique foreseen to calibrate the PRS consists in getting the position of the mip as 
it is measured in the scintillator. This measurement gives a précisé cell to cell calibration but 
does not permit to extract the absolute energy absorbed both in the scintillator and the lead 
and that is usually modelized by a factor /3 (see section 3.1 of [59] and [71, 5*]):

E prs =  /3Escint. (7.1)
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where E prs is the energy lost in the PRS and E s tint, is sometimes called the active energy, and 
so that the total energy deposited in the calorimeter by electromagnetic particles is obtained 
by:

E  = oiE ecal +  pEscint. (7.2)

Hence, the calibration of the calorimeter requires altogether the détermination of the ECAL 
and PRS parameters, et and f3. This appears to be difficult especially because et is in fact 
extracted per cell and et and /3 are strongly anti-correlated.

Figure 7.1: Correlation between the ECAL miscalibration and the PRS /3 factor. The parameter 
plotted on the c  axis is the absolute value of the difference between the reconstructed 7 r°  mass 
and the PDG value. The graphs are for the outer (left), middle (center) and inner (right) 
régions of the calorimeter.

Another solution was envisaged and consisted in operating in two steps. First, a sam
ple of n 0 whose 7  do not deposit energy in the PRS is built. This corresponds to roughly 
g—< /9x2.5.Y ^  ]_4 % of the photons or 2% of the neutral pions. The ECAL is calibrated by 
tuning the reconstructed mass to the PDG mass 1. Then, the full 7r° sample is used in order 
to tune the /3 of the PRS so that the mass reconstructed from the total sample is also the 
PDG mass. This approach suffers from several problems. Equation 7.2 and figures 7.1 show 
that E e c a l  and E p r s  are fully anti-correlated. The energy répartition between the ECAL and 
the PRS is such that a small error on the ECAL calibration leads to a strong effect on the 
/3 estimation. Moreover, it appears that the ECAL calibration depends on effects difficult to 
control (pile-up, S-shape correction 2, . .. ) so that an absolute calibration of the ECAL at the 
percent level independent of the selection used to calibrate is difficult.

The error on /3 can be roughly expressed from the error on et, ôa, and the fraction of 
energy x  deposited in the PRS with respect to the original particle energy3:

jt 1 — ^«(1 — x ) m  o\o? ~ -----------------  (7.3)
x

xThe Particle D ata Group 2010 [84] mass is 134.98MeV/c2.
2The most naive impact position reconstruction in the calorimeter may be done with a simple barycenter 

procedure. Nevetheless, such a method leads to a bi-dimensional error (in the (x,y)  plan of the calorimeter) 
error having the shape of an “S” and tha t may be corrected with an “S-shape correction”. More détails may be

3Notice tha t the average ratio of energy deposited in the PRS by the total energy is a function of the total 
energy of the particle and can only be used in a simple model. In the following (toy model, MC and data P 
extraction) the formalism is not based on this ratio.
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If x  is zéro, it is obvious that no information can be extracted from the data, and more 
generally the lower the x  fraction the larger is the dependency of /3 with a  as can be seen 
from figure 7.2, for three différent values of x. The curves of 7.2 can be compared to the 2 
dimensional plots of figure 7.1 from which we could extract an effective x  parameter in each 
zone. This is done here from MC true information and cannot be done on data.

Ôa

Figure 7.2: Approximated relation between an absolute miscalibration of the ECAL and the 
corresponding error on a simple /3 extraction. The relation extracted here depends on the 
introduced fraction of energy in the PRS over the total energy of the particle, called x  in the 
text. The four curves are for four values of x, 5% (blue), 10% (red), (brown) and 20% (green).

Notice, that the unbalanced effect of the ECAL versus the PRS is due to the relative amount 
of energy deposited in both sub-detectors and also shows that the /3 PRS calibration is a second 
order effect. Nevertheless, the PRS calibration is a necessary step towards a précisé ECAL and 
the overall calorimeter system calibrations.

A new method less affected by the ECAL energy scale had to be found. The width of the 
7T° mass distribution independently of the peak position looked as a good candidate for such a 
calibration.

7.2 M onte Carlo
In order to understand the effects contributing to the 7r° mass width, a simulation was written 
based on :

The 7T° energy and transverse energy. A 2D (E ,E t) map is extracted from a 
Carlo sample of minimum bias events (see figure 7.3).

Monte

The energy resolution of the ECAL

pe

E
10% 
V E

© 1.5%

An average error on the photon position reconstruction of 5 mm (this value corresponds 
to the spatial resolution expectation for the middle région of the calorimeter). We sup
pose here that only local miscalibrations may have an impact on the S-shape position 
reconstruction and that whatever the overall miscalibration of the ECAL or the PRS the 
spatial resolution is constant.
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• The fraction of energy of the photons deposited in the PRS and the ECAL depending on 
the energy of the incoming particle (see figure 7.4) is not assumed as a constant as before. 
The corresponding distribution is extracted from Monte Carlo simulations of minimum 
bias events. No SPD hit should be present in front of the ECAL cluster. Moreover, the 
PRS energy is summed up over the 9 cells facing the 3 x 3 ECAL cluster.

The simulation is done by generating from the 7r° kinematics (figure 7.3) the 4-vectors of the 
two photons. An Et cut on each photon of 200 MeV is applied and corresponds to the minimum 
threshold used in the standard LHCb photon reconstruction. The 7r° considered further should 
pass this requirement. Then, the photon energy is attributed partly to the ECAL and to the 
PRS according to figure 7.4 by pulling a random fraction. This is done by selecting the slice 
of the 2D plot which corresponds to the photon energy considered and extracting a random 
number from this resulting one-dimensional distribution. The ECAL part is smeared by the 
detector resolution (see équation 7.4). An overall PRS energy gaussian smearing is also added 
and is calculated either from the RMS of the one-dimensional slice obtained to evaluate the 
PRS energy fraction or from a function fitted to the data and giving the PRS absorber energy 
RMS (figure 3.3 of [59]). Half the RMS is assumed to be coming from the PRS energy smearing 
only, independently from the energy fluctuations between the ECAL and the PRS, which is a 
strong assumption. From the resulting toy Monte Carlo simulation it is possible to extract the

Figure 7.3: E  versus Et 2D distribution of 
from a simulated minimum bias sample. 

A constraint on the distance between the 2

cell size of the calorimeter région) is ap
plied and removes the merged 7 r°  contribu
tion.

of the energy seen by the PRS (E Sci n t no /3 
factor weighting) by the ECAL energy ver
sus the incoming particle energy. The plot 
is rotated with respect to the usual repré
sentation to clearly show the variations.

différent contributions to the 7r° mass width. Figure 7.5 shows the width obtained depending 
on an overall factor applied to the /3 parameter and the différent contributing effects simulated 
here:

• The ECAL energy resolution has no direct effect on the width curve, but the parabolic 
shape is less pronounced the larger is this contribution. In order to be sensitive to j3, it is 
thus preferable to perform first the relative calibration of the cells. The same conclusion

1 2 0
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a  0.95 1.00 1.05 
/3 0.93 0.99 1.05

Table 7.1: Results of the 7r° mass width minimisation with respect to f3 in three ECAL miscal
ibration cases.

is relevant concerning the ECAL spatial resolution. The two effects could be modelized 
by a constant oecal-

• The /3 correction is the parameter we want to extract and figure 7.5 shows that a fit of the 
width should permit to obtain it. The green contribution is from a perfect calorimeter 
except for (3. Clearly, if (3 is correct (i.e. the multiplicative correction on j3, 8p is 1), the 
detector is perfect and the width is 0. If (3 is lower(larger) than zéro, then mass peak leaks 
towards the lower(larger) masses and the width increases linearly with j3. A contribution 
<7/3(f3 — Ptrue) is taken for the effect, where /3trUe is the correct /3 value .

• The purple curve of figure 7.5 includes both the /3 error (previous bullet) and the smearing 
of the preshower energy. The latter contribution is also a linear effect but that is null for 
a /3 value of zéro. This effect will distort the parabolic shape of the final width curve and 
should be corrected. A spread f3apps will be included for this contribution

The <Jfj(l3 — Ptrue) contribution is the effect we use to extract /3 and may be easily understood 
from the following.

Writing the mass of the n°
m 2 =  2(1 — cos 9)E i E 2 (7.5)

we take on average the same energies for the 2 photons, suppose no error both on 0 and the 
total reconstructed energy and express x  =  E prs /  Epot■ The parameters 8a and being the 
multiplicative corrections so that

8 a  — O i/û itrue

h  =  il/Ptrue (7‘6)

équation 7.5 becomes

(m -  {m})2 «  m 2PDG((8a -  8,3)a (x)j2 (7.7)

Hence, the smallest contribution to the 7r° mass width is not exactly the best absolute value
of (i.e. 1 in our Monte Carlo toy), but the value of /3 having the same error as the error on
a. Thus, working on the 7r° mass width turns équation 7.3 into

8fi «  ôa (7.8)

and reduces the problem caused by the unknown fraction x  to a constant contribution to 
the width. Moreover, this means that in theory, the error on /3 is of the same order as the one 
we have on a. To phrase the previous équation differently, an equal miscalibration of a  and 
(3 leads to a new 7r° mass distribution whose width is null (as if the detector was perfect) but 
whose central value is displaced by the amplitude of the miscalibration both on the ECAL and

1 2 1
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Figure 7.5: The two plots show the reconstructed mass and the width obtained from the toy 
Monte Carlo for différent (3 corrections hypothesis, each point being extracted from 100000 
generated 7r°. The width contributions (right plot) are separated in order to emphasize the 
effects. The ECAL resolution is split between the energy resolution (blue) and the ECAL 
spatial resolution (cyan). The PRS effects are the /3 correction effect that is used for the 
calibration (green) and the PRS energy smearing (purple). The red curve is the overall mass

are here superimposed on the red curve. Of course, in this toy Monte Carlo the optimal /3 is 
for mpDG and no effect on the neutral pion mass appear if the PRS is not considered (blue 
curves).

PRS. As we uniquely rely on the width to extract /3 we cannot remove the effect due to the 
error on a  but we may hope to reach a few percent accuracy for this parameter and the fraction 
x  being of the order of 10-20%, an error of 1% on /3 is a negligible effect.

The question on how we could reach a good précision on a  without knowing /3 appears at 
that point. A method consisting in getting /3 from a first guess of a followed by an adjustment 
of the full mass distribution to the PDG mass should, after a few itérations, lead to the correct 
a  and /3 values. The method will be described in the next section.

Finally, another effect has to be mentioned and is linked to the angle distribution of the two 
photons. The position error which is roughly gaussian in x  and y distorts the m wo distribution 
especially at low angles. This effect is coupled to and leads to an overall deformation of the 
curve of the n° width with respect to (3. The effect is

• proportional to the spatial resolution of the calorimeter,

1 2 2
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Figure 7.6: Results of the width minimization after applying a miscalibration factor on the 
ECAL of 0.95, 1.00,1.05. The left plots shows the corresponding effect on the 7r° mass recon
struction. The extraction of the minimum gives the value of /3 (see table 7.1). A statistics of 
100000 7T° have been generated per point.

• and is proportional to /5.

The spatial resolution that must be simulated to see the effect is large (typically 20 mm) 
compared to the true calorimeter resolution. Moreover, when two photons coming from a n° 
are close to each other, the cluster overlaps. It leads to energy over counting and mixing as a 
fraction of each photon may potentially be present in the two clusters. We get rid of this effect 
by requesting an inferior limit on the distance of the two clusters. This cut reduces drastically 
the dependency of the 7r° mass width with the angular aperture of the two photons. Moreover, 
the best spatial resolution is obtained in the région of the calorimeter where the aperture is 
the smaller so that the effect is not specifically enhanced in a zone according to its granularity. 
And finally, looking at the effect with the Monte Carlo model described here, it appears that 
the angular aperture leads to a spread contribution linear in /3 which is hence swallowed by the 
&prs contribution when the mass width curve is fitted. In the following oprs is called oprs+s- 

Although the advantage of working on the width instead of the absolute 7r° mass to calibrate 
the PRS is now clear, the difficulty is in extracting the mass width and its dependency with 
/3 with a sufficient précision as can be seen from figures 7.5 and 7.6. We will see in the next 
chapter that the needed statistics is large.
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CHAPTER 7. Absolute calibration o f the ECAL and Preshower

The différent contributions mentioned above are quadratically summed and build the shape 
of the fit function used to extract the corrected /3:

<72 { P ,  P c o r r ) =  < j | c a l  +  ~  P c o r r ) 2 +  P ^ P R S + O  ( 7 ‘9 )

Figure 7.7: The figure shows the effects modifying the 7r° mass curve with respect the /3 
parameter. The four effects here have been described in the text and are o e c a l  which tends to 
flatten the parabolic shape keeping the symmetry, the ECAL miscalibration (shifted q) leads 
to an equivalent offset on (3. Finally the PRS energy resolution and ECAL spatial resolution 
have an asymmetric effect distorting the parabola at high f3.

Figure 7.7 shows the différent effects governing the dependency of the 7r° mass width on the 
beta parameter.

7.3 ECAL PRS extraction m ethod

7.3.1 extraction

the method to extract j3, it is necessary to confront it to a Monte Carlo sample and ultimately 
to real data.

The technique allows, as we will see, to extract both the PRS and ECAL absolute energy 
scale from the data. Both the width and the mass position are necessary and the extraction 
is performed iteratively:

1. A first set of values is chosen for a  and /3. Here, we use the Monte Carlo expectations. 
It was already mentioned that the ECAL and PRS cell per cell relative calibrations must 
be performed before the extraction of the ECAL and PRS absolute scales.

2. A correction on /3 is evaluated from the minimisation of the width of the 7r° mass distri
bution. At this stage the absolute position of the 7r° mass was not used in the algorithm.
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7.3. ECAL and PRS extraction method

3. The correction on /3 being extracted from the previous minimization, the ECAL energy 
scale is corrected from the error on the 7r° mass. This new energy scale a  is used to build 
a new set of mass curves for a range of /3 value hypothesis.

The algorithm can be used iteratively and a new correction can be extracted. In practice, 
a  is already known to a few percent. After the first a  extraction, the variation is at most of 
this amplitude. The correction on /3 obtained after the first itération is so small, that there is 
no real reason to perform any itération.

7.3.2 The [3 coefficients
The /3 extraction has to be done per région : the characteristics of the cells (size, wave shifting 
fibre length, . . .  ) are différent. This is a feature that is already implemented in the reconstruc-

Apart from the régions, the calibration coefficient are différent for photons and electrons 
and as the shower of the electrons starts before, we expect (3 to be larger for electrons than for 
photons.

In the case of the /3 parameter for photons, the 7r° mass curves are built from reconstructed 
7  that did not have a hit in the SPD and did not convert before the calorimeter system. The 
electron case is treated specifically by building mass curves from fully converted photons that 
have a hit in the SPD in front of the ECAL cluster seed.

As a whole 6 values of /3 are extracted for the 3 régions and in the 2 cases, photons and 
electrons.

7.3.3 W idth minimisation
7T° m ass m in im iza tion  n o t using (3

The sensitivity of the method relies on the variation of the 7r° mass width with respect to j3. 
The largest contribution to the 7r° width comes from the ECAL miscalibration. If it is too 
significant, the width can be such that the parabola shape showed on 7.7 and 7.12 is not well 
pronounced and the /3 correction minimization becomes very imprecise. Hence, it is necessary 
to reduce any other contribution that doesn’t come from f3.

• The LHCb calorimeter cells are calibrated in time by measuring the energy deposited in 
three consécutive events centered on a “true” bunch Crossing 4. The best sensitivity to 
evaluate the correct tim ing consists in determining the clock phase so th a t the energy 
is well-balanced between two crossings. From the amount of energy deposited in the 
calorimeter cells before, during and after the bunch Crossing, the timing of each one of 
the 6016 cells of the ECAL is tuned [661.

The relative energy calibration of the ECAL is performed in several

4The LHCb trigger system can be configured so tha t when an interaction occurs, several consécutive trigger 
signais are sent to  the front-end and lead to the acquisition of a window of events around the actual interaction 
at the origin of the trigger.
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CHAPTER 7. Absolute calibration o f the ECAL and Preshower

— The LED puises are used to estimate the gain of the cells by measuring the puise 
width. The précision obtained from this method is better than 10% [35].

— As a second step, the ECAL cell response is flattened by integrating the amount 
of energy seen on each cell. The sum per cell is normalized by the number of hits 
and the local variation are smoothed by applying gain corrections. The expected 
précision reaches 5% at this level [37].

— The next step consists in building a 7r° mass curve per cell 5, its energy deposits 
and the other clusters of the ECAL being used. A fraction of the error on the mass 
reconstruction is due to the cell gain error and can be corrected iteratively. Notice 
that at this stage, the selection imposes a cut on the PRS energy deposit in front of 
the ECAL clusters. The PRS scale is not calibrated yet and a dependency on the 
PRS would lead to a systematic error on the ECAL calibration of the cells. The 
précision at this level is of 2.5% although it is difficult to evaluate [1].

— The last step consists in using again the energy flow method which permits to recover 
from some bad features of the calibration from the 7 r°  mass reconstruction affecting 
for example the borders of the calorimeter régions or the neighbours of dead or noisy 
channels. The energy flow method treats more cleanly those specific cases.

As already mentioned, the PRS relative calibration is done by equalizing the position of the 
mip peak for ail the cell of the PRS.

The background has also an effect on the 7r° mass width and increases it. A selection on 
the A lo g £  at -1. permits to reduce the width without reducing significantly the statistics (see 
the previous section).

7T° m ass w id th  m in im iza tion  from  /3

From a relative calibration of the ECAL and PRS, the 7r° mass curve is constructed for différent

Each mass curve is then minimized by the sum of a gaussian and a first order polynomial.

• Fitting first over a large interval. This is necessary as the variation of (3 leads to a shift 
of the 7T° mass peak position, that has to be properly determined.

• The parameters are then used as the initial values for a second fit using the same function 
but for which the fit interval is reduced to ±2.5 x a, a being the standard déviation 
extracted from the gaussian of the first fit.

The figures 7.8 (Monte Carlo initial /3 value, no correction) and 7.11 (mass curve after best 
estimated /3 correction) show two mass curves and the resuit of the fits.

Finally and from the previous fits, the width curve (see an example on 7.12) is built and is 
minimized according to the function 7.9.

5For each cell, ail the 7r° for which one of the two photons deposits a large fraction of its energy in this cell 
are built.
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7.4. LHCb Monte Carlo

x103

n0 reconstructed mass (MeV/c)

Figure 7.8: Reconstructed mass curve built from pairs of photons. This curve is obtained on 
the not converted sample, in the outer région and for /3 =  8.3 (correction=l.). The mass width 
extraction with the corresponding fit are shown in red on the mass curve.

7.4 LHCb M onte Carlo

7.4.1 Extraction of the calibration from the M C-truth

In order to determine the précision of the method, the ECAL and PRS “true” calibration 
coefficients Q'true and /3tirue have to be extracted. This is done here by using the Monte Carlo truth 
information and evaluating corrections £a'true and /̂3tirue on the parameters Qrec and /5rec actually 
used in the reconstruction. A list of photons 7mc is built and the associated reconstructed 
photons 7 rec are determined.

To calibrate the ECAL independently from the PRS a sub-sample of those 7mc is extracted 
by requiring that no energy was deposited in the PRS. Let’s recall, that here, we make an 
intensive use of the MC “truth" as we want to get the “best" possible calibration parameters. 
The ultimate aim is to compare this estimation to the /3 extraction based on the method 
introduced in the previous sections. The difference between the energy reconstructed and 
the MC truth  energy ôatvueEJrec — E1MC is fitted by a gaussian. Depending on £a'true, the 
reconstructed energy of the photons is shifted and the gaussian fit slightly moves, as seen on 
the plot 7.9. A linear fit of the obtained calibration curve permits to extract the best estimation 
for ôQ'true in the three régions, values which are listed in table 7.2.

The extraction of £/3tllue is very similar to the détermination of ^Q'true, but this time, the full 
MC sample is used, no constraint is imposed any more on the photon deposit in the PRS and 
& Q’true is kept constant, at the value listed in table 7.2. The curves of 7.10 give the expression

( | t ue /'A r, , © S/3rec X PrecEpRS E jmc ) (7-10)

where ô/3rec is the correction on the original /3 used in the reconstruction j3rec. The linear fit 
results is given in table 7.2.
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a

O uter

a a

Figure 7.9: Absolute calibration of the ECAL using the Monte Carlo tru th  information in the 
three régions of the calorimeter. The différence ôatvueEJrec — E1MC is shown on the ordinate 
for several £a'true coefficients hypothesis. A linear fit of the curve permits to extract the best 
estimation from the Monte Carlo “tru th”.

0.90.95 1 1.051.11.151.2 

p correction
0.90.95 1 1.051.11.151.2 

p correction
0.90.95 1 1.051.11.151.2 

p correction

Outer Inner

Figure 7.10: Extraction of the /5m c coefficient from the MC truth  information and after ECAL 
q'mc détermination. The results for the three régions are given.

7.4.2 f3 extraction on a Monte Carlo sample

The “theoretical” coefficients /3true being known, this value is compared with the experimental 
extraction.

A large data sample of 69155667 events of minimum bias type, generated at 7TeV (MC2010) 
is used. The reason for such a large sample is that it will be split in 16 sub-samples roughly
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7.4. LHCb Monte Carlo

Zone
Outer

Middle
Inner

ôa-tru e

1.003
1.011
1.019

A e c  5 P rec  C O lT eC Ü O n  j3\
8.3
8.5
9.5

1.089
1.138
1.122

tru e

9.04
9.67
10.66

Table 7.2: Values of the calibration coefficients of the ECAL and PRS in the three régions of 
the system.

130 
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n0 reconstructed mass (MeV

x1 0 3

Figure 7.11: Détail of the 7r° mass histogram around the peak of the distribution with the 
gaussian fit (red curve) in the outer zone (photon case) and for the full real data sample.

Sam ple NO uter (77) fîOuter (77) N  Middle. (77) ft Middle. (77) N ln (7 7 ) Ar nner (7 7 )

10
11
12
13
14
15

158107
177830
169104
169608
159330
169429
166449
170941
178094
175973
161193
167113
178451
163425
169920
168319

9.34 
9.21 
9.26
9.39 
9.64 
9.12 
8.82 
9.41 
9.45 
9.30
9.40 
9.09
9.34 
9.25 
9.63 
8.80

66876
77186
72519
72031
70081
75316
76794
73606
78610
77432
71578
72027
78986
70304
76414
75375

10.52
9.47 
10.17
9.47 
10.65 
6.86
9.47 
9.79 
9.82
9.63 
9.86
9.63 
9.44 
10.31
9.47 
11.13

91682
106302
97177
100694
89567
98757
97305
100980
104130
104714
94155
95551
104149
92446
98770
98675

10.56
9.93 
10.23 
10.17 
10.48 
11.75
9.93 
12.08 
10.34 
9.54 
9.88 
10.19 
9.92 
10.10 
10.33
9.94

Ail 2711971 9.40 ±  0.07 1192554 9.73 ±  0.09 1585829 10.15 ±  0.13

Table 7.3: The results for the 16 sub-samples and the full Monte Carlo simulation sample (bot
tom line). The p per région for not converted photons is given and the 7r° statistics evaluated 
from the 7r° mass curve fit. The statistical error quoted for the full sample is determined from 
the RMS of the sub-sample measurements.

identical in size, in order to get an estimation of the statistical error of the method. Another 
reason for such a large statistics is that the 7r° contributing to the p estimation must have 
both photons of the same type (converted or not converted), passing the cuts and absorbed 
in the same région of the calorimeter. This is necessary in order not to mix the coefficients of 
différent ECAL areas and electromagnetic shower types. Those constraints reduce drastically
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Fitted o (n ^  yy) Fitted mass (n0 ^  yy)

p correction
Fitted a  (n0 ^  e+e' e'e')

1.5 2
p correction

Fitted mass (n0 ^  e+e' e+e')

p correction p correction

and
the electrons (bottom) in the three régions, outer (red dots), middle (blue dots) and inner (green 
markers) and on the full Monte Carlo sample. The right curves show the dependency of the n0 
mass peak position with respect to the /3 coefficient.

the number of 7r° per event. Finally, the mass curve must be properly described with as less 
statistical fluctuations as possible.

40 mass curves are built from 40 /3 hypothesis in each région and for the 17 (16+1) samples.
6 /3 values are extracted as explained in section 7.3.1. The width minimization parabolas 

for the full sample are visible on figures 7.12, the left curves showing the a measured versus the 
multiplicative correction applied to /3 (the initial values used in the reconstruction are listed 
in 7.2, column “/5rec “) in the three régions, for the photons (top) and the electrons (bottom).

the same cases. The figure 7.11 is the mass curve obtained for the smallest width in the outer 
région and for the not converted case.

The 6 /3 values are also extracted from each of the 16 sub-samples. The resulting coeffi
cients are shown on the histograms of figure 7.13 altogether with the full sample extraction 
(red marker). In order to estimate the statistical error on /3, the root mean square from the 
détermination of the 16/3 values is evaluated for each electromagnetic shower type and each 
région. The statistics of the small samples is obtained by integrating the gaussian part of the
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Figure 7.13: The /3 coefficients extracted from the 16 sub-samples (histograms) and the full 
sample (red marker). The top line corresponds to the photon case and the bottom one to 
the electron /3 parameters. The columns are for the outer (left), middle (center) and inner 
(right) régions. The full sample measurement error is extracted from the spread of the 16 
measurements as described in the text.

Sam ple NMiddle (^) Î Middle (^) N jn (ee) r (ee)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10 
11 
12
13
14
15

96002
109724
101206
105670
100844
107096
103582
105690
106143
108305
101101
101875
110843
97559

103630
104706

9.70
8.94 
10.00 
9.63 
10.07 
9.77 
9.65
9.94 
10.30 
9.97 
10.34 
10.12 
9.91 
9.62 
9.74 
9.47

42816
50644
46097
49847
45151
48668
48377
48000
52387
49708
45147
47722
50616
46026
47811
48972

10.51
9.23

10.04
10.00
10.02
10.57
10.18
10.10
9.77

10.74
9.88

10.13
9.95
9.68

10.90
9.43

78474
89763
79586
85356
77136
86265
81545
84629
86742
86313
78212
81140
86473
78927
79098
84927

10.91 
12.03 
10.08 
10.54 
11.27
11.15
10.34 
10.70 
11.38
10.92
10.93
12.35
11.16 
11.85 
10.53 
11.17

A il 1672924 9.85 ± 0 .0 8 773910 9.80 ± 0 .1 0 1330155 10.76 ± 0 .1 1

Table 7.4: The results for the 16 sub-samples and the full Monte Carlo simulation sample 
(bottom line). The /3 per région for converted photons is given and the 7r° statistics evaluated 
from the 7r° mass curve fit. The statistical error quoted for the full sample is determined from 
the RMS of the sub-sample measurements.

mass curve fit.
The tables 7.3 and 7.4 give the extracted statistics in the three régions, for photons and 

electrons respectively, and the /3 coefficients obtained. The last line of the table gives the same
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CHAPTER 7. Absolute calibration o f the ECAL and Preshower

parameters for the full sample and includes the estimated statistical error on j3 scaled from the 
RMS of the 16 measurements and the statistics evaluated from the intégral of the gaussian part 
of the fit of the full sample.

The /3 parameters for the electrons are slightly larger than for the photon shower as was 
expected. The overall statistical error from the large sample is roughly 1% but the systematics 
is difficult to extract and most certainly larger.

Zone Outer Middle Inner
7r° mass (MeV/c) 134.5 134.4 135.0

Table 7.5: 7r° mass obtained by using the values of cttrue (calibration of the ECAL from the 
Monte Carlo tru th  information) and /3 (7r° mass width minimization).

A final cross-check is performed by looking at the final 7r° mass obtained in the three 
régions using the a'tll-ue and determined /3 coefficients (see table 7.5). Notice that the 7r° mass 
peak position has never been used, neither for Qtil.ue (obtained from the reconstruction energy 
of photons in the Monte Carlo) nor for /3 (evaluated from the 7r° mass width minimization).

The systematics can be evaluated from the difference between the calibration performed 
with the Monte Carlo tru th  information and the width minimization /3 extraction. The shift 
are respectively of 4.0, 0.6 and 4.8 % in the outer, middle and inner régions. A systematics of 
5% will be quoted whatever the régions.

7.5 (3 extraction from the 2010 d a ta  sample
The data stored in 2010 have been used to measure the /3 parameters of the LHCb PRS. A 
large sample of 93010464 minimum bias events6 has been used and split in 10 sub-samples in 
order to test the stability of the fit convergence on a smaller statistics. The results are showed 
on tables 7.6 and 7.7 in the photon and electron cases respectively.

The spread of the /3 extraction on the sub-samples is quite similar to the one obtained with 
the Monte Carlo and is the sign of the good stability of the fits. The width curve for the data 
are shown on figure 7.14 and are also very similar to what was measured on a Monte Carlo

The values measured are ail above the coefficients originally used on the reconstruction 
and which reached 8.3, 8.8 and 9.5 for the outer, middle and inner zones respectively. The 
correction are of the order of 5 to 10%. This feature looks also confirmed by comparing the n0 
mass measurements from photons depositing energy or not depositing energy in the PRS. But 
the values used in the reconstruction have been extracted from an old simulation.

In section 7.4.1, the reconstruction factor had been re-estimated and were corrected by 8 to 
14% (see table 7.2). Comparing these new estimations with the calibration performed from the 
data, the difference is now only of 3.9, 5.8 and 2.7% in the outer, middle and inner. This shows

6The LHCb data are categorized according to several selection cut s. This process is called the stripping. The 
events used here are from the minimum bias stripping line. They have been produced during the reconstruction 
pass number 5 and the 9th stripping of the data.
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7.5. /3 extraction from the 2010 data sample

Fitted o (n ^  yy) Fitted mass (n0 ^  yy)

>(D

p correction
Fitted o (n0 ^  e+e' e'e')

>(D

p correction
Fitted mass (n0 ^  e+e' e+e')

p correction p correction

Figure 7.14: The two left plots show the evolution of the 7r° mass width with respect to the 
/3 PRS parameter. Those curves are obtained from real data recorded in 2010. The points 
are the actual measurements, the fit is indicated by the red curve. The right plots show the 
dependency of the 7r° mass reconstruction with the /3 value. The two top figures correspond to 
the “photon” PRS calibration case and the bottom ones to the electron calibration.

a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo if we take into account the 5% systematic 
error extracted from the Monte Carlo study. The table 7.8 gives the final results for the PRS 
calibration on the data in the “photon” and “electron” cases and for the 3 zones. The systematic 
uncertainties (assuming 5%) and statistical errors are also given in the same table.

Notice that there was no specific (3 value for the electrons up to now and this is the first 
estimation which is moreover extracted from the data themselves.

The stability of the method has been tested both on data and Monte Carlo by changing 
the fit range and changing the initial values. The observed différences are smaller than the 
statistical errors quoted in tables 7.6 and 7.7.

The mass peak position can be used to estimate the ECAL energy scale.
The results are given in table 7.9 and lead to corrections ranging from 0.2% to 1.0% max

imum in the electron case and the inner région. Nevertheless, notice that it is not planed yet 
to have specific corrections for the electrons energy measurements in the ECAL.

With such small ECAL energy corrections, an itération on the (3 extraction doesn’t lead to
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Figure 7.15: Extraction of the p coefficients in the electron case and the three régions. The 
lines give results for the 10 sub-samples described in the text and the full statistics. The Nzone 
columns are the number of 7 r°  extracted from the fit.

Sample N o u t e r  ( 7 7 )  P o  u ter  ( 7 7 ) N  M id d le  ( 7 7 )  P  M id d le  ( 7 7 ) N  In n e r  ( 7 7 )  P  In n e r  ( 7 7 )

0
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

167459
276108
280054
126710
255856
262336
248563
272246
267158
225800

8.90
8.87
8.72
8.45
8.81
8.82
8.71
8.99
8.40
8.76

69331
115716
111282
51360
102744
107370
102091
108839
108392
91102

9.93
9.30
9.69
10.02
9.60
9.66
9.78
9.47
9.74
9.51

73517
124426
120153
52090
109309
112973
109410
119247
112788
100980

11.28
10.80
11.03
12.17
11.13
11.10
11.37
11.26
10.68

10.75
Ail 2379585 8.69 ±  0.08 966280 9.46 ±0.09 1032522 10.95 ±0.11

Table 7.6: A minimum bias real data sample of 2010 has been split in 10 sub-samples. The 
extraction of the p parameters for the photons in each région of the calorimeter system is listed 
here for each sub-sample and the total statistics where the errors quoted are extracted from the 
Monte Carlo study. The columns Nouter, N  Middle-, Nouter indicate the number of 7r° measured 
from the fit.
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7.5. p extraction from the 2010 data sample

Sample Outer (^c) Pouter (ce) A M id d le  P  M id d le  ( ^ c ) N  In n e r  ( c e )  P  In n e r  ( c e )

0
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

171908
278514
278917
125059
245895
253896
250080
269721
269114
220920

9.42
9.33
9.33
9.35 
9.37 
9.27 
9.69
9.36 
9.31 
9.41

81091
126490
127715
55895
113630
118650
114323
124963
121125
100772

10.54
11.10
10.40 
10.22 
10.35 
11.03
10.40
11.41 
11.08 
10.16

110550
183708
184871
82220
162148
170299
163864
176263
170601
144397

13.41
12.87 
12.80 
13.19 
13.00 
12.84 
13.83 
12.54
12.88

12.41
Ail 2364111 9.40 ±0 .07 1080191 10.43 ±0.08 1547709 12.79 ±0.08

Table 7.7: Extraction of the j3 parameters for the electrons in the three régions of the calorimeter 
system. The numbers are given for each sub-sample obtained by splitting the total statistics for 
which the results are given on the last line of the table. Here, the errors are extracted from the 
Monte Carlo study. The columns Nouter, N  Middle-, Nouter indicate the number of 7r° measured 
from the fit.

[  O u ter [  M id d le  [ In n e r

^  8.69 ±0.43 ±0.08 9.46 ±  0.47 ±  0.09 10.95 ±  0.55 ±  0.11
(e+e-)(e+e") 9.40 ±  0.47 ±  0.07 10.43 ±  0.52 ±  0.08 12.79 ±  0.64 ±  0.08

Table 7.8: PRS calibration results for the three régions and the photons/electrons. The quoted 
errors are the systematic uncertainty (assuming 5%) and the statistical errors evaluated from

_______________ 7T° mass {pQu te r )  maSS (PM id d le )  maSS [PI n n e r )

(e+e~)(e+e~) 134.16 (0.6%) 134.55 (0.3%) 136.35 (1.0%)

Table 7.9: The reconstructed 7r° mass after PRS calibration. The ECAL energy scale corrections 
to be applied for photons and electrons are given brackets.

any significant variation of the coefficients and no itération procedure is applied.
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Conclusions

During the past years, I worked mainly on the design of the LHCb calorimeter electronics. This 
document is an overview of the work which has been done. This was intended to be both a 
description of my activities but also a document that could be considered as a future reference 
on the electronics and its design. The moment to write it is appropriate. The LHCb electronics 
has been designed, installed and commissioned. One year has passed since the first collisions 
at high energy occurred and we have sufficient hindsight on the calorimeter system.

The electronics of the detector has been a common work done by a small group of physicists 
and engineers at LAL. This document being an “habilitation à diriger des recherches”, I did not 
talk about ail the work which has been done and I described only the activities in which I was 
engaged. I tried to give the references when an essential part was missing. Moreover, I mainly 
described the hardware without mentioning the periods of installation, test and commissioning 
of the electronics although they have been very time consuming activities. The first beam came 
in late 2009 (I will not talk about the incident of 2008). I have had the chance to spend almost 
one year and a half at CERN from mid 2009. This gave me the opportunity to participate to 
the first data acquisitions both being deeply involved in the LHCb calorimeter but also working 
in the control room and during shifts with the members of the other sub-detector groups. This

last worry concerned the noise between the CROC and a specific FEB in the crates (see sec
tion 3.5.5). But, thanks to the prompt reaction of the group, the problem was identified, a

than expected disappeared by Summer 2009.
TED runs took place before the actual first circulating beams and collisions. They consisted 

in having a proton injection up to the entrance of the LHC where the “low intensity” beam was 
stopped by a screen. This led to bursts of particles due to the proton-screen interaction, mainly 
muons, that reached the LHCb detector. The interest for those events concerned essentially 
the tuning of the timing of the cells of the calorimeter. Although a précisé time adjustment 
was not possible with TED, those runs allowed us to learn how we could calibrate the detector 
efficiently and using the minimal amount of data, so that most of the time could be dedicated 
to physics runs. This was the time when most of the slow control tools have been designed, for 
example, to extract calibration parameters and perform scans on the full calorimeter system.

the end of 2009. The first level trigger was used to filter the events and this trigger was relying 
on the calorimeter information provided by the electronics. This was also a reason not to loose 
time on calibration runs specific to our system as this would have blinded the full detector for
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some time. The timing of the calorimeter was rapidly done by Marie-Noëlle Minard, from the 
method proposed by [66]. I integrated the cos(0) and PMT high voltage corrections and the first 
set of précisé time delays to apply to the cells was calculated and loaded through slow control 
into the electronics. After a few runs we obtained a good précision and the stability of our 
system has been welcomed by the full collaboration and provided a trusty trigger information. 
The first particles have been rapidly seen, the 7r° peak being observed almost online from the 
first data samples.

Part of this work was done again at the beginning of 2010 with the increase of the statistics 
and of the energy of the machine. Since, that moment, our understanding of the detector 
improved. The first précisé calibrations appeared after a few weeks. This was an important 
task that is not completely achieved yet. The rapidly changing beam conditions of 2010 did not

average events per Crossing (it was expected not to overtake 0.4 in “nominal”) led to unforeseen 
difficulties in reconstructing the events. Nevertheless, even in those unexpected conditions, the 
calorimeter system was reliable and no major problem appeared in 2010.

After the time adjustment of the cells, the energy calibration of the detector was the second 
step. The work was done with regularity and the almost weekly calibration meetings of the 
beginning permitted to coordinate efficiently the work of the whole group. The calibration 
presented in this document is a fraction of the work done by a few people among the calorimeter 
group to extract the most précisé set of coefficients for the SPD, PRS, ECAL and HCAL and 
obtain the most relevant data from the detector and for the physics analysis.

2011 will mostly be another year of increasing statistics, the aim being ultimately to reach 
lfb -1 by the end of the year. The winter shutdown has been used to consolidate the electronics 
and to fix the spares. Let’s hope that the system stability and functioning will be as much 
satisfying in the next year as in 2010.
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Abstract

LH Cb is one of th e  four large experim ents installed  on th e  LHC accelerator ring. T he aim  of the  
detec to r is to  precisely m easure C P  v io lation  observables and  rare  decays in th e  B m eson sector. T he 
calorim eter system  of LH C b is m ade of four sub-system s: th e  scin tilla ting  pad  detecto r, th e  preshower, 
th e  electrom agnetic (ECAL) and  hadron ic (HCAL) calorim eters. It is essential to  reconstruct B de
cays, to  efficiently trigger on in teresting  events and  to  identify  electrons and  photons.
A fter a review of th e  LH Cb detec to r sub-system s, th e  first p a r t of th is  docum ent describes th e  calorim e
te r  electronics. F irs t, th e  fron t-end  electronics in charge of m easuring th e  EC A L and HCAL signais 
from  th e  pho tom ultip liers is presented , th en  th e  following section is an  overview of th e  control card  
of th e  four calorim eters. T he chap ters th ree  and  four concern th e  te s t software of th is  electronics 
and  th e  technological choic.es m aking it to lé ran t to  rad ia tions in th e  LH C b cavern environm ent. T he 
m easurem ents perform ed to  ensure th is  to lerance are also given.
T he second p a r t of th is  docum ent concerns b o th  th e  identification of th e  pho tons w ith  LH Cb and  the  
ca lib ra tion  of th e  calorim eters. T he p h o ton  identification m ethod  is p resen ted  and  th e  perform ances 
given. F inally, th e  abso lu te  energy ca lib ra tion  of th e  PR S and  ECA L, based on th e  d a ta  sto red  in 
2010 is explained.

Résum é

LH Cb est l ’une des q u a tre  grandes expériences installées sur l ’anneau  du  LHC. Le dé tec teu r a pour 
b u t la  m esure précise de la  v io lation  de C P  et de canaux  rares de désin tégra tion  dans le secteur des 
m ésons B. Le calorim ètre de l ’expérience est un  ensem ble de q u a tre  sous-systèm es : le dé tec teu r de

Il est essentiel pour la  reconstruction  des événem ents, pou r le déclenchem ent de l ’expérience et pour 
l ’identification  des électrons et des photons.
Après une revue du  d é tec teu r LHCb, l ’électronique des calorim ètres est décrite dans la  prem ière partie  
de ce m ém oire. D ans un  prem ier tem ps l ’électronique de lecture des voies des pho tom ultip licateurs 
des ECA L et HCAL est présentée en m e ttan t l ’accent sur ses perform ances, puis la ca rte  de contrôle 
de l ’ensem ble du systèm e calorim étrique de l ’expérience est détaillée. Les chapitres tro is  et q u a tre  
concernent les program m es de te s t de ce tte  électronique, les choix technologiques p e rm e tta n t de la 
rendre suffisam m ent to lé ran te  aux  rad ia tions et les m esures quan tifian t ce tte  tolérance.
La seconde p artie  de ce m ém oire p o rte  d ’abord  sur l ’identification  des pho tons avec les calorim ètres 
de LHCb. La m éthode est présentée avec ses perform ances. Enfin, l ’étalonnage absolu en énergie des 
PR S et ECA L, basée sur les données enregistrées avec le dé tec teu r en 2010, est décrite dans le dernier 
chap itre  de ce tte  m êm e seconde partie .
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